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Unit 1 Self-image

Unit 1 consider (sb) + adj erachten, wähnen phr /kǩnɑsǺdǩ(r)/ to think about someone's feelings or reactions I consider myself lucky to live in such a nice house

Unit 1 consider (sb) to be… erachten, wähnen phr /kǩnɑsǺdǩ(r) tǩ ɕbiə/ to have a particular opinion about someone or something I consider myself lucky to be alive.

Unit 1 describe (sb) as... beschreiben phr /dǺɑskraǺb ɕǩz/ to say that someone or something is a particular type of person or thing Was this the man she had once described as a hero?

Unit 1 proud to + infinitive stolz phr /ɑpraȚd ɕtuə/ feeling happy about something you are connected with There was a time when we were proud to wear the Union Jack.

Unit 1 see (sb) as … sehen phr /ɑsiə ɕǩz/ to consider someone or something in a particular way I don’t see myself as an old-age pensioner

Unit 1 think of (sb) as … fühlen phr /ɑθǺŋk ǩv ɕǩz/
to have a particular opinion about someone or something

I think of myself as a European, but I’ve lived in the US for the last ten years.

Unit 1 Describing people

Unit 1 average durchschnittlich *** adj /ɑæv(ǩ)rǺdȢ/ around a usual or ordinary level or standard Police are looking for a man of average build.

Unit 1 bald kahl * adj /bǤəld/ with little or no hair on your head He went bald when he was quite young.

Unit 1 blond blond * adj /blǢnd/ blonde hair is pale yellow in colour She has long blonde hair.

Unit 1 build Körperbau * n C /bǺld/ the size and shape of someone’s body He was of medium build and about my height.

Unit 1 complexion Teint * n C /kǩmɑplekȓ(ǩ)n/

the appearance of the skin on someone’s face, and whether it is pale, dark, 

smooth etc He has an oily complexion.

Unit 1 dark dunkel *** adj /dǡə(r)k/

if a white person is described as being dark, they have brown or black hair and 

sometimes skin that is not light in colour He was a tall dark man.

Unit 1 healthy gesund *** adj /ɑhelθi/ showing that you are physically strong and not ill She's got a healthy complexion.

Unit 1 muscular muskulös adj /ɑmȜskjȚlǩ(r)/

very strong and attractive, with muscles that have been developed through 

exercise He was tall, blond, and muscular.

Unit 1 narrow schmal *** adj /ɑnærǩȚ/ small in width, especially when compared to how high or long something is She has a thin face and a long, narrow nose.

Unit 1 pale bleich *** adj /peǺl/

a pale person has skin that is lighter than usual because they are ill, shocked, 

or worried When he returned, he looked pale and weary.

Unit 1 pointed spitz * adj /ɑpǤǺntǺd/ with a point at the end He's got a long, pointed chin.

Unit 1 prominent ausgeprägt ** adj /ɑprǢmǺnǩnt/ sticking out She has very prominent cheekbones.

Unit 1 round rund *** adj /raȚnd/ shaped like a circle or a ball Which hairstyles would look good with a round face like mine?

Unit 1 shaved rasiert adj /ȓeǺvd/ with the hair removed He has a shaved head.

Unit 1 shiny glänzend * adj /ɑȓaǺni/ something that is shiny has a bright surface that reflects light She had shiny black hair.

Unit 1 slim dünn ** adj /slǺm/ thin in an attractive way She had a slim youthful figure.

Unit 1 straight glatt ** adj /streǺt/ straight hair has no curls or waves He's got straight brown hair.

Unit 1 tanned gebräunt adj /tænd/

someone who is tanned has darker skin than before because of spending time 

in the sun He was very tanned.

Unit 1 wavy wellig adj /ɑweǺvi/ a wavy line or wavy hair has a lot of waves or curls in it She has wavy blonde hair.

Unit 1 wide breit *** adj /waǺd/ measuring a large distance from one side to the other He has a big nose and a wide head.

Unit 1 Other words & phrases

Unit 1 agency Agentur ** n C /ɑeǺdȢ(ǩ)nsi/

a business that provides a service for people or companies, especially by 

giving them information or making arrangements He lied his way into a job with a successful advertising agency.

Unit 1 analyst Analyst ** n C /ɑænǩlǺst/

someone whose job is to carefully examine a situation, event, 

etc in order to provide other people with information about it Political analysts are not sure what the outcome will be.

Unit 1 arrest festnehmen ** v /ǩɑrest/

if the police arrest someone, they take that person to a police station because 

they believe he or she has committed a crime. Someone who has been 

arrested is under arrest, and if they are not allowed to leave, they are in 

custody

Police raided the store at dawn, arresting six men and seizing hundreds of pirated 

CDs.

Unit 1 arrogant arrogant * adj /ɑærǩǱǩnt/

someone who is arrogant thinks they are better or more important than other 

people and behaves in a way that is rude and too confident He made an extremely arrogant remark.

Unit 1 automatic Automatikwaffe ** n C / adj /ɕǤətǩɑmætǺk/ an automatic weapon Mitty is holding a heavy automatic and the crowd believe him. 

Unit 1 ban verboten ** v /bæn/ to say officially that people must not do, sell, or use something The book was banned from school libraries.

Unit 1 base Basis *** n C /beǺs/ a place from which an activity can be planned, started, or carried out Terrorists had been using the warehouse as a base for their operations.

Unit 1 beefeater Beefeater n C /ɑbiəfɕiətǩ(r)/

a guard at the Tower of London who wears a traditional red uniform and 

black hat The guards at the Tower are popularly known as beefeaters.

Unit 1 bite beißen ** v /baǺt/ to use your teeth to cut or breaksomething, usually in order to eat it She bit into her sandwich.

Unit 1 bottom untere Hälfte *** n C / adj /ɑbǢtǩm/ in the lowest place or part Look on the bottom half of the page.

Unit 1 career Berufslaufbahn *** n C /kǩɑrǺǩ(r)/

a job or series of related jobs that you do, especially a profession that you 

spend a lot of your working life in Choosing a career can be a very difficult decision.

Unit 1 cashier Kassierer n C /kæɑȓǺǩ(r)/ someone whose job is to receive or give money in a shop, bank etc She gave the money to the cashier.

Unit 1 challenge Herausforderung *** n C /ɑtȓælǺndȢ/

something that needs a lot of skill, energy, and determination to deal with or 

achieve, especially something you have never done before and will enjoy 

doing I was bored with my job and felt I needed a new challenge.

Unit 1 chaos Chaos ** n U /ɑkeǺǢs/ a situation in which everything is confused and in a mess Six months after the revolution, the country is still in chaos.

Unit 1 chew kauen ** v /tȓuə/

 to use your teeth to bite food in your mouth into small pieces so that you can 

swallow it High-fibre foods take longer to chew.
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Unit 1 citizen Staatsbürger *** n C /ɑsǺtǺz(ǩ)n/

someone who has the right to live permanently in a particular country and 

has the right to the legal and social benefits of that country as well as legal 

obligations towards it She married an American and became a US citizen.

Unit 1 clever klug ** adj /ɑklevǩ(r)/ good at learning or understanding things I’d like to be a doctor but I’m not clever enough.

Unit 1 clip Ausschnitt * n C /klǺp/

a short part of a film, television programme, or news story that is shown 

separately In another clip, Portillo is working behind the cash till at the supermarket. 

Unit 1 coalition Koalition ** n C /ɕkǩȚǩɑlǺȓ(ǩ)n/

a temporary union of different political parties that agree to form a 

government together The Greens have agreed to join the coalition government.

Unit 1 courtroom Gerichtssaal n C /ɑkǤə(r)tɕruəm/ a room where legal cases are judged Cheers rose from the courtroom when the verdict was given.

Unit 1 crossword Kreuzworträtsel * n C /ɑkrǢsɕwǬə(r)d/

a word game on paper, in which the answers to questions called clues are 

written in rows of squares that cross each other so that some letters are 

shared He likes doing a crossword puzzle in the evenings.

Unit 1 cucumber Gurke n C /ɑkjuəɕkȜmbǩ(r)/

a long thin vegetable that has a dark green skin and is white inside. It is 

usually eaten raw in salads. The're selling organic cucumbers.

Unit 1 decent gut ** adj /ɑdiəs(ǩ)nt/ good, or good enough Are there any decent restaurants around here?

Unit 1 deputy Stellvertreter *** adj / n C /ɑdepjȚti/

someone whose job is the second most important in a department or 

organization, and who takes the responsibilities of the most important person 

in some situations He's the deputy ambassador to Sweden.

Unit 1 dial wählen * v /ɑdaǺǩl/

to press the buttons, or to turn the dial, on a telephone in order to call 

someone In an emergency dial 999.

Unit 1 diplomacy Diplomatie n U /dǺɑplǩȚmǩsi/

the ability to deal with people in a sensitive way that does not upset or offend 

them Tact and diplomacy are skills that every good receptionist has.

Unit 1 election Wahl *** n C /Ǻɑlekȓ(ǩ)n/

 an occasion when people vote for someone to represent them, especially in a 

government Only about 20% of the people voted in the local government elections.

Unit 1 emergency services Rettungsdienst n pl

/ǺɑmǬə(r)dȢǩnsiɕ 

sǬəvǺsǺz/

the organizations that deal with fire, crime, accidents, and injuries, for 

example the police and the fire services What number you do dial for the emergency services? 

Unit 1 episode Folge ** n C /ɑepǺsǩȚd/

a part of a television or radio story that is broadcast separately and forms one 

of a series I can't wait to see the next episode.

Unit 1 executive Führungskraft ** n C / adj /ǺǱɑzekjȚtǺv/ a senior manager in a business or other organization I attended a meeting with some of the company’s top executives.

Unit 1 expert Experte *** n C /ɑekspǬə(r)t/

someone who has a particular skill or who knows a lot about a particular 

subject I need to speak to a computer expert.

Unit 1 eye-opener Augen geöffnet n C /ɑaǺ ɕǩȚp(ǩ)nǩ(r)/ a situation that shows you something surprising that you did not know before Visiting people in prison was a real eye-opener for me.

Unit 1 face der Tatsache ins Auge sehen *** v /feǺs/ to accept that a bad situation exists and try to deal with it We have to face the reality that, so far, the treaty has had little effect.

Unit 1 fake falsch v / adj / n C /feǺk/ made to look like something real in order to trick people He tried to enter the country on a fake passport.

Unit 1 fidget zappeln v /ɑfǺdȢǺt/

to keep making small quick movements with parts of your body because you 

are bored, nervous, or impatient He’s fidgeting and nervous. 

Unit 1 fireworks Feuerwerk n pl /ɑfaǺǩ(r)ɕwǬə(r)ks/

 an object that explodes when you light it and produces coloured lights and 

loud noises The firework display was really impressive.

Unit 1 fit fit ** adj /fǺt/ healthy, strong, and able to do physical exercise without getting very tired Running around after the kids keeps me fit.

Unit 1 flatly rundweg adv /ɑflætli/ in a firm and definite way intended to end discussion of a subject She flatly refuses to listen to him.

Unit 1 fuel Kraftstoff *** n U /ɑfjuəǩl/ petrol or diesel used in vehicles She's got a car that runs on unleaded fuel.

Unit 1 get away with (sth) (mit etwas) davonkommen v /get ǩɑweǺ wǺð/ to manage to do something bad without being punished or criticized for it

He thinks he’s getting away with it, but his body and his voice are giving him 

away. 

Unit 1 give (sb) away verraten v /ɕgǺv ǩɑweǺ/ to reveal information or facts about someone that should be secret His disguise was brilliant, but his shoes gave him away.

Unit 1 govern regieren ** v /ɑǱȜvǩ(r)n/ to control and manage an area, city, or country and its people The region is now governed by Morocco.

Unit 1 headquarters Hauptquartier ** n pl /hedɑkwǤə(r)tǩ(r)z/

the place where a company or organization has its main offices: can be 

followed by a singular or plural verb It is the headquarters of the Secret Service. 

Unit 1 hero Held ** n C /ɑhǺǩrǩȚ/

the main male character of a book, film, or play, who usually has good 

qualities. The main female character is called the heroine. Walter Mitty is the hero of a short story by James Thurber. 

Unit 1 honest ehrlich ** adj /ɑǢnǺst/ a person who is honest does not tell lies or cheat people, and obeys the law Most young people are decent and honest.

Unit 1 imaginary eingebildet * adj /ǺɑmædȢǺnǩri/ not real but only created in your mind A lonely child sometimes creates an imaginary friend to play with.

Unit 1 immigrant Einwanderer * n C /ɑǺmǺǱrǩnt/ someone who comes to live in a country from another country It's an area with a large immigrant population.

Unit 1 impress beeindrucken ** v /Ǻmɑpres/  if someone or something impresses you, you admire them What impressed me was their ability to deal with any problem.

Unit 1 impression Eindruck *** n C /Ǻmɑpreȓ(ǩ)n/ 

an opinion or feeling that you have about someone or something you have 

seen but do not know very well I have the impression that she’s very good at her job.

Unit 1 instrument Musikinstrument *** n C /ɑǺnstrȚmǩnt/ a musical instrument, for example a piano or a guitar Do you play an instrument?

Unit 1 invade besetzen * v /ǺnɑveǺd/  to take or send an army into another country in order to get control of it The island was invaded during the war.

Unit 1 invasion Invasion ** n C /ǺnɑveǺȢ(ǩ)n/

an occasion when one country’s army goes into another country to take 

control of it by force We learnt about the Roman invasion of Britain under Julius Caesar.

Unit 1 irrelevant irrelevant ** adj /Ǻɑrelǩvǩnt/ not important or not relevant to what you are discussing or doing That was an irrelevant remark.
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Unit 1 karaoke Karaoke n U /ɕkæriɑǩȚki/

a type of entertainment in which people sing popular songs while recorded 

music is played The local pub is holding a karaoke night on Friday.

Unit 1 kid Kinder *** n C /kǺd/ a child There was a group of kids playing football in the street.

Unit 1 landlord Vermieter ** n C /ɑlæn(d)ɕlǤə(r)d/ a man who owns a house, flat, or room that people can rent The landlord collects the rent every month.

Unit 1 liar Lügner n C /ɑlaǺǩ(r)/ someone who tells lies Don't trust him. He's a liar.

Unit 1 lie lügen *** v/n C /laǺ/ to deliberately say something that is not true It was obvious that she was lying.

Unit 1 lifestyle Lebensstil ** n C /ɑlaǺfɕstaǺl/

the type of life that you have, for example the type of job or house you have 

or the type of activity you like doing I try to live a healthy, outdoor lifestyle.

Unit 1 likeable sympathisch adj /ɑlaǺkǩb(ǩ)l/ pleasant, friendly, and easy to like Dave is a likeable character.

Unit 1 lip Lippe *** n C /lǺp/ one of the two edges that form the top and bottom parts of your mouth His thin red lips stretched into a smile.

Unit 1 live off (sth/sb) unterstützen  v /ɑlǺv Ǣf/ to depend on someone or something for the money or food that you need He’s 25 and still living off his parents.

Unit 1 look up to bewundern v /lȚk ɑȜp tȚ/ to admire and respect someone He’s a role model for other players to look up to.

Unit 1 marital ehelich adj /ɑmærǺt(ǩ)l/ relating to marriage I've heard they're having marital problems.

Unit 1 modest bescheiden ** adj /ɑmǢdǺst/

a modest person does not like to talk about themselves, their achievements, 

or their abilities, even if they are successful He comes across as very modest.

Unit 1 multiculturalism Multikulturalismus n U /ɕmȜltiɑkȜltȓǩrǩɕlǺz(ǩ)m/

the belief and practice of giving equal importance to each of the different 

cultures in a society Britan is coping with the challenges of multiculturalism.

Unit 1 mum Mutter ** n C /mȜm/ a mother. This word is used by people to talk about or talk to their mother. It’s my mum’s birthday tomorrow.

Unit 1 noodle Nudeln n C /ɑnuəd(ǩ)l/ a type of pasta in the form of long thin pieces that cook quickly The dish can be served with rice or noodles.

Unit 1 old-age pensioner Rentenempfänger n C

/ɕǩȚld eǺdȢ 

ɑpenȓ(ǩ)nǩ(r)/

someone who receives a pension from the government after they reach the 

age when they are officially old enough to stop working My grandmother is an old-age pensioner.

Unit 1 palm Handfläche ** n C /pǡəm/ the inside part of your hand, between your fingers and your wrist The captain slapped his palm on the desk.

Unit 1 parliament Parlament *** n C /ɑpǡə(r)lǩmǩnt/

 the main law-making institution in some countries. In the UK, Parliament 

consists of politicians elected to the House of 

Commons and members of the House of Lords Parliament decided today to ban mobile phone use while driving.

Unit 1 patiently geduldig adv /ɑpeǺȓ(ǩ)ntli/ in a patient manner

But he listens patiently to the teacher and by the middle of the week he’s doing 

much better.

Unit 1 patriotism Patriotismus n U

/ɑpætriǩɕtǺz(ǩ)m; 

ɑpeǺtriǩɕtǺz(ǩ)m/ strong feelings of love, respect, and duty towards your country He denounced the pacifists for their lack of patriotism.

Unit 1 phase Phase *** n C /feǺz/ a time in a person’s development or life when they behave in a particular way Don’t worry about Tina – I’m sure it’s just a phase.

Unit 1 pigeon Taube * n C /ɑpǺdȢ(ǩ)n/ a brown or grey bird that often lives in cities I spent my lunch hour feeding the pigeons in the park.

Unit 1 political politisch *** adj /pǩɑlǺtǺk(ǩ)l/ relating to politics I don't understand the political system in the US.

Unit 1 politician Politiker *** n C /ɕpǢlǩɑtǺȓ(ǩ)n/ someone who has a job in politics, especially a Member of Parliament He blackmailed several famous politicians.

Unit 1 pretend so tun als ob ** v /prǺɑtend/  to claim that something is true when it is not

He doesn’t pretend to enjoy the work, but he says that the atmosphere is much 

nicer than in the Houses of Parliament.

Unit 1 racism Rassismus * n U /ɑreǺɕsǺz(ǩ)m/

a way of behaving or thinking that shows that you do not like or respect 

people who belong to races that are different from your own and that you 

believe your race is better than others They promised to continue the struggle against racism.

Unit 1 rare selten *** adj /reǩ(r)/ not happening very often In a rare moment of honesty, he told her what he had done.

Unit 1 reality TV Reality-TV n U /rǺəɕælǩtǺ tǺə ɑvǺə/

television programmes that do not use professional actors but show real 

events and situations involving ordinary people What goes on behind the scenes of reality TV shows?

Unit 1 reaction Reaktion *** n C /riɑækȓ(ǩ)n/  the way that you feel or behave as a result of something that happens My mother’s initial reaction was quite unexpected.

Unit 1 rebellious rebellisch adj /rǺɑbeljǩs/ opposing authority or accepted ways of doing things She’s going through a very rebellious phase.

Unit 1 refugee Flüchtling ** n C /ɕrefjȚɑdȢiə/

someone who leaves their country, especially during a war or other 

threatening event Thousands of refugees have entered the camps along the borders in recent days.

Unit 1 reviewer Kritiker n C /rǺɑvjuəǩ(r)/

someone whose job is to write articles in a newspaper or magazine giving 

their opinion about a new play, book, art exhibition etc She works as a reviewer for various publications.

Unit 1 rhythm Rhythmus ** n C /ɑrǺðǩm/ a regular pattern of sounds or movements She likes the rhythm of his speech.

Unit 1 right-wing rechtsstehend * adj /ɕraǺtɑwǺŋ/ conservative in your political views The Conservative Party is traditionally more right-wing than the Labour Party.

Unit 1 salary Gehalt ** n C /ɑsælǩri/ a fixed amount of money that you earn each month or year from your job She earns an annual salary of £25,000.

Unit 1 self-important eingebildet adj /ɕselfǺmɑpǤə(r)t(ǩ)nt/

behaving in ways that show you think you are more important than everyone 

else

The manager was a self-important fellow who strutted about the office barking 

instructions. 

Unit 1 series Serie *** n C /ɑsǺǩriəz/

a set of television or radio programmes that are all about a particular subject, 

person, or group of people They’ve made a hit television series.

Unit 1 sincere aufrichtig * adj /sǺnɑsǺǩ(r)/ talking and acting in a way that shows you really mean what you say and do He is a modest and sincere man.

Unit 1 single parent alleinerziehendes Elternteil n C /ɕsǺŋg(ǩ)l ɑpeǩrǩnt/ a parent who raises their children alone, without a partner There has been a steady increase in the number of single parents.
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Unit 1 socialist sozialistisch adj / n C /ɑsǩȚȓǩlǺst/

having political views which support the idea of a society in which everyone 

has equal opportunities The Labour Party is a socialist party.

Unit 1 spot sehen ** v /spǢt/ to notice someone or something Hugh was spotted by local police and had to leave quickly.

Unit 1 stage Bühne *** n C /steǺdȢ/  the part of a theatre where the actors or musicians perform They had now been on stage for over four hours.

Unit 1 stand for kandidieren v /ɑstænd ɕfǤə/

to try to get chosen in an election for a particular position or as a memberof a p

articular institution

He has been Secretary of State for Defence and he has stood for leadership of the 

Tory party, but in tonight’s programme he takes on a whole new challenge.

Unit 1 status Status *** n U /ɑsteǺtǩs/  the legal position of a person, country etc Will I be officially self-employed, or will I have employee status?

Unit 1 stubborn eigensinning * adj /ɑstȜbǩ(r)n/

a stubborn person is not willing to change their ideas or to consider anyone 

else’s reasons or arguments He strikes me as a rather stubborn person.

Unit 1 sweaty schwitzen adj /ɑsweti/ covered in sweat, or smelling of sweat We got very hot and sweaty playing football.

Unit 1 stumble stolpern * v /ɑstȜmb(ǩ)l/ to fall or almost fall while you are walking or running Cheryl’s horse stumbled, throwing her to the ground.

Unit 1 talent Talent ** n C / U /ɑtælǩnt/  a natural ability for being good at a particular activity She had an obvious talent for music.

Unit 1 telltale bekannt adj /ɑtelɕteǺl/ telltale signs of something are obvious signs that it exists or it has happened A high temperature is one of the telltale signs of the illness.

Unit 1 tension Spannung *** n U /ɑtenȓ(ǩ)n/ the degree to which something such as a rope or muscle is pulled tight Can you feel the tension in your neck and shoulders?

Unit 1 till Kasse n C /tǺl/

a machine with containers for holding bills and coins that shows customers in s

tores how much they have to pay He's working behind the cash till at the supermarket.

Unit 1 traditionally traditionell adv /trǩɑdǺȓ(ǩ)nǩli/ in a way that relates to or is based on very old customs, beliefs, or stories April in North Korea is traditionally a month of festivals.

Unit 1 typical typisch *** adj /ɑtǺpǺk(ǩ)l/ like most people or things of the same type What do you do on a typical working day?

Unit 1 unfair ungerecht ** adj /Ȝnɑfeǩ(r)/ not fair or reasonable It is grossly unfair to suggest that the school was responsible for this accident.

Unit 1 volunteer Freiwilliger ** n C / v /ɕvǢlǩnɑtǺǩ(r)/ someone who offers to do something without being forced Can I have a volunteer to clean the board, please?

Unit 2 Phrasal verbs

Unit 2 bring together zusammenführen phr /ɕbrǺŋ tǩɑgeðǩ(r)/

to create a situation in which people meet and do something together, 

especially when they would not usually do so

The event was unique in bringing together politicians, business leaders, and 

academics.

Unit 2 break down Panne phr /ɕbreǺk ɑdaȚn/ if a machine or vehicle breaks down, it stops working The car broke down just outside Winchester.

Unit 2 come across unterkommen phr /ɕkȜm ǩɑkrǢs/  to meet someone, or to find something by chance I came across a word I’d never seen before.

Unit 2 drop (sb) off absetzen phr /ɕdrǢp ɑǢf/

to take someone to a place in a car, usually without getting out of the car 

yourself Can you drop the kids off at school this morning?

Unit 2 get by auskommen phr /ɕget ɑbaǺ/

to have just enough of something such as money or knowledge so that you 

can do what you need to do I couldn’t possibly get by on £500 a month.

Unit 2 get over (sth) (über etwas) hinwegkommen phr /ɕget ɑǩȚvǩ(r)/ to start to feel happy or well again after something bad has happened to you Don’s pretty upset, but he’ll get over it.

Unit 2 give (sth) up aufhören phr /ɕgǺv ɑȜp/ to stop doing something that you do regularly I’ve tried to give up many times.

Unit 2 look after (sb) aufpassen phr /ɕlȚk ɑǡəftǩ(r)/

to take care of someone or something and make certain that they have 

everything they need It’s hard work looking after three children all day.

Unit 2 pick (sb) up aufnehmen phr /ɕpǺk ɑȜp/

to take someone who is waiting by the road into your vehicle and take them so

mewhere

Yellow cabs are the only taxis that can pick up passengers on the streets of New 

York.

Unit 2 pull out überholen phr /ɕpȚl ɑaȚt/
if a vehicle or driver pulls out, they move onto a road or onto a part of a road where the 

traffic is moving faster A big truck pulled out in front of me.

Unit 2 run into (sb) (jemanden) treffen phr /ɕrȜn ɑǺntuə/ to meet someone when you did not expect to Guess who I ran into this morning?

Unit 2 see (sb) off verabschieden phr /ɕsiə ɑǢf/

to go somewhere such as a station or airport with someone in order to say 

goodbye to them Anne saw Terry off at the station.

Unit 2 set out starten phr /ɕset ɑaȚt/ to start a journey After a three-day rest, the travellers set out again.

Unit 2 settle down es sich gemütlich machen phr /ɕset(ǩ)l ɑdaȚn/

to make yourself comfortable in a place, especially in order to do something 

that will take a lot of time or effort I settled down in front of the television for the evening.

Unit 2 sort out in Ordnung bringen phr /ɕsǤə(r)t ɑaȚt/

to do what is necessary to deal with a problem, disagreement, or difficult 

situation successfully This matter could be sorted out if they would just sit down and talk.

Unit 2 stand up for (sth) verteidigen phr /stænd ɑȜp ɕfǤə(r)/ to defend someone or something that is being criticized or attacked You’ve got to stand up for what you believe in.

Unit 2 stop off anhalten phr /ɕstǢp ɑǢf/ to visit somewhere before continuing to another place We stopped off in town on the way to Jenni’s house.

Unit 2 turn in ins Bett gehen phr /ɕtǬə(r)n ɑǺn/ to go to bed at night We turned in and got some sleep.

Unit 2 Travel

Unit 2 catch a bus/ plane/train

einen Bus/ein Flugzeug/einen Zug 

nehmen phr

/ɕkætȓ ǩ 

ɑbȜs/ɑpleǺn/ɑtreǺn/ to get on a train, bus, plane, or boat that is travelling somewhere I caught the next train back to London.

Unit 2 get in a bus/car/taxi

in einen Bus/ein Auto/ein Taxi 

einsteigen phr

/get ɕin ǩ 

ɑbȜs/ɑkǡə(r)/ɑtæksi/ to go from being outside a bus/car/taxi to being inside Let's get in the taxi.

Unit 2 get out of a bus/car/taxi

aus einem Bus/einem Auto/einem 

Taxi steigen phr

/get ɕaȚt ǩv ǩ 

ɑbȜs/ɑkǡə(r)/ɑtæksi/ to go from being inside a bus/car/taxi to being outside We need to get out of the car here.

Unit 2 get off a bus/plane/train aussteigen phr

/get ɕǢf ǩ 

ɑbȜs/ɑpleǺn/ɑtreǺn/ to go from being inside a bus/plane/train to being outside I need to get off the bus at the next stop.

Unit 2 get on a bus/plane/train einsteigen phr

/get ɕǢn ǩ 

ɑbȜs/ɑpleǺn/ɑtreǺn/ to go from being outside a bus/plane/train to being inside We should get on the train now.

Unit 2 miss a bus/plane/train

einen Bus/ein Flugzeug/einen Zug 

verpassen phr

/ɕmǺs ǩ 

ɑbȜs/ɑpleǺn/ɑtreǺn/ to be too late for a train, bus etc I’ve got a meeting and I don’t want to miss the train.
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Unit 2 take a bus/taxi/train einen Bus/ein Taxi/einen Zug nehmen phr

/ɕteik ǩ 

ɑbȜs/ɑtæksi/ɑtreǺn/ to use a particular type of transport I usually take the bus to work.

Unit 2 take (time) to + Infinitive viel (Zeit) brauchen phr /ɑteǺk (taǺm) ɕtuə/ to spend time doing something The train takes a long time to get to London.

Unit 2 Other words & phrases

Unit 2 acrobatics Akrobatik n /ɕækrǩɑbætǺks/ the skills or movements of an acrobat My show includes juggling, music, magic, acrobatics and theatre. 

Unit 2 act Handlung *** n C /ækt/ a single thing that someone does That was a real act of kindness. 

Unit 2 adventure Abenteuer ** n C /ǩdɑventȓǩ(r)/ an exciting, unusual, and sometimes dangerous experience Since he first set out on his adventure he has visited more than 60 countries. 

Unit 2 alternatively alternativ ** adv /ǤəlɑtǬə(r)nǩtǺvli/ used for making another suggestion We could drive all the way. Alternatively, we could fly.

Unit 2 amazing fantastisch ** adj /ǩɑmeǺzǺŋ/ used about something surprising that is also very impressive In the last five and a half weeks we’ve seen and done some amazing things.

Unit 2 apparently anscheinend *** adv /ǩɑpærǩntli/ based only on what you have heard, not on what you are certain is true Apparently they were part of a group of students. 

Unit 2 award Preis *** n C / v /ǩɑwǤə(r)d/ a prize or other reward that is given to someone who has achieved something The fimmakers won an award for their film.

Unit 2 backpack Rucksack n /ɑbækɕpæk/ a rucksack He put all the camping equipment in his backpack.

Unit 2 bear Bär ** n C /beǩ(r)/

a large wild animal with thick fur. There are several different types of bears, 

for example the polar bear and the grizzly bear. A young bear is called a bear 

cub. They came across the bear near a river. 

Unit 2 bet wetten ** n C/ v /bet/

to risk an amount of money by saying what you think will happen, especially 

in a race or game. You lose the money if you are wrong and win more if you 

are right. He bet lots of money on the horse race.

Unit 2 blind blenden ** adj / v /blaǺnd/ to make someone unable to see for a short time The low sun blinded her as she drove up the hill.

Unit 2 broaden (sb's) mind den Horizont erweitern phr /ɕbrǤəd(ǩ)n ɑmaǺnd/

to help someone understand the world and make them more able to accept other

 people’s ideas and beliefs According to an English saying, travel broadens the mind.

Unit 2 budget Budget *** n C /ɑbȜdȢǺt/ the amount of money a person or organization has to spend on something He gets by on a budget of three dollars a day.

Unit 2 bush Busch ** n U /bȚȓ/

areas in hot countries like Australia and Africa that are not used for growing 

crops. They are usually far from cities and very few people live there. We drove about 20 miles into the bush.

Unit 2 cab Taxi n /kæb/ taxi Shall I call you a cab?

Unit 2 campfire Lagerfeuer n /ɑkæmpɕfaǺǩ(r)/ a fire built outside by people who are camping They sat around the campfire.

Unit 2 cave Höhle ** n C /keǺv/ a large hole in the side of a hill or under the ground There are many caves with prehistoric cave paintings. 

Unit 2 celebrate feiern *** v /ɑselǩɕbreǺt/

to do something enjoyable in order to show that an occasion or event is 

special He is celebrating his 21st birthday.

Unit 2 charity wohltätiger Zweck *** n C/U /ɑtȓærǩti/

an organization to which you give money so that it can give money and help 

to people who are poor or ill, or who need advice and support The show raised thousands of pounds for charity.

Unit 2 climate Wetter ** n C /ɑklaǺmǩt/ the type of weather that a country or region has Mexico is renowned for its hot climate and spicy food.

Unit 2 climax Höhepunkt * n C /ɑklaǺmæks/

the most exciting or important moment in a story, event, or situation, usually 

near the end It's the climax to this season’s Champions’ Cup.

Unit 2 clown Clown n /klaȚn/

a performer in a circus who wears funny clothes and makes people laugh by 

doing silly things He is dressed as a clown in the photo.

Unit 2 coast Küste *** n C /kǩȚst/ an area of land beside a sea We went on holiday to the east coast of England.

Unit 2 comedian Komiker n /kǩɑmiədiǩn/

someone whose job is to entertain people by telling jokes and stories to make 

them laugh He is a well-known writer and comedian.

Unit 2 comfortable bequem *** adj /ɑkȜmftǩb(ǩ)l/ feeling physically relaxed, without any pain or other unpleasant feelings Sit quietly in a comfortable position.

Unit 2 competition Wettbewerb *** n C /ɕkǢmpǩɑtǺȓ(ǩ)n/

an organized event in which people try to win prizes by being better than 

other people He entered a competition in the local newspaper.

Unit 2 continent Kontinent ** n C /ɑkǢntǺnǩnt/

one of the very large areas of land on Earth that are usually divided into 

several countries Nigeria is on the continent of Africa.

Unit 2 cub das Junge n /kȜb/ a young bear, lion, fox, wolf, or other wild animal They found a baby fox cub.

Unit 2 currently derzeit *** adv /ɑkȜrǩntli/ at the present time It's the best recording currently available on CD.

Unit 2 darken (sich) verdunkeln v /ɑdǡə(r)kǩn/ to become darker, or to make something darker The sky darkened and heavy rain began to fall.

Unit 2 dawn Morgendämmerung ** n C /dǤən/ the beginning of the day, when it begins to get light They had decided to leave at dawn.

Unit 2 declare gelten *** v /dǺɑkleǩ(r)/ to announce officially that something is true or happening Monica wants to be legally declared an adult.

Unit 2 desert Wüste ** n C /ɑdezǩ(r)t/ 

a large area of land with few plants and little water and where the weather is 

always dry We travelled across the Sahara desert.

Unit 2 double-decker Doppel-Decker adj/n /ɕdȜb(ǩ)l ɑdekǩ(r)/ a bus that has both an upper and a lower level where people can sit We took a double-decker bus across the city.

Unit 2 eventually später *** adv /Ǻɑventȓuǩli/ at the end of a process or period of time in which many things happen We’re hoping, eventually, to create 500 new jobs.

Unit 2 exist leben *** v /ǺǱɑzǺst/ to manage to live, especially under difficult conditions Only about 200 Siberian tigers still exist in the wild.
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Unit 2 explore entdecken *** v /ǺkɑsplǤə(r)/

 to travel to a place in order to learn about it or to search for something 

valuable such as oil The town is a good base from which to explore this charming corner of Italy.

Unit 2 extraordinarily ungemein * adv /ǺkɑstrǤə(r)d(ǩ)nǩrǩli/ extremely It’s an extraordinarily beautiful film. 

Unit 2 fascinating faszinierend ** adj /ɑfæsǺneǺtǺŋ/ making you very interested or attracted The caves and rock art are fascinating.

Unit 2 fire station Feuerwehrstation n C /ɑfaǺǩ(r) ɕsteǺȓ(ǩ)n/

the building where firefighters have their office and keep their vehicles and 

equipment He has slept in fire stations, police stations and churches. 

Unit 2 formation Bildung *** n C /fǤə(r)ɑmeǺȓ(ǩ)n/ the particular shape of something We saw some unusual cloud formations.

Unit 2 four-wheel drive Allradantrieb n C /ɕfǤə(r)wiəl ɑdraǺv/ a vehicle that has a system that provides power to all four of it's wheels

Over the next six weeks, I’m planning to cover as much of the outback as I 

possibly can in a secondhand four-wheel drive, and I’ll be accompanied by my two 

grandchildren.

Unit 2 fox Fuchs ** n C /fǢks/

 a wild animal similar to a small dog, with red-brown fur, a pointed face, and 

a thick tail They found a baby fox cub.

Unit 2 fridge Kühlschrank * n C /frǺdȢ/ a piece of equipment that is used for storing food at low temperatures Chill the wine in the fridge first.

Unit 2 glimpse flüchtiger Blick * v / n C /ǱlǺmps/ an occasion when you see someone or something for a moment only The crowd were anxious for a glimpse of the President.

Unit 2 goldfield Goldfeld n /'ǱǩȚldɕfiəld/ an area in which gold can be found as a mineral

We’ve been blinded by the salt lakes of Curara Soak, we’ve relived history in the 

goldfields of Kalgoorlie-Boulder, we’ve been guests at the campfires of Aboriginal 

communities.

Unit 2 headline Schlagzeile ** n C /ɑhedɕlaǺn/  the title of a newspaper story that is printed in large letters The front-page headline read ‘Royal Love Scandal’.

Unit 2 helicopter Hubschrauber ** n C /ɑhelǺɕkǢptǩ(r)/ an aircraft with large metal blades on top that spin and lift it into the air They hired a helicopter.

Unit 2 heritage Erbe ** n U /ɑherǺtǺdȢ/

the art, buildings, traditions, and beliefs that a society considers important to 

its history and culture Ireland has a rich musical heritage.

Unit 2 hire mieten ** v /ɑhaǺǩ(r)/ to rent something such as a car or room

I’m going to find the tourist information centre and ask about where I can hire a 

car.

Unit 2 hitchhike per Anhalter fahren v /ɑhǺtȓɕhaǺk/

to travel by asking other people to take you in their car, by standing at the 

side of a road and holding out your thumb or a sign You should never hitchhike alone.

Unit 2 home town Heimatstadt n C /ɕhǩȚmɑtaȚn/ the city or town where you lived as a child He used to deliver pizzas in his home town of Uppsala. 

Unit 2 in the wild Wildnis adv /ɕǺn ðǩ ɑwaǺld/ in an environment that is natural There are only about 300 of these beautiful animals in the wild.

Unit 2 incredible unglaublich * adj /Ǻnɑkredǩb(ǩ)l/ used for saying how great or extreme something is The pressure to win is incredible. 

Unit 2 injure verletzen ** v /ɑǺndȢǩ(r)/ to do something that damages part of your body

He injured his back and will be unable to play tomorrow.

Unit 2 injury Verletzung *** n C/U /ɑǺndȢǩri/ physical damage done to a person or a part of their body She has recovered from injuries sustained in the accident.

Unit 2 inspire anregen ** v /ǺnɑspaǺǩ(r)/ to give someone the enthusiasm to do or create something

I hope it inspires people to leave the coast and find out what the real Australia is 

all about. 

Unit 2 juggling Jonglieren n /ɑdȢȜg(ǩ)lǺŋ/

keeping objects moving through the air by catching them as they fall and 

throwing them back into the air My show includes juggling, music, magic, acrobatics and theatre.

Unit 2 landmark Wahrzeichen n /ɑlæn(d)ɕmǡə(r)k/ a famous building or object that you can see and recognize easily The Statue of Liberty is a very famous landmark. 

Unit 2 lawyer Anwalt *** n C /ɑlǤəjǩ(r)/ someone whose profession is to provide people with legal advice and services Her lawyers have asked the court to award $110,000 in damages.

Unit 2 length Länge *** n C /leŋθ/ the distance from one end of something to the other They ran the length of Britain to raise money for charity.

Unit 2 lie ahead in der Zukunft liegen phr /ɕlaǺ ǩɑhed/

if something lies ahead, especially something difficult or unpleasant, it is 

going to happen in the future and you will have to deal with it

The journey has already taken him to three continents and most of Asia still lies 

ahead. 

Unit 2 lift per Anhalter gefahrene Strecke ** n C /lǺft/ an occasion when someone takes you somewhere in their car His first lift took him only three miles. 

Unit 2 local örtlich *** adj /ɑlǩȚk(ǩ)l/

in or related to the area that you live in, or to the particular area that you are 

talking about Ask for the book in your local library.

Unit 2 magic Zauber ** n U /ɑmædȢǺk/

mysterious tricks that an entertainer called a magician performs, for example 

making things appear or disappear What are the best magic tricks you have seen? 

Unit 2 mechanical mechanisch ** adj /mǺɑkænǺk(ǩ)l/ relating to engines and machines, and the way that they work The system has shut down because of mechanical problems.

Unit 2 mission Mission ** n C /ɑmǺȓ(ǩ)n/ an aim that is very important to a person or organization

His mission is to bring a smile into the lives of the people he runs into on his 

travels. 

Unit 2 outback Outback n /ɑaȚtɕbæk/

the large areas of land in Australia that are not used for growing crops and are 

far away from any city or town I’m planning to cover as much of the outback as I possibly can. 

Unit 2 passerby Passant n /ɕpǡəsǩ(r)ɑbaǺ/

someone who is walking past a place, especially when an accident or violent 

event happens A passer-by called the police.

Unit 2 perform aufführen *** v /pǩ(r)ɑfǤə(r)m/

to do something in front of an audience in order to entertain them, for 

example by acting in a play or singing The opera was first performed in 1992.

Unit 2 platform Bahnsteig ** n C /ɑplætɕfǤə(r)m/ an area next to a railway track where passengers get onto and off trains The train is still at the platform. 

Unit 2 post veröffentlichen *** v /pǩȚst/ to put information on the Internet He posted details and photos of his journey on his personal website.

Unit 2 principality Fürstentum n /ɕprǺnsǩɑpælǩti/ a country ruled by a prince She comes from the Principality of Liechtenstein.

Unit 2 purple lila * adj /ɑpǬə(r)p(ǩ)l/

between red and blue in colour. If something is similar to this colour, you can 

say that it is purplish or purply. Only important people could wear purple clothes in 16th-century England. 

Unit 2 purpose Aufgabe *** n C /ɑpǬə(r)pǩs/

the aim that someone wants to achieve, or that something is intended to 

achieve My sole purpose is to bring them a little happiness. 
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Unit 2 put (sth) right (etwas) einrenken v /ɕpȚt ɑraǺt/ to correct a mistake or change a situation with which you are unhappy So the time has come to put this right.

Unit 2 raise sammeln *** v /reǺz/ to collect money for a particular purpose We managed to raise over £4,000 through sponsored events.

Unit 2 represent bedeuten *** v /ɕreprǺɑzent/ to be a sign or symbol of something The colour red commonly represents danger.

Unit 2 rescue retten ** v /ɑreskjuə/ to save someone from a dangerous or unpleasant situation The crew of the tanker were rescued just minutes before it sank in heavy seas.

Unit 2 rock Felsen *** n U / C /rǢk/ a large piece of stone that rises up from the ground or from under the ocean

At sunset, we settled down to watch the Rock turn red against the darkening sky 

and planned the last leg of our trip – 450 kilometres across the desert to the 

modern town of Alice Springs.

Unit 2 sacred sakral ** adj /ɑseǺkrǺd/ connected with religion There's an exhibition of sacred art at the gallery.

Unit 2 salt Salz ** n U /sǤəlt/

a white substance that is often added to food before or after cooking to 

improve its flavour. Salt is dug from the ground, or produced from sea water Add a pinch of salt.

Unit 2 search Suche *** n C / v /sǬə(r)tȓ/ an attempt to find something They explored the beautiful River Amur region in their search for the tiger. 

Unit 2 second-hand gebraucht adj /ɕsekǩndɑhænd/ owned or used by someone else before you We drove a second-hand four-wheel drive throught the countryside.

Unit 2 sight Sehenswürdigkeit *** n C/U /saǺt/ interesting places that people go to see We saw a lot of well-known sights and landmarks.

Unit 2 site Ort ** n C /saǺt/

a place where something happened, especially something interesting or 

important, or where there is an important building Hebron is the site of a mosque sacred to Muslims.

Unit 2 sole einzig ** adj /sǩȚl/ the sole person or thing is the only one of a particular type She is the sole survivor of the crash.

Unit 2 solo allein * adj / adv /ɑsǩȚlǩȚ/ done by one person alone, without any help He broke the record for the longest solo Vespa journey.

Unit 2 spectacular beeindruckend ** adj /spekɑtækjȚlǩ(r)/ extremely impressive

You can see the spectacular sight of the famous Uluru, shining purple in the light 

of dawn.

Unit 2 spellbound gebannt adj /ɑspelɕbaȚnd/ so impressed by something that you do not pay attention to anything else We were absolutely spellbound. 

Unit 2 sponsor sponsern ** v /ɑspǢnsǩ(r)/

to agree to give money to someone who is going to take part in a charity 

event He is sponsored by his fans.

Unit 2 storm Sturm ** n C /stǤə(r)m/

an occasion when a lot of rain falls very quickly, often with very strong winds 

or thunder and lightning He had mechanical problems with his Vespa during a storm in the Swiss Alps. 

Unit 2 stranger Fremde/r ** n C /ɑstreǺndȢǩ(r)/ someone who does not know a place well You are a stranger in the town. 

Unit 2 taxi rank Taxistand n C /ɑtæksi ɕræŋk/ a place where taxis wait for customers There’s a taxi rank at the station. 

Unit 2 tiger Tiger * n C /ɑtaǺǱǩ(r)/

a large Asian wild animal that has yellowish fur with black lines and is a 

member of the cat family. The female tiger can be called a tiger or tigress. A 

young tiger is called a tiger cub. Scientists have discovered a rare species of tiger.

Unit 2 time limit Frist n C /ɑtaǺm ɕlǺmǺt/ an amount of time in which you must do something They had a time limit.

Unit 2 tractor Traktor n C /ɑtræktǩ(r)/ a vehicle used on farms, for example to pull machines He was rescued by a farmer in a tractor. 

Unit 2 truck Laster ** n C /trȜk/ a large road vehicle used for carrying goods We drove past a ten-ton truck.

Unit 2 unforgettable unvergesslich adj /ɕȜnfǩ(r)ɑǱetǩb(ǩ)l/ something that is unforgettable will be remembered for a very long time The holiday was an unforgettable experience.

Unit 2 van Kleintransporter ** n C /væn/

a vehicle used for carrying goods. It is usually larger than a car and smaller 

than a truck, and the back part is enclosed, with no windows at the sides We’ll have to hire a van to move all this stuff.

Unit 2 widely-travelled weitgereist adj /ɕwaǺdli ɑtræv(ǩ)ld/

someone who is widely travelled has been to many different countries and is 

familiar with their cultures Who is the most widely-travelled person that you know?

Unit 2 wildlife wildlebende Tiere n /ɑwaǺldɕlaǺf/ animals, birds, and plants that live in natural conditions The government has made laws to protect wildlife and their habitats.

Unit 3 Accommodation

Unit 3 apartment block Wohnblock n C /ǩɑpǡə(r)tmǩnt ɕblǢk/ a block of flats I live in a high-rise apartment block.

Unit 3 cabin Hütte ** n C /ɑkæbǺn/ a small simple wooden house in the mountains or in a forest He lived in a cabin in the mountains.

Unit 3 campsite Campingplatz n C /ɑkæmpɕsaǺt/

a place where people on holiday can stay in tents or other temporary shelters, 

usually with toilets and a supply of water. We booked a campsite near the town.

Unit 3 cave Höhle ** n C /keǺv/ a large hole in the side of a hill or under the ground Would you like to live in a cave?

Unit 3 communal Gemeinschafts- * adj /ɑkǢmjȚn(ǩ)l/ 

owned or used by everyone in a group, especially a group of people who live 

in the same building We have a communal garden.

Unit 3 community Gemeinschaft *** n C /kǩɑmjuənǩti/  the people who live in an area: can be followed by a singular or plural verb I wanted to work somewhere where I could serve the community.

Unit 3 detached freistehend * adj /dǺɑtætȓt/ a detached house is not joined to another house We live in a four-bedroomed detached house.

Unit 3 dormitory Wohnheim n C /ɑdǤə(r)mǺtri/

a large room where a lot of people sleep, for example in a school or army 

camp They sleep in separate dormitories.

Unit 3 facilities Einrichtungen *** n pl /fǩɑsǺlǩtiz/ 

something such as a room or piece of equipment that is provided at a place 

for people to use The hotel has excellent leisure facilities.

Unit 3 flat Wohnung *** n C /flæt/

 a set of rooms for living in, usually on one floor of a large building. The usual 

American word is apartment They bought a flat in Chelsea.

Unit 3 holiday home Ferienhaus n C /ɑhǢlǺdeǺ ɕhǩȚm/ a house or flat that you own and use for holidays We have a holiday home in Catalonia.

Unit 3 houseboat Hausboot n C /ɑhaȚsɕbǩȚt/ a boat that someone lives in as their home a houseboat on the river Thames
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Unit 3 lighthouse Leuchtturm n C /ɑlaǺtɕhaȚs/

a tower built next to the sea that has a powerful flashing light at the top to 

show ships where to go or to warn them of danger My ideal job would be a lighthouse keeper.

Unit 3 local authority

Ortsbehörde, Gemeinde, 

Kreisverwaltung n C /ɑlǩȚk(ǩ)l ǤəɑθǢrǩti/

in the UK, the organization in a particular area or city that is responsible for 

providing public services The local authority is responsible for repairing the roads.

Unit 3 lock verschließen *** v /lǢk/

to fasten something such as a door or a container, usually with a key, so that 

other people cannot open it John went out and locked the door behind him.

Unit 3 mobile home Wohnmobil n C /ɕmǩȚbaǺl ɑhǩȚm/

a vehicle on wheels that is pulled by a car and isused as a home by people on 

vacation Would you like to live in a mobile home?

Unit 3 monthly charge monatliche Gebühr n C /ɑmȜnθli ɑtȓǡə(r)dȢ/

an amount of money that you have to pay every 

month, especially when you visit a place 

or when someone does something for you We have to pay a monthly charge for the lift and the lights on the stairs.

Unit 3 ownership Besitz ** n U /ɑǩȚnǩ(r)ȓǺp/ legal possession of something, usually something big and valuable They share ownership of the park.

Unit 3 rent Miete *** v / n U /rent/

an amount of money that you pay regularly for using a house, room, office etc 

that belongs to someone else After she’d paid her rent, Jen had no money left for food.

Unit 3 resident Bewohner *** n C /ɑrezǺd(ǩ)nt/ someone who lives in a particular place Many local residents have objected to the scheme.

Unit 3 semi-detached Doppelhaus adj /ɕsemidǺɑtætȓt/ a semi-detached house is joined to another house by one wall that they share They live in a semi-detached house with a garden.

Unit 3 suburb Vorort * n C /ɑsȜbǬə(r)b/ 

an area or town near a large city but away from its centre, where there are 

many houses, especially for middle-class people Wanstead is a suburb of London.

Unit 3 tent Zelt ** n C /tent/ a shelter made of cloth and supported with poles and ropes We can put up our tent just here.

Unit 3 terraced house Reihenhaus n C /ɑterǩst ɕhaȚs/ a house in a row of similar houses joined together on both sides

Accommodation in British town centres is usually in apartment blocks or rows of 

old terraced houses.

Unit 3 tree house Baumhaus n C /ɑtriəɕhaȚs/ a small shelter built in a tree for children to play in He built a tree house in the garden.

Unit 3 wallpaper Tapete * n U �/ɑwǤəlɕpeǺpǩ(r)/ thick paper that you stick on walls inside a house to decorate them You couldn't put green wallpaper in bedrooms.

Unit 3 windmill Windmühle n C /ɑwǺn(d)ɕmǺl/ 

a tall building with sails (=long pieces of wood or metal) that turn in the wind 

and produce power to crush grain or produce electricity The Dutch built windmills for many centuries.

Unit 3 Sleep

Unit 3 fall asleep einschlafen phr /ɑfǤəl ǩɑsliəp/ to change into the state of being asleep I sometimes fall asleep in front of the TV.

Unit 3 feel sleepy (sich) schläfrig fühlen phr /ɕfiəl ɑsliəpi/ if you feel sleepy, you feel tired and want to sleep On some days when Louis was feeling sleepy, he didn’t get up at all.

Unit 3 get to sleep einschlafen phr /ɕget tǩ ɑsliəp/ to begin sleeping, especially if it is difficult to do so What do you do when you can’t get to sleep?

Unit 3 go to sleep schlafen phr /ɕgǩȚ tǩ ɑsliəp/ to begin sleeping What time do the kids usually go to sleep?

Unit 3 have a nap ein Schläfchen halten phr /ɕhæv ǩ ɑnæp/ to sleep for a short time, usually during the day I sometimes have a nap after lunch.

Unit 3 heavy sleeper einen tiefen Schlaf haben n c /ɕhevǺ ɑsliəpǩ(r)/ someone who does not wake easily when they are sleeping The noise didn't wake me because I'm a heavy sleeper.

Unit 3 light sleeper einen leichten Schlaf haben n c /ɕlaǺt ɑsliəpǩ(r)/ someone who wakes easily when they are sleeping I need a quiet bedroom because I'm a light sleeper.

Unit 3 make the bed das Bett machen phr /ɕmeǺk ðǩ ɑbed/ to arrange the covers on a bed so that they are neat I always make the bed first thing in the morning.

Unit 3 set the alarm clock den Wecker stellen phr /ɕset ðiə ǩɑlǡə(r)m ɕklǢk/

to change the controls on an alarm clock so that it will ring at a particular 

time I sometimes forget to set my alarm clock.

Unit 3 wake up aufwachen * v /ɑweǺk ɑȜp/ to stop sleeping I woke at 5 o’clock this morning.

Unit 3 Other words & phrases

Unit 3 airy luftig adj /ɑeǩri/ with a lot of fresh air and space The bedrooms were all light and airy.

Unit 3 arsenic Arsen n U /ɑǡə(r)s(ǩ)nǺk/ 

a very strong chemical that is used in industry and as a poison for killing small 

animals such as rats She was treated for arsenic poisoning.

Unit 3 bench Bank ** n C /bentȓ/ a hard seat for two or more people, usually outside in a public place He had to sleep on a park bench.

Unit 3 best-seller Bestseller n C /ɕbestɑselǩ(r)/ a book that many people buy Tom wrote his first best-seller at the age of 23.

Unit 3 big deal großes Ding n C /ɕbǺg ɑdiəl/ something that is very important It's no big deal.

Unit 3 bill Rechnung *** n C /bǺl/ 

a written statement showing how much money you owe someone for goods 

or services you have received We got a huge phone bill this month.

Unit 3 candle Kerze ** n C /ɑkænd(ǩ)l/ a stick of wax with a string in it called a wick that you burn to give light Blow out the candle.

Unit 3 chef Koch * n C /ȓef/ someone who cooks food in a restaurant as their job She's a qualified chef.

Unit 3 chemical chemisch *** n C / adj /ɑkemǺk(ǩ)l/ a substance used in chemistry or produced by a process involving chemistry You must wear gloves when handling any of these chemicals.

Unit 3 conduct leiten *** v /kǩnɑdȜkt/ 

 to do something in an organized way. In ordinary speech it is more usual to 

say that someone carries something out He conducted the day’s business from his bed. 

Unit 3 convenient praktisch ** adj /kǩnɑviəniǩnt/ 

a convenient place is one that is near the place where you are and is easy to 

get to It's really convenient for the shops.

Unit 3 conviction Verurteilung ** n C /kǩnɑvǺkȓ(ǩ)n/ a decision by a court of law that someone is guilty of a crime She has a conviction for dangerous driving.

Unit 3 crash donnern ** v /kræȓ/ to hit something hard, making a loud noise and often causing damage The waves come crashing down on the rocks around the house.

Unit 3 day-to-day täglich * adj /ɕdeǺtǩɑdeǺ/ happening every day as part of your normal life He's responsible for the day-to-day running of the company.

Unit 3 deserved verdient adj /dǺɑzǬə(r)vd/ if something is deserved, it is right that you have it or get it She has a deserved reputation for honesty and sincerity.

Unit 3 dramatic dramatisch *** adj /drǩɑmætǺk/ exciting and impressive What other job lets you live somewhere so dramatic?

Unit 3 drawback Nachteil n C /ɑdrǤəɕbæk/ a feature of something that makes it less useful than it could be The main drawback of the scheme is its expense.

Unit 3 dull langweilig ** adj /dȜl/ boring, or not interesting It can be a bit dull at times. 

Unit 3 effect Auswirkung *** n C /Ǻɑfekt/  a change that is produced in one person or thing by another They all suffered the physical effects of lack of sleep.
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Unit 3 enormous riesig *** adj /ǺɑnǤə(r)mǩs/ very large in size or quantity The enormous birthday cake dwarfed everything else on the table.

Unit 3 feel free (gern) etw. tun können phr /ɕfiəl ɑfriə/ used for telling someone that they can do something if they want to Feel free to contact us at any time.

Unit 3 for good für immer adv /fǩ(r) ɑgȚd/ permanently, without the possibility of change in the future It looks like Jamie has left for good this time.

Unit 3 found gründen *** v /faȚnd/� to start an organization, company, political party etc The newspaper was founded in 1909.

Unit 3 growth Wachstum *** n U /ǱrǩȚθ/ an increase in the number, size, or importance of something There has been a growth in restaurants serving British food. 

Unit 3 halfway auf halber Höhe * adj/adv /ɕhǡəfɑweǺ/ at an equal distance from two places or from the two ends of something Isn’t it a bit dangerous living halfway up a tree?

Unit 3 hammock Hängematte n C /ɑhæmǩk/ 

a bed consisting of a long piece of cloth or net tied at each end to posts or 

trees Sailors used to sleep in hammocks.

Unit 3 a helping hand helfen phr /ǩ ɕhelpǺŋ ɑhænd/ assistance

‘Everybody has to lend a helping hand and take responsibility for the day-to-day 

running of the community.'

Unit 3 hostel Hostel n C /ɑhǢst(ǩ)l/ 

a building where people living away from 

home can stay and get meals at low prices

When a rich traveller arrived at a busy hostel, he could take the place in bed of a 

poorer person.

Unit 3 incense Räucherwerk n U /ɑǺnsens/ 

a substance that creates a strong but pleasant smell when burned. Incense is 

often used in religious ceremonies. The smell of incense was all around us.

Unit 3 inn Gasthof * n C /Ǻn/ a small hotel or pub, especially one in the country We stayed at the village inn.

Unit 3 isolated abgelegen * adj /ɑaǺsǩɕleǺtǺd/ an isolated place is far away from towns and cities. They live in an isolated farmhouse.

Unit 3 isolation Einsamkeit ** n U /ɕaǺsǩɑleǺȓ(ǩ)n/ 

the state of being separated from other people, or a situation in which you do 

not have the support of other people She became depressed and experienced an increasing sense of isolation.

Unit 3 keep (sb) company (jemandem) Gesellschaft leisten v /ɕkiəp ɑkȜmp(ǩ)nǺ/ to spend time with someone I'll come with you to keep you company.

Unit 3 living conditions Lebensverhältnisse n pl /ɑlǺvǺŋ kǩnɕdǺȓ(ǩ)nz/ the environment in which people must live and work Living conditions in the workhouses were very hard.

Unit 3 loads of viel ** /ɑlǩȚdz ǩv/ a lot of something, often something unpleasant He’s making loads of money.

Unit 3 lounge Wohnzimmer * n C /laȚndȢ/  a comfortable room in a house where people sit and relax You mustn't smoke in the kitchen. 

Unit 3 lunar Mond- adj /ɑluənǩ(r)/ relating to the moon

Astronauts on the first lunar missions had big problems getting a good night’s 

sleep. 

Unit 3 module Fähre *** n C /ɑmǢdjuəl/ a part of a space vehicle that is used separately to do a particular job They had no hammocks in the lunar module. 

Unit 3 noisy laut * adj /ɑnǤǺzi/ full of noise It gets quite noisy at night. 

Unit 3 obviously offenbar *** adv /ɑǢbviǩsli/ 

used for emphasizing that you know people already know or understand what 

you are talking about Obviously I’ll have to think about your offer carefully.

Unit 3 organic biologisch angebaut * adj /Ǥə(r)ɑǱænǺk/ 

organic food or drink is produced using only a small number of artificial 

chemicals More and more people are eating organic food. 

Unit 3 owner Besitzer *** n C /ɑǩȚnǩ(r)/ someone who owns something I am the owner of three antique cars.

Unit 3 paradise Paradies * n C / U /ɑpærǩdaǺs/ a perfect place or situation The Seychelles are what most people think of as an island paradise.

Unit 3 poisonous giftig * adj /ɑpǤǺz(ǩ)nǩs/ containing poison Arsenic is highly poisonous. 

Unit 3 poverty Armut ** n U /ɑpǢvǩ(r)ti/ 

a situation in which someone does not have enough money to pay for their 

basic needs Half the world’s population is living in poverty.

Unit 3 refugee Flüchtling ** adj /ɕrefjȚɑdȢiə/ 

someone who leaves their country, especially during a war or other 

threatening event Thousands of refugees have entered the camps along the borders in recent days.

Unit 3 reputation Ruf *** n C/U /ɕrepjȚɑteǺȓ(ǩ)n/ 

the opinion that people have about how good or how bad someone or 

something is Does your country have a good reputation for food? 

Unit 3 responsibility Verantwortung *** n U / C /rǺɕspǢnsǩɑbǺlǩti/ 

if you take responsibility for something, you make sure that you or someone 

else does it

‘Everybody has to lend a helping hand and take responsibility for the day-to-day 

running of the community.'

Unit 3 ridge Grat ** n C /rǺdȢ/ the long narrow top of a mountain or group of mountains The cottage is set on a ridge in the Chiltern Hills.

Unit 3 rubbish Abfall ** n U /ɑrȜbǺȓ/ 

things that you throw away because they are no longer useful, such as old 

food, paper or plastic used for wrapping things, and empty containers We aren’t allowed to put the rubbish out before 8 pm. 

Unit 3 sanitary Gesundheits- adj /ɑsænǩt(ǩ)ri/ 

relating to people’s health, especially to the system of supplying water and 

dealing with human waste Overcrowding has now been added to poor sanitary conditions.

Unit 3 scenery Landschaft * n U /ɑsiənǩri/ 

natural things such as trees, hills, and lakes that you can see in a particular 

place Visitors come to enjoy the spectacular mountain scenery. 

Unit 3 shortage Mangel ** n C /ɑȓǤə(r)tǺdȢ/ a lack of something that you need or want There is no shortage of families who want to join. 

Unit 3 substance Mittel *** n C /ɑsȜbstǩns/ a particular type of liquid, solid, or gas The wood is coated with a special substance that protects it from the sun.

Unit 3 sunshade Sonnenschirm n C /ɑsȜnɕȓeǺd/ a type of umbrella used for protecting your face and head from the sun Would you mind if I moved the sunshade a little? 

Unit 3 task Aufgabe *** n C /tǡəsk/ something that you have to do, often something that is difficult or unpleasant No task is too boring for them. 

Unit 3 uniform Uniform ** n C /ɑjuənǺfǤə(r)m/ 

a set of clothes that you wear to show that you are part of a particular 

organization or school He was still wearing his school uniform.

Unit 3 vacation Urlaub n C /vǩɑkeǺȓ(ǩ)n/ a holiday She’s on vacation this week and next.

Unit 3 valet Diener n C   /ɑvælǺt/     /ɑvæleǺ/ a man whose job is to look after another man’s clothes and cook his meals His valet woke him up at 8.30.

Unit 3 waiting list Warteliste n C /ɑweǺtǺŋ ɕlǺst/

a list of people waiting for something that may become available, for example a service 

or a place in a school There are more than 70 on the waiting list. 

Unit 3 wave Welle *** n C /weǺv/  a line of water that rises up on the surface of a sea, lake, or river I love the sea in winter when the waves are enormous.

Unit 3 wooden Holz- *** adj /ɑwȚd(ǩ)n/ made of wood They live in a large wooden house.
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Unit 3 workhouse Armenhaus n C /ɑwǬə(r)kɕhaȚs/� 

in the past, a building where poor people in Britain were sent to live and were 

given unpleasant work to do The government’s solution to poverty was the building of workhouses. 

Unit 4 Idioms (taking risks)

Unit 4 a bit of a gamble ein gewisses Risiko phr /ǩ ɕbǺt ǩv ǩ ɑgæmb(ǩ)l/ if something is a bit of a gamble, there is a risk associated with it It’s a bit of a gamble, but I think we should give it a go.

Unit 4 a lot at stake es steht viel auf dem Spiel phr /ǩ ɕlǢt ǩt ɑsteǺk/ a lot that is likely to be lost or damaged if something fails There’s a lot at stake here, I really don’t think it’s a good idea.

Unit 4 against the odds die Chance ist sehr gering phr /ǩɕgenst ðiə ɑǢdz/ unlikely to happen The chances of becoming a millionaire are definitely well against the odds.

Unit 4 give something a go etwas ausprobieren phr /ɕgǺv ǩ ɑgǩȚ/ to try to do something It’s a bit of a gamble, but I think we should give it a go.

Unit 4 it’s a lottery Es ist ein Glücksspiel phr /ɕǺts ǩ ɑlǢtǩri/ used to say that everything in a situation depends on luck or chance It’s a lottery – but if we don’t play, we’ll never win anything.

Unit 4 play safe auf der sicheren Seite bleiben phr /ɕpleǺ ɑseǺf/ to behave carefully so that something involves very little risk

We could take a risk and win a million or we could play safe and keep what we 

have.

Unit 4 try your luck sein Glück versuchen phr /ɕtraǺ jǩ(r) ɑlȚk/ to try something that may not be successful I never try my luck because I always lose.

Unit 4 Injuries phr

Unit 4 ankle Knöchel ** n C /ɑæŋk(ǩ)l/ the part at the bottom of your leg where your foot joins your leg I fell and twisted my ankle.

Unit 4 black eye blaues Auge n C /ɕblæk ɑaǺ/ a dark mark that forms on the skin around your eye as a result of being hit He gave him a black eye.

Unit 4 bleed bluten * v /bliəd/ to have blood flowing from your body, for example from a cut He was bleeding from a wound in his shoulder.

Unit 4 bruise verletzen * v/n C /bruəz/ to cause a mark to appear on someone’s body by hitting or knocking it She bruised her leg quite badly when she fell.

Unit 4 burn verbrennen *** v/n C /bǬə(r)n/ to injure someone or a part of your body with something hot The sand was so hot it burnt my feet.

Unit 4 frostbitten erfroren adj /ɑfrǢs(t)ɕbǺt(ǩ)n/ affected by frostbite Put dressings between frostbitten fingers or toes to keep them separated.

Unit 4 scratch Kratzer * n C/v /skrætȓ/ a cut on the surface of your skin Don’t worry. It’s just a scratch.

Unit 4 shock Schock *** n U/v /ȓǢk/ 

a medical condition in which you suddenly become very weak and cold and 

do not react normally, especially after a serious accident or injury He’s suffering from shock. 

Unit 4 sprain verstauchen n C/v /spreǺn/ 

to injure a joint such as your wrist by suddenly stretching or turning it too 

much My grandma sprained her knee.

Unit 4 wrist Handgelenk ** n C /rǺst/ the part of your body between your hand and your arm He looked at the gold watch on his wrist.

Unit 4 suffer from an etwas leiden *** v /ɑsȜfǩ(r) ɕfrǢm/ to have a particular illness or physical problem She suffered from depression for most of her adult life.

Unit 4 twist verstauchen, verknacksen ** v /twǺst/ 

 to injure a part of your body such as your knee or wrist by bending it too 

much or by bending it in the wrong direction I’ve twisted my ankle so I won’t be able to play.

Unit 4 unconscious ohnmächtig * adj /ȜnɑkǢnȓǩs/ 

in a condition similar to sleep in which you do not see, feel, or think, usually 

because you are injured She was unconscious but still breathing when the ambulance arrived.

Unit 4 Other words & phrases

Unit 4 according to laut… *** prep /ǩɑkǤə(r)dǺŋ ɕtuə/ used for saying where information or ideas have come from According to locals, John is already planning to buy the pub. 

Unit 4 addict Süchtige/r * n C /ɑædǺkt/ 

someone who likes a particular activity very much and spends as much time 

as they can doing it He's a real TV addict.

Unit 4 all-night die ganze Nacht geöffnet adj /ɕǤəl ɑnaǺt/

an all-night shop, restaurant, bus service etc continues to operate for the 

whole night They went to an all-night supermarket.

Unit 4 balcony Balkon * n C /ɑbælkǩni/ 

a place where you can stand just outside an upper window. It sticks out from 

the wall of a building. Her son locked her out on the balcony.

Unit 4 billion Milliarde ** n C /ɑbǺljǩn/ the number 1,000,000,000 Over £1.5 billion of the money goes to the government in taxes. 

Unit 4 burglar Einbrecher * n C /ɑbǬə(r)Ǳlǩ(r)/ someone who enters a building illegally in order to steal things Burglars broke into the gallery and stole dozens of priceless paintings.

Unit 4 catch fire Feuer fangen v /ɕkætȓ ɑfaǺǩ(r)/ to start burning The car overturned and caught fire.

Unit 4 choir Chor * n C /kwaǺǩ(r)/ a group of singers who perform together, for example in a church or school She's a member of the church choir.

Unit 4 coincidence Zufall * n C /kǩȚɑǺnsǺd(ǩ)ns/ 

a situation in which separate things happen by chance at the same time or in 

the same way It was rather a coincidence that she appeared at that exact moment.

Unit 4 corpse Leiche * n C /kǤə(r)ps/ the body of a dead person Rescue workers found 17 corpses in the water.

Unit 4 critic Kritiker *** n C /ɑkrǺtǺk/ someone who does not like something and states their opinion about it Some critics of the lottery call it a tax on the poor. 

Unit 4 destroy zerstören *** v /dǺɑstrǤǺ/� 

to damage something so severely that it no longer exists or can never return 

to its normal state Half the world’s rainforests have already been destroyed.

Unit 4 droppings Kot n pl /ɑdrǢpǺŋz/ the faeces (=solid waste) of animals or birds Some bird droppings fell on his head.

Unit 4 end up am Ende….. v /ɕend ɑȜp/

to be in a particular place or state after doing something or because of doing 

it I ended up spending the night in the airport.

Unit 4 explode explodieren ** v /ǺkɑsplǩȚd/ to burst with a lot of force and a loud noise Bombs were exploding all over the city.

Unit 4 explosion Explosion ** n C /ǺkɑsplǩȚȢ(ǩ)n/ 

an occasion when something bursts with a lot of force and a loud noise, often 

causing damage There has been a nuclear explosion.

Unit 4 Fancy that! Stell dir das vor! phr /ɑfænsi ɕðæt/ used when you are very surprised about something Fancy that!

Unit 4 fry braten * v /fraǺ/ to cook food in hot oil or fat Heat the oil in a large pan and fry the onion and garlic for 5 minutes.

Unit 4 gamble spielen * v /ɑǱæmb(ǩ)l/ 

to risk money or something valuable in the hope of winning more if you are 

lucky or if you guess something correctly We used to gamble at the casino in Monte Carlo.

Unit 4 gangster Gangster n C /ɑǱæŋstǩ(r)/ a member of an organized group of criminals It's a movie about Chicago gangsters in the 1920s.
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Unit 4 good cause ein guter Zweck n C /ɕgȚd ɑkǤəz/

an organization, plan, or activity that you are willing to support because it provi

des help or benefit to people who need it

When lottery money starts coming in, governments usually reduce the amount 

that they normally spend on good causes.

Unit 4 handful Handvoll ** n C /ɑhæn(d)fȚl/ the quantity of something that you can hold in your hand He gave me a handful of coins.

Unit 4 have (sth) in common

etwas (mit jemandem) gemeinsam 

haben phr /ɕhæv Ǻn ɑkǢmǩn/ to have the same interests, opinions or features as someone or something Ask your partner questions and find six things you have in common.

Unit 4 haystack Heuschober n C /ɑheǺɕstæk/ 

a large pile of hay in a field, that has been built up and covered in order to 

store it The haystack caught fire.

Unit 4 hiker Wanderer n C /ɑhaǺkǩ(r)/ someone whose hobby is taking long walks in the countryside

The 41-year-old hiker was climbing in the Alps last Saturday when it suddenly 

started to snow.

Unit 4 icy eisig * adj /ɑaǺsi/ covered with ice The train came off the rails and fell into an icy river.

Unit 4 income Einkommen *** n C/U /ɑǺnkȜm/ money that someone gets from working or from investing money These families have no source of income when the harvest is over.

Unit 4 industry Industrie *** n C /ɑǺndǩstri/ a particular kind of business, trade, or service and the people who work in it The turnover for the gambling industry in the UK alone is over £42 billion per year.

Unit 4 it’s (not) worth it es lohnt sich (nicht) phr /ɕǺts nǢt ɑwǬəθ Ǻt/

used to say that something is not worth the time, money, or effort that you 

spend on it We wanted to go away for a week but then decided it wasn't worth it.

Unit 4 jackpot Jackpot n C /ɑdȢækɕpǢt/ 

a large amount of money that someone wins in a card game, the lottery, or 

another game involving money They won a 1.7 million pound jackpot.

Unit 4 jet set Jet-Set n C /ɑdȢet ɕset/

rich people who travel to a lot of different parts of the world and have 

exciting lives He's a member of the jet set.

Unit 4 jump springen *** v /dȢȜmp/ to move somewhere quickly and suddenly They jumped into a police car thinking it was their getaway car.

Unit 4 kidnap entführen * v /ɑkǺdnæp/ 

to illegally take someone away and make them a prisoner, especially in order 

to make their family or government give you money or allow you to do what 

you want Three journalists have been kidnapped by extremists.

Unit 4 knock anfahren *** v /nǢk/ to hit someone very hard, so that they fall or become unconscious The bus knocked him over.

Unit 4 legal juristisch *** adj /ɑliəǱ(ǩ)l/ relating to the law or lawyers You may wish to seek legal advice before signing the contract.

Unit 4 leisure club Freizeitverein n C /ɑleȢǩ(r) ɕklȜb/

an organization that provides a place where its members 

can go and eat, relax, or stay Were you at that new White Rose leisure club last night?

Unit 4 lightning Blitz * n U /ɑlaǺtnǺŋ/ the bright flashes of light that you see in the sky during a storm She lay awake, listening to the thunder and lightning.

Unit 4 liquid Flüssigkeit ** n C/U /ɑlǺkwǺd/� a substance that can flow, has no fixed shape, and is not a solid or a gas The detergent is available as a powder or a liquid.

Unit 4 local örtlich *** adj/n C /ɑlǩȚk(ǩ)l/ 

in or related to the area that you live in, or to the particular area that you are 

talking about Ask for the book in your local library.

Unit 4 make-up Makeup * n U /ɑmeǺk ɕȜp/

substances that people put on their faces, including their eyes and lips, in 

order to look attractive or to change their appearance Rachel was still putting on her make-up when the taxi arrived.

Unit 4 nearby in der Nähe ** adj / adv /ɕnǺǩ(r)ɑbaǺ/ a nearby place is not far away I found it on a nearby table.

Unit 4 partly teilweise *** adv /ɑpǡə(r)tli/ to some degree, but not completely I’ll admit I was partly to blame.

Unit 4 pepperoni Pepperoni n U /ɕpepǩɑrǩȚni/ a type of Italian sausage that is used in foods such as pizza I’ll have a pepperoni pizza, please. 

Unit 4 petrol station Tankstelle n C /ɑpetrǩl ɕsteǺȓ(ǩ)n/ a garage that sells petrol for your car. The American word is gas station. Where's the nearest petrol station?

Unit 4 pile Stapel ** n C /paǺl/ a number of things put on top of each other There's a pile of books and papers on my desk.

Unit 4 plough into reinfahren v /ɕplaȚ ɑǺntuə/

to crash into someone or something with force, especially because you are 

moving or driving too quickly or in a careless or uncontrolled way Luckily no one was hurt when their car ploughed into a tree.

Unit 4 profile Bekanntheitsgrad ** n C /ɑprǩȚfaǺl/ 

the public image of a person or organization, and the 

attention that they get from the public or journalists

Some charities, especially the low profile ones, can find themselves with less 

money.

Unit 4 puddle Pfütze n C /ɑpȜd(ǩ)l/ a small pool of water, especially on a road after rain I stepped in a deep puddle on my way to work.

Unit 4 pupil Schüler *** n C /ɑpjuəp(ǩ)l/ 

someone, especially a child, who goes to school or who has lessons in a 

particular subject There are about 30 pupils in each class.

Unit 4 quick-fix schnell adj /ɕkwǺkɑfǺks/

a quick-fix solution to a problem can be found and used quickly, but may not 

last very long The lottery clearly isn’t the quick-fix solution to life’s problems.

Unit 4 rail Schiene *** n C /reǺl/ one of the pair of metal bars that a train travels on The train came off the rails at the junction.

Unit 4 reduce verringern *** v /rǺɑdjuəs/ to make something smaller or less in size, amount, importance etc Try to reduce the amount of fat in your diet.

Unit 4 regularly regelmässig *** adv /ɑreǱjȚlǩ(r)li/ 

after equal amounts of time have passed, for example every day or every 

month People who exercise regularly are less likely to feel stress.

Unit 4 rescue retten ** v / n C /ɑreskjuə/ to save someone from a dangerous or unpleasant situation The crew of the tanker were rescued just minutes before it sank in heavy seas.

Unit 4 scream schreien ** v/n C /skriəm/  to make a loud high cry because you are hurt, frightened, or excited She opened her mouth to scream.

Unit 4 smash einschlagen ** v /smæȓ/ 

to break something noisily into many pieces by dropping or hitting it with a 

lot of force Someone had smashed a window.

Unit 4 snake Schlange * n C /sneǺk/ 

a long thin animal with no legs and a smooth skin. Some snakes have a 

poisonous bite that can kill. I've got several unusual pets, including a snake.

Unit 4 sneeze niesen v /sniəz/  to loudly blow air out of your nose in a sudden uncontrolled way I've been sneezing all morning.

Unit 4 solution Lösung *** n C /sǩɑluəȓ(ǩ)n/ a way to solve a problem or to deal with a bad situation Putting children in prison is not the solution.

Unit 4 solve lösen *** v /sǢlv/ to find a solution to something that is causing difficulties  We can help you solve your financial problems.

Unit 4 speedboat Schnellboot n C /ɑspiədɕbǩȚt/ a boat with a powerful motor that can go very fast He bought himself a speedboat with his winnings.
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Unit 4 spit spucken * v /spǺt/ to force some of the clear liquid called saliva out from your mouth Dino leaned over and spat on the ground.

Unit 4 spray sprayen * v/n C/U /spreǺ/ 

if you spray a liquid, or if it sprays, it is forced out of a container through a 

small hole into the air The chemical is sprayed onto the roof to weatherproof it.

Unit 4 squash Squash n U /skwǢȓ/ 

a game in which two players use rackets to hit a small ball against a wall. You 

play squash on an indoor area called a court. We play squash together every weekend.

Unit 4 stuck festhängen adj /stȜk/

unable to escape from a place or situation, usually one that is difficult or 

unpleasant How long was the man stuck on the mountain?

Unit 4 sum Betrag *** n C /sȜm/ an amount of money We already spend large sums of money on advertising.

Unit 4 superstition Aberglaube n C /ɕsuəpǩ(r)ɑstǺȓ(ǩ)n/ a belief that things such as magic or luck have the power to affect your life There are many superstitions about cats.

Unit 4 survive überleben *** v /sǩ(r)ɑvaǺv/ to stay alive despite an injury, illness, war etc Just eight passengers survived the plane crash.

Unit 4 symphony Symphonie * n C /ɑsǺmfǩni/� a long piece of classical music played by a symphony orchestra I love Beethoven's 5th Symphony.

Unit 4 tempt verführen ** v /tempt/ 

 to make you want to do or to have something, especially something that is 

not good for you Don’t be tempted to spend too much.

Unit 4 toddler Kleinkind * n C /ɑtǢdlǩ(r)/ a very young child who is learning how to walk Toddlers should never be left unsupervised in the garden.

Unit 4 toe Zeh ** n C /tǩȚ/ 

one of the five individual parts at the end of your foot. Your big toe is the 

largest, and your little toe is the smallest Vera slipped off her shoes and wiggled her toes.

Unit 4 turnover Umsatz ** n U /ɑtǬə(r)nɕǩȚvǩ(r)/ 

the value of the goods and services that a company sells in a particular period 

of time The company has an annual turnover of over £150 million.

Unit 4 twist of fate Laune des Schicksals phr /ɕtwǺst ǩv ɑfeǺt/ an unlikely or surprising occurrence By some twist of fate he arrived back where he had started.

Unit 4 warehouse Lagerhalle ** n C /ɑweǩ(r)ɕhaȚs/� a big building where large amounts of goods are stored Goods are sent directly from our warehouse.

Unit 4 wave winken ** v /weǺv/ to move your hand to say hello or goodbye or as a signal I shouted and waved.

Unit 4 no rest for the wicked Zurück an die Arbeit phr /nǩȚ rest fǩ ðǩ ɑwǺkǺd/ used to say humorously that you have a lot of work to do No rest for the wicked!

Unit 4 you’re kidding Du machst Witze! phr /ɕjǤə(r) ɑkǺdǺŋ/ used to express disbelief that something is true You’re kidding! You live in Harlech Crescent!

Unit 5 Adjectives

Unit 5 comfortable bequem *** /ɑkȜmftǩb(ǩ)l/ pleasant to wear, hold, or use It was a very stylish place, and the chairs were very comfortable.

Unit 5 crowded überfüllt * /ɑkraȚdǺd/ containing a lot of people, especially too many The train was very crowded.

Unit 5 delicious köstlich * /dǺɑlǺȓǩs/ with a very pleasant taste or smell The fruit tasted delicious.

Unit 5 efficient effizient *** /ǺɑfǺȓ(ǩ)nt/ 

something that is efficient works well and produces good results by using the 

available time, money, supplies etc in the most effective way The new machine is far more efficient than the old one.

Unit 5 fashionable modisch ** /ɑfæȓ(ǩ)nǩb(ǩ)l/ popular at a particular time She always wears fashionable clothes.

Unit 5 healthy gesund *** /ɑhelθi/ helping you to stay physically strong and not ill We serve healthy and delicious food.

Unit 5 popular beliebt *** /ɑpǢpjȚlǩ(r)/ a popular activity, place, thing etc is one that many people like It's a really popular brand of cat food.

Unit 5 reliable zuverlässig ** /rǺɑlaǺǩb(ǩ)l/ a reliable vehicle, piece of equipment, or system always works well This is a better and more reliable car than my last one.

Unit 5 strong fest, stark *** /strǢŋ/ not easily broken, damaged, or destroyed I always use a strong rope when I go climbing.

Unit 5 stylish stylisch, modisch * /ɑstaǺlǺȓ/ attractive, or well arranged We bought some sturdy yet stylish garden furniture.

Unit 5

Negative prefixes 

(adjectives)

Unit 5 dishonest unehrlich * /dǺsɑǢnǺst/ willing to do things that are not honest, for example tell lies or steal things They admitted that there were dishonest officers in the police force.

Unit 5 disloyal untreu, illoyal /dǺsɑlǤǺǩl/ 

not loyal to someone who you have a close relationship with or to an 

organization that you belong to She has no intention of being disloyal to his friends.

Unit 5 dissatisfied unzufrieden * /dǺsɑsætǺsfaǺd/ annoyed because something is not as good as you expected it to be He had been feeling very dissatisfied with his life in recent months.

Unit 5 impatient ungeduldig * /ǺmɑpeǺȓ(ǩ)nt/ not patient My boss gets very impatient when I don't finish work quickly enough.

Unit 5 impolite unhöflich * /ɕǺmpǩɑlaǺt/ not polite It would be impolite to leave the party so early.

Unit 5 impossible unmöglich *** /ǺmɑpǢsǩb(ǩ)l/ if something is impossible, no one can do it or it cannot happen We were faced with an impossible task.

Unit 5 improbable unwarscheinlich /ǺmɑprǢbǩb(ǩ)l/ not likely to happen or to be true It was a rather improbable story.

Unit 5 inaccurate fehlerhaft /ǺnɑækjȚrǩt/ not accurate or correct I'm afraid we've got inaccurate information.

Unit 5 inconvenient unpraktisch /ɕǺnkǩnɑviəniǩnt/ causing difficulties or extra effort Have I come at an inconvenient time?

Unit 5 incorrect falsch * /ɕǺnkǩɑrekt/ wrong, or not accurate or true I gave an incorrect answer.

Unit 5 insufficient ungenügend ** /ɕǺnsǩɑfǺȓ(ǩ)nt/ not enough The police had insufficient evidence to arrest him.

Unit 5 unbelievable unglaublich /ɕȜnbǺɑliəvǩb(ǩ)l/ used for emphasizing how good, bad, impressive etc something is The cheering inside the stadium was unbelievable.

Unit 5 unlucky Pech haben /ȜnɑlȜki/ not lucky We were unlucky not to win any prizes in the competition.

Unit 5 unprepared unvorbereitet /ɕȜnprǺɑpeǩ(r)d/ not ready for a particular situation, event, or process A few of the questions caught me unprepared.

Unit 5 unsuccessful erfolglos * /ɕȜnsǩkɑsesf(ǩ)l/ not successful Unfortunately my job application was unsuccessful.

Unit 5 Office activities

Unit 5 do a report einen Bericht schreiben phr /duə ǩ rǺɑpǤə(r)t/ to write or produce a report But the next minute they’re asking you whether you’ve done that urgent report.

Unit 5 do some photocopying etwas fotokopieren phr /duə sȜm ɑfǩȚtǩɕkǢpiǺŋ/ to use a machine to make some photocopies I have to do some last minute photocopying.

Unit 5 do the filing die Ablage machen phr /duə ðǩ faǺlǺŋ/ to put papers into order in order to store them Would you mind doing the filing for me?

Unit 5 make a phone call telefonieren phr /meǺk ǩ ɑfǩȚn kǤəl/ to call someone on the phone I make more phone calls in the morning.

Unit 5 make a report Bericht erstatten phr /meǺk ǩ rǺɑpǤə(r)t/ to write or produce a report I have to make a report to my boss.

Unit 5 make a photocopy eine Fotokopie machen phr /meǺk ǩ ɑfǩȚtǩɕkǢpi/ to use a machine to produce a photocopy Could you make a photocopy of that for me?
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Unit 5 make the coffee Kaffee kochen phr /meǺk ðǩ ɑkǢfi/ to prepare cups of coffee for people My colleague makes the coffee every morning.

Unit 5 receive an email eine E-Mail empfangen phr /rǺɕsiəv ǩn ɑiəmeǺl/ to get an email

They always make sure they have their cell phone and laptop with them so they 

can send and receive emails.

Unit 5 receive a phone call einen Telefonanruf empfangen phr /rǺɕsiəv ǩ ɑfǩȚn kǤəl/ to get a phone call from someone I received a phone call from the head office earlier.

Unit 5 send an email eine E-Mail schicken phr /send ǩn ɑiəmeǺl/ to use a computer to direct an email to someone Could you send an email to the rest of the team?

Unit 5 send a report einen Bericht schicken phr /send ǩ rǺɑpǤə(r)t/ to direct a report to someone by posting it or using email I have to send a report to my boss by the end of the week.

Unit 5 write an email eine E-Mail schreiben phr /raǺt ǩn ɑiəmeǺl/ to put words together to make an email I'm writing an email at the moment.

Unit 5 write a report einen Bericht schreiben phr /raǺt ǩ rǺɑpǤə(r)t/ to put words together to make a report I really need to finish writing a report.

Unit 5 Office supplies

Unit 5 biro Kugelschreiber n C /ɑbaǺrǩȚ/ 

a plastic pen that uses a small metal ball at its point to move the ink inside 

the pen onto paper The teacher marked their homework with a red biro.

Unit 5 calculator Taschenrechner * n C /ɑkælkjȚɕleǺtǩ(r)/� a small piece of electronic equipment used for doing calculations Pocket calculators must not be used in the exam.

Unit 5 drawing pin Reißzwecke n C /ɑdrǤəǺŋ ɕpǺn/ a short pin with a flat top, used for fastening paper to a wall The poster is held up with drawing pins.

Unit 5 elastic band Gummiband n C /ǺɕlæstǺk ɑbænd/ a circle of elastic that you put around several things to hold them together Seal the bag using a strong elastic band.

Unit 5 highlighter (pen) Textmarker n C �/ɑhaǺɕlaǺtǩ(r) (pen)/ a brightly coloured pen, used for marking important words on a document Underline the important parts with a highlighter.

Unit 5 in-tray Eingangskorb n C /ɑǺntreǺ/

a container on your desk where you keep documents and letters that are 

ready to be read or answered I can't leave work until my in-tray is empty.

Unit 5 ink cartridge Tintenpatrone n C /ɑǺŋk ɕkǡə(r)trǺdȢ/ a small container with ink inside that you put into a printer or pen

I just wanted six packs of paper for the printer and er, a couple of ink cartridges, 

colour.

Unit 5 mouse mat Mauspad n C /ɑmaȚs ɕmæt/

a piece of soft material that you move a computer mouse around on. The 

usual American word is mousepad. Where can a buy a mouse mat with wrist support? 

Unit 5 note pad Notizblock n C /ɑnǩȚt ɕpæd/

several sheets of paper joined together along one edge, used for writing notes

He ordered a couple of note pads from the stationery department.

Unit 5 paper clip Büroklammer n C /ɑpeǺpǩ(r)ɕklǺp/ a small piece of bent wire used for holding pieces of paper together The photocopies were attached with a paperclip.

Unit 5 pencil sharpener Bleistiftspitzer n C

/ɑpens(ǩ)l 

ɕȓǡə(r)p(ǩ)nǩ(r)/ an object with a blade inside, used for making a pencil sharper Can I borrow a pencil sharpener? My pencil is blunt.

Unit 5 Post-its® Post-It® n pl /ɑpǩȚstǺts/

a small piece of coloured paper with a sticky substance on the back that is 

used for writing notes and temporarily sticking them on other papers and 

surfaces He wrote the message on a Post-it and stuck it on the door.

Unit 5 rubber Radiergummi n C /ɑrȜbǩ(r)/ 

a small piece of rubber used for removing pencil marks from paper. The 

American word is eraser. Do it in pencil first, then you can use a rubber if you make a mistake.

Unit 5 scissors Schere * n pl /ɑsǺzǩ(r)z/ 

a tool for cutting paper, consisting of two blades joined in a cross that you 

open and shut like jaws I need a pair of scissors to cut this up.

Unit 5 stapler Tacker n C /ɑsteǺplǩ(r)/ a small object used for fastening pieces of paper with a staple I used a stapler to attach a photo to the application form.

Unit 5 Tippex ® Tippex® n U �/ɑtǺpeks/ 

a white liquid used for covering mistakes in something that you are writing or 

typing Give the Tippex a moment to dry before you write over it.

Unit 5 Other words & phrases

Unit 5 advertiser Anzeigenkunde n C /ɑædvǩ(r)ɕtaǺzǩ(r)/ someone who advertises something So far the newspaper has failed to attract new advertisers.

Unit 5 aggressive aggressiv ** adj /ǩɑǱresǺv/ 

behaving in an angry or rude way that shows you want to fight, attack, or 

argue with someone The caller was rude and aggressive.

Unit 5 annoying nervend ** adj /ǩɑnǤǺǺŋ/ making you feel slightly angry or impatient He has some very annoying habits.

Unit 5 appeal gefallen *** v /ǩɑpiəl/ if something appeals to you, you like it or want it The show’s direct approach will appeal to children.

Unit 5 appreciate (etwas) zu schätzen wissen ** v /ǩɑpriəȓiɕeǺt/ to be grateful for something I appreciate your time.

Unit 5 approval Anerkennung *** n U /ǩɑpruəv(ǩ)l/ 

a positive feeling that you have toward someone or 

something that you think is good or suitable She's always looking for signs of approval from her boss.

Unit 5 big business Großunternehmen n C /ɕbǺg ɑbǺznǩs/ important business activity that makes a lot of money Organized science had allied itself with big business and government.

Unit 5 blank leer ** adj /blæŋk/ blank paper or a blank space is empty and contains no writing or other marks The last three boxes should be left blank.

Unit 5 bossy herrisch adj /ɑbǢsi/ 

someone who is bossy keeps telling other people what to do, in a way that 

annoys them Don’t be so bossy!

Unit 5 brand Marke ** n C /brænd/ 

a product or group of products that has its own name and is made by one 

particular company. The word for a machine or vehicle made by one 

particular company is a make We stock all leading brands.

Unit 5 buffet Büfett n C /ɑbȚfeǺ/ 

a meal at which all the food is put on a table and people go and choose what 

they want A buffet lunch will be served at 1 o'clock.

Unit 5 bully Tyrann * n C /ɑbȚli/ 

someone who uses their power or social position to 

threaten or frighten someone else in order to get what they want

When there’s a crisis in the office, the happy, joking ‘friend’ disappears and is 

replaced by a bossy bully.

Unit 5 catch (sb’s) attention Aufmerksamkeit erregen phr /ɕkætȓ ǩɑtenȓ(ǩ)n/ to make someone notice someone or something

How many different ways of catching children’s attention are mentioned in the 

text?

Unit 5 cereal Frühstücksflocken * n C/U /ɑsǺǩriǩl/ 

a food made from grain, for example wheat, oats, or corn, mainly eaten with 

milk for breakfast I had a bowl of cereal for breakfast.
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Unit 5 client Kunde *** n C /ɑklaǺǩnt/ 

someone who pays for the services of a professional person such as a doctor 

or lawyer She advises clients on their investments.

Unit 5 code Code *** n C /kǩȚd/ 

a set of numbers or letters that gives information about something, for 

example by showing what it is or when it was made Write the authorisation code in the box below.

Unit 5 commercial Werbespot * n C /kǩɑmǬə(r)ȓ(ǩ)l/� an advertisement on television or radio The company has brought out a new TV commercial.

Unit 5 compete konkurrieren *** v /kǩmɑpiət/ to try to be more successful than other companies or people in business We’re too small to compete with a company like that.

Unit 5 compliment Kompliment * n C /ɑkǢmplǺmǩnt/ something nice that you say to praise someone He kept paying me compliments on my cooking.

Unit 5 consumer Verbraucher *** n C /kǩnɑsjuəmǩ(r)/ 

someone who buys and uses goods and services. The expression the 

consumer is often used for referring to consumers as a group He has always shown a shrewd understanding of what consumers want.

Unit 5 corridor Gang ** n C /ɑkǢrǺdǤə(r)/ a long passage inside a building with doors on each side I went along the corridor to her office.

Unit 5 cover Hülle *** n C /ɑkȜvǩ(r)/ 

something that you put over something else in order to hide it, protect it, or 

close it She put plastic covers on all the furniture.

Unit 5 credit limit Kreditrahmen n C /ɑkredǺt ɕlǺmǺt/

the maximum amount of money that a customer can borrow using a 

particular credit card account The credit card company keeps raising my credit limit.

Unit 5 crisis Krise *** n C /ɑkraǺsǺs/ an urgent, difficult, or dangerous situation People spend less money in a period of economic crisis.

Unit 5 cutback Einsparung n C /ɑkȜtɕbæk/ a reduction in something such as the amount of money available to spend The company will be forced to make cutbacks in all departments.

Unit 5 digital digital ** adj /ɑdǺdȢǺt(ǩ)l/ storing information such as sound or pictures as numbers or electronic signals I've bought a new digital camera.

Unit 5 district Bezirk *** n C /ɑdǺstrǺkt/ an area of a town or country They live in one of the most exclusive districts of Paris.

Unit 5 double verdoppeln *** v/adj /ɑdȜb(ǩ)l/ 

to increase something so that it is twice 

as big, twice as much, or twice as many We will take the credit limit on your existing card and double it.

Unit 5 educational Erziehungs- *** adj /ɕedjȚɑkeǺȓ(ǩ)nǩl/ giving people useful knowledge The shop sells a wide selection of educational toys.

Unit 5 educationalist Pädagoge n C /ɕedjȚɑkeǺȓ(ǩ)n(ǩ)lǺst/ an expert in education The books have been recommended by a leading educationalist.

Unit 5 energy Energie *** n U /ɑenǩ(r)dȢi/ 

a supply of physical power that you have for doing things that need physical 

effort She didn’t even have the energy to get out of bed.

Unit 5 enthusiastic enthusiastisch ** adj /ǺnɕθjuəziɑæstǺk/ very interested in something or excited by it For a while, we were enthusiastic about the idea.

Unit 5 existing bestehend *** adj /ǺǱɑzǺstǺŋ/ 

used for describing something that exists now, especially when it might be 

changed or replaced The existing system needs to be changed.

Unit 5 fizzy Limonade adj /ɑfǺzi/ 

 a fizzy drink is a sweet drink without alcohol that has bubbles. The usual 

American word for this is soft drink. Fizzy drinks usually contain a lot of sugar.

Unit 5 flirt flirten n C/v /flǬə(r)t/ 

to behave towards someone in a way that shows your sexual or romantic 

interest in them He flirts outrageously with his female clients.

Unit 5 fundraising Mittelbeschaffung n U /ɑfȜndreǺzǺŋ/ 

the activity of trying to persuade people or organizations to give money for a 

specific purpose, especially for a charity or a political party The charity spends a lot of its money on fundraising.

Unit 5 gossip Klatschtante v / n C / U /ɑǱǢsǺp/  someone who enjoys talking about other people My uncle Michael was a great gossip.

Unit 5 influence beeinflussen *** v /ɑǺnfluǩns/ 

to affect the way that someone thinks or behaves, or to affect the way that 

something happens Research has shown that the weather can influence people’s behaviour.

Unit 5 interest rate Zinsen n C /ɑǺntrǩst ɕreǺt/

the percentage that an institution such as a bank charges or pays you in 

interest when you borrow money from it or keep money in an account Consumers have been discouraged by high interest rates.

Unit 5 joker Scherzbold n C /ɑdȢǩȚkǩ(r)/ someone who likes to tell jokes or to do things to make people laugh He’s a real joker.

Unit 5 laser Laser ** n C /ɑleǺzǩ(r)/ 

a piece of equipment that produces a powerful narrow line of light. It is used 

for cutting hard substances, directing the paths of missiles, and in medical 

operations We bought a new laser printer for the office.

Unit 5 loyalty Treue ** n U /ɑlǤǺǩlti/ continued use of the products or services of a particular business Some people show a high level of brand loyalty.

Unit 5 market research Marktforschung n U /ɕmǡə(r)kǺt rǺɑsǬə(r)tȓ/

the process of collecting information about what products people like to buy, 

or what people like or dislike about a particular product It's important to do thorough market research first.

Unit 5 mood Stimmung *** n C /muəd/ 

the way that someone is feeling, for example whether they are happy, sad, or 

angry Jeff’s been in a bad mood all day.

Unit 5 ordinary normal *** adj /ɑǤə(r)d(ǩ)n(ǩ)ri/ ordinary people are not famous, rich, or powerful Millions of ordinary people buy lottery tickets every week.

Unit 5 percentage Prozentsatz ** n C /pǩ(r)ɑsentǺdȢ/ 

an amount or rate that is equal to a particular part of a total that you have 

divided by 100 Calculate what percentage of your income you spend on food.

Unit 5 persuade überzeugen *** v /pǩ(r)ɑsweǺd/ 

to make someone agree to do something by giving them reasons why they 

should Nobody could persuade her to change her mind.

Unit 5 platinum Platin n U /ɑplætǺnǩm/ 

a platinum credit card is one that is usually only available to peole with high 

credit ratings The Platinum Card is not as good as the Gold Card.

Unit 5 procedure Verfahren *** n C /prǩɑsiədȢǩ(r)/� a way of doing something, especially the correct or usual way Those ticket holders who followed the proper procedure will receive a full refund.

Unit 5 process bearbeiten ** v /ɑprǩȚses/ to put information into a computer in order to organize it Data is processed as it is received.

Unit 5 property Besitz *** n C/U �/ɑprǢpǩ(r)ti/ land and the buildings on it He owns several residential properties in London and New York.

Unit 5 repetitive sich wiederholend adj /rǺɑpetǩtǺv/ involving repeating the same action over long periods of time He has a boring repetitive job.
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Unit 5 reward Belohnung ** v / n C /rǺɑwǤə(r)d/ 

something good that happens 

or that you receive because of something that you have done For every £100 you spend with your card, we will give you five reward points.

Unit 5 sale Ausverkauf *** n C /seǺl/ 

an event or period of time during which a shop reduces the prices of some of 

its goods It's the start of the after-Christmas sales.

Unit 5 seal Stempel ** n C /siəl/ a special mark that you put on a document to show that it is legal or official She put the company seal on the office supplies order.

Unit 5 slogan Slogan * n C /ɑslǩȚǱǩn/ 

a short phrase that is easy to remember and is used to advertise something or 

to express the beliefs of a political party or other group The company unveiled its new advertising slogan this week.

Unit 5 snack Snack * n C /snæk/ a small amount of food that you eat between meals Too many snacks will ruin your appetite.

Unit 5 staff Mitarbeiter *** n U /stǡəf/ 

the people who work for a particular company, organization, or institution: 

can be followed by a singular or plural verb The staff are not happy about the new arrangement.

Unit 5 stationery Büromaterial n U /ɑsteǺȓ(ǩ)n(ǩ)ri/ pens, paper, envelopes, pencils, and other things used for writing Can I have a pen from the stationery cupboard?

Unit 5 survey Befragung *** n C /ɑsǬə(r)veǺ/ a set of questions that you ask a large number of people or organizations This survey shows the percentage of single-parent households in each area.

Unit 5 sweet Süßigkeiten * n C �/swiət/ 

a small piece of sweet food made with sugar. The usual American word is 

candy I'd like a bag of sweets, please.

Unit 5 taxpayer Steuerzahler ** n C /ɑtæksɕpeǺǩ(r)/ someone who pays tax, especially tax on income Whenever the government messes up, it’s the taxpayer who has to foot the bill.

Unit 5 terrible schrecklich *** adj /ɑterǩb(ǩ)l/ very bad in quality or ability He keeps making terrible jokes.

Unit 5 trainee Trainee n C /ɕtreǺɑniə/ someone who is training for a particular profession or job Trainees will learn a skill that is valued in many countries.

Unit 5 urgent wichtig ** adj /ɑǬə(r)dȢ(ǩ)nt/ urgent things are things that you need to deal with immediately He had some urgent business to attend to.

Unit 5 voucher Gutschein n C /ɑvaȚtȓǩ(r)/ 

an official piece of paper that you can use instead of money to buy a 

particular product or service She has a voucher for a free swim.

Unit 5 washing powder Waschpulver n U /ɑwǢȓǺŋ ɕpaȚdǩ(r)/ soap in the form of a powder used for washing clothes The company is launching a new brand of washing powder.

Unit 5 workaholic Workaholic n C /ɕwǬə(r)kǩɑhǢlǺk/ 

someone who spends most of their time working and has little interest in 

other things You're a total workaholic.

Unit 6 Holidays

Unit 6 action-packed Action-geladen adj /ɕækȓ(ǩ)n ɑpækt/ full of activity or exciting events We had an action-packed weekend.

Unit 6 airline Fluglinie ** n C /ɑeǩ(r)ɕlaǺn/ 

a company that owns aircraft and takes people or goods by plane from one 

place to another They flew with Australia’s national airline.

Unit 6 beach Strand *** n C /biətȓ/ an area of sand or small stones beside the sea or a lake There's a sandy beach just along the coast.

Unit 6 bedding Bettwäsche n U /ɑbedǺŋ/ the sheets and covers that are used on a bed They were supplied with food, clothes, and bedding.

Unit 6 brochure Broschüre * n C /ɑbrǩȚȓǩ(r)/ 

a small magazine containing details and pictures of goods or services that you 

can buy I picked up a copy of their summer travel brochure.

Unit 6 capital Hauptstadt *** n C /ɑkæpǺt(ǩ)l/ the city where a country or region has its government Madrid is the capital of Spain.

Unit 6 check in einchecken v /ɕtȓek 'Ǻn/ to arrive at an airport and show your ticket to an official You must check in at least one hour before your flight.

Unit 6 check out of auschecken v /ɕtȓek ɑaȚt ǩv/ to leave a hotel or a private hospital after paying the bill Joan had already checked out of the hotel.

Unit 6 cosmopolitan weltoffen adj /ɕkǢzmǩɑpǢlǺt(ǩ)n/ showing the influence of many different countries and cultures The city has a cosmopolitan atmosphere.

Unit 6 deposit Kaution ** n C /dǺɑpǢzǺt/ 

a first payment that you make when you agree to buy something expensive 

such as a car or house. The rest of the money that you pay later is called the 

balance She paid a £500 deposit, and agreed to pay the balance within six months.

Unit 6 destination Ziel ** n C /ɕdestǺɑneǺȓ(ǩ)n/ the place where someone or something is going Spain is a popular holiday destination.

Unit 6 exclusive exklusiv ** adj �/ǺkɑskluəsǺv/ 

very expensive, and therefore available only to people who have a lot of 

money They had dinner in an exclusive restaurant.

Unit 6 excursion Ausflug n C /ǺkɑskǬə(r)ȓ(ǩ)n/� 

a short visit to an interesting place arranged by a tourist organization, often 

as part of a holiday We went on a one-day excursion to the Grand Canyon.

Unit 6 exotic exotisch * adj /ǺǱɑzǢtǺk/ 

used for describing things that are interesting or exciting because they are in 

or from distant foreign countries They’re always flying off to film in exotic locations.

Unit 6 find your way around sich zurechtfinden phr

/ɕfaǺnd jǩ(r) ɕwei 

ǩɑraȚnd/ to manage to find the places you want to get to in an unfamiliar place Signs in the town are written in English so it’s easy to find your way around.

Unit 6 flight Flug *** n C /flaǺt/ a journey through air or space in a vehicle such as a plane My flight has been delayed.

Unit 6 fun Spaß ** adj /fȜn/ enjoyable Scuba diving is a fun thing to do.

Unit 6 guided tour Führung n /ɕgaǺdǺd ɕtȚǩ(r)/

a short journey around a building or place with a person who tells you about 

what you are seeing or with a pair of headphones on which you can listen to a 

recorded description of what you are seeing We went on a guided tour of the castle.

Unit 6 itinerary Reiseplan n C /aǺɑtǺnǩrǩri/ 

a plan of a journey that you are going to make, including information about 

when and where you will travel Paris is the first place on our itinerary.

Unit 6 laid-back entspannt adj /ɕleǺdɑbæk/ calm and relaxed She’s always so laid-back about everything.

Unit 6 off the beaten track fern vom Touristenrummel /ɕǢf ðǩ ɕbiət(ǩ)n ɑtræk/ far away from the places that people usually visit We stayed in a quaint little village far off the beaten track.

Unit 6 packing Gepäck packen * n U /ɑpækǺŋ/ 

the activity of putting your possessions into bags, cases, or boxes so that you 

can take or send them somewhere We’re leaving for Rome this evening and I haven’t done my packing yet.

Unit 6 postcard Postkarte * n C /ɑpǩȚs(t)ɕkǡə(r)d/ 

a small card that you write on one side of and send to someone in the post. It 

usually has a picture on it and is sent from a place you are visiting. Send me a postcard when you get there.
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Unit 6 picturesque malerisch * adj /ɕpǺktȓǩɑresk/ 

a picturesque place or scene is attractive, especially because it is old and 

interesting Garda is one of the lake’s most picturesque resorts.

Unit 6 resort Ferienort * n C /rǺɑzǤə(r)t/ a place that many people go to for a holiday The family usually goes on holiday to a popular seaside resort.

Unit 6 romantic romantisch ** adj /rǩȚɑmæntǺk/ making you have feelings of love and excitement We had a romantic dinner in an expensive restaurant.

Unit 6 sandy sandig * adj /ɑsændi/ covered with sand, or consisting mostly of sand There's a golden sandy beach 500 meters from the hotel.

Unit 6 secluded abgelegen adj /sǺɑkluədǺd/ private, peaceful, and not near other people or places The hotel has its own secluded beach.

Unit 6 sightseeing besichtigen n U /ɑsaǺtɕsiəǺŋ/ the activity of travelling around a place to see the interesting things in it We went on a sightseeing tour of the city.

Unit 6 souvenir Andenken * n C /ɕsuəvǩɑnǺǩ(r)/ 

something that you buy during a holiday or at a special event to remind you 

later of being there She kept the tickets as a souvenir of the evening.

Unit 6 stop off anhalten n C / v /'stǢp ǩv/  /ɕstǢp 'Ǣv/ to visit somewhere before continuing to another place We stopped off in town on the way to Jenni’s house.

Unit 6 suitcase Koffer * n C /ɑsuətɕkeǺs/ 

a large container with flat sides and a handle used for carrying clothes and 

other things when you travel Did you pack this suitcase yourself, sir?

Unit 6 sunscreen Sonnenschutzmittel n U �/ɑsȜnɕskriən/ 

a cream that you can rub onto your skin to stop it from being burned by the 

sun Make sure you apply plenty of sunscreen.

Unit 6 tourist attraction Touristenattraktion n C /ɑtȚǩrǺst ǩɕtrækȓ(ǩ)n/ a place to visit that is very popular with tourists The city has several major tourist attractions.

Unit 6 travel agent Reisebüro n C /ɑtræv(ǩ)l ɕeǺdȢ(ǩ)nt/

someone whose job is to help people plan holidays and make travel 

arrangements. The place they work in is also called a travel agent or travel 

agent’s. I phoned the travel agent and asked her to make a reservation for us.

Unit 6 travel rep Reiseleiter n C /ɑtræv(ǩ)l ɕrep/

someone whose job is to represent a travel company and help customers 

while they are on holiday

I’m meeting the travel rep and the other new arrivals for a welcome cocktail in 

the bar.

Unit 6 upmarket vornehm adj /Ȝpɑmǡə(r)kǺt/ upmarket services or goods are designed for people who have a lot of money This area of the city is full of upmarket shops and restaurants.

Unit 6 Other words & phrases

Unit 6 abbey Kloster n C /ɑæbi/ 

a large church with buildings connected to it where a group of monks or nuns 

live or used to live We visited a ruined abbey.

Unit 6 ahead vor einem adv /ǩɑhed/ 

used for saying that something is in front of you, in the direction you are 

going or looking His attention was firmly fixed on the road ahead.

Unit 6 amazing fantastisch ** adj �/ǩɑmeǺzǺŋ/ very good, pleasant or enjoyable

I was very nervous at first, but the pilot was very kind and he took us to some 

amazing places.

Unit 6 ancient uralt *** adj �/ɑeǺnȓ(ǩ)nt/ very old The tour gave us a sense of Ireland's ancient past.

Unit 6 awful schrecklich ** adj /ɑǤəf(ǩ)l/ used for emphasizing how unpleasant someone or something is This wine tastes awful.

Unit 6 babysitter Babysitter * n C /ɑbeǺbiɕsǺtǩ(r)/� 

someone you pay to come to your house and look after your children while 

you are not there, especially in the evening We'll need to find a babysitter.

Unit 6 bargain Schnäppchen ** n C /ɑbǡə(r)ǱǺn/ something you buy that costs much less than normal You should be able to pick up a few good bargains.

Unit 6 battery Akku ** n C /ɑbæt(ǩ)ri/ 

an object that fits into something such as a radio, clock, or car and supplies it 

with electricity I need a new battery for my laptop.

Unit 6 bay Bucht ** n C /beǺ/ an area of the coast where the land curves inwards The harbour lights were visible across the bay.

Unit 6 bird’s-eye view aus der Vogelperspektive n C /ɕbǬədzaǺ ɑvjuə/ a good view of something from a high position We had a bird’s-eye view of the action from the roof.

Unit 6 bookmark Lesezeichen setzen v /ɑbȚkɕmǡə(r)k/� 

to mark an Internet website in an electronic way so that you can easily find it 

again I bookmarked some websites you might want to look at.

Unit 6 boring langweilig ** adj /ɑbǤərǺŋ/ not at all interesting, and making you feel impatient or dissatisfied It gets boring just being at home all day.

Unit 6 brand-new brandneu * adj /ɕbrænd ɑnjuə/ extremely new I bought a brand-new car last year.

Unit 6 breathtaking atemberaubend * adj /ɑbreθɕteǺkǺŋ/ extremely impressive or beautiful The scenery along the coast was just breathtaking.

Unit 6 cabin Hütte ** n C /ɑkæbǺn/ a small simple wooden house

Once you have settled into your cabin, one of our guides will come over to see 

that everything is to your liking.

Unit 6 catch up on nachholen v /ɕkætȓ 'Ȝp ɕǢn/ to do something that should have been done before I just want to go home and catch up on some sleep.

Unit 6 cocktail Cocktail n C /ɑkǢkɕteǺl/ 

a drink, usually with a lot of alcohol in it, made by mixing different drinks 

together Complimentary appetizers and cocktails will be served.

Unit 6 colony Siedlung ** n C /ɑkǢlǩni/ a group of animals or birds of the same type that live in the same area The island is home to a huge colony of penguins.

Unit 6 congratulations Gratulation n pl /kǩnɕǱrætȓȚɑleǺȓ(ǩ)nz/ 

used for telling someone that you are pleased about their success, good luck, 

or happiness on a special occasion Congratulations on your 50th wedding anniversary.

Unit 6 delegation Delegation ** n C /ɕdelǩɑǱeǺȓ(ǩ)n/ a group of people who represent a country, government, or organization They agreed to send a delegation to the African summit meeting.

Unit 6 depths Tiefe *** n pl /depθs/ 

the depths of something is a place that is very far away or very far inside an 

area Before we take you back into the depths of time, we will see the Hill of Tara.

Unit 6 dramatic dramatisch *** adj /drǩɑmætǺk/ exciting and impressive Ireland’s west coast is one of the most beautiful and dramatic places on earth.

Unit 6 dreadful furchtbar ** adj /ɑdredf(ǩ)l/ very bad or unpleasant It was good for both of us to get away from that dreadful new woman at work.

Unit 6 eloquent wortgewandt adj /ɑelǩkwǩnt/ expressing what you mean using clear and effective language He made an eloquent speech.

Unit 6 enjoyable unterhaltsam * adj /ǺnɑdȢǤǺǩb(ǩ)l/ something that is enjoyable gives you pleasure Most students find the course very enjoyable.

Unit 6 exhausted erschöpft * adj /ǺǱɑzǤəstǺd/ extremely tired and without enough energy to do anything You’re going to be exhausted with all that windsurfing.
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Unit 6 fan Fan ** n C /fæn/ 

someone who likes watching or listening to something such as a sport, films, 

or music very much, or who admires a famous or important person very much I'm a big fan of Johnny Depp.

Unit 6 fantastic fantastisch ** adj /fænɑtæstǺk/ extremely good or pleasant He looked absolutely fantastic.

Unit 6 fascinating faszinierend ** adj /ɑfæsǺneǺtǺŋ/ making you very interested or attracted Ireland is a fascinating place.

Unit 6 fate Schicksal ** n U /feǺt/ 

a power that some people believe controls everything that happens in their 

lives Fate has dealt these people a cruel blow.

Unit 6 firm fest *** adj /fǬə(r)m/ definite and not likely to change Have you set a firm date for the meeting?

Unit 6 flexibility Flexibilität ** n U /ɕfleksǩɑbǺlǩti/ the ability to make changes or to deal with a situation that is changing Being self-employed allowed him the flexibility to work unusual hours.

Unit 6 get round to sth zu etwas kommen phr /get ɑraȚnd tǩ/  to do something after you have intended to do it for some time I meant to call you, but somehow I never got around to it.

Unit 6 giant riesig ** adj/n C /ɑdȢaǺǩnt/ extremely large The match was shown on giant video screens.

Unit 6 goalkeeper Torhüter * n C /ɑǱǩȚlɕkiəpǩ(r)/ 

the player whose job is to stop the ball going into the goal in games such as 

football The goalkeeper is the only player who is allowed to handle the ball.

Unit 6 gorgeous hinreißend * adj �/ɑǱǤə(r)dȢǩs/ very beautiful Mandy was there, looking gorgeous as usual.

Unit 6 guidance Beratung ** n U /ɑǱaǺd(ǩ)ns/ advice about what you should do or how you should behave I need some guidance on which university course I should choose.

Unit 6 harbour Hafen ** n C /ɑhǡə(r)bǩ(r)/ 

an area of water near the land where it is safe for boats to stay. A port is a 

harbour where passengers and goods can be taken on and off The town has a splendid natural harbour.

Unit 6 harp Harfe n C /hǡə(r)p/ 

a musical instrument consisting of a row of strings stretched over a large 

upright frame. Someone who plays a harp is called a harpist. Margaret is a brilliant harp player.

Unit 6 hero Held ** n C /ɑhǺǩrǩȚ/ 

someone who has done something brave, for example saving a person’s life or 

risking their own life My grandfather was a war hero.

Unit 6 heritage Erbe ** n U /ɑherǺtǺdȢ/ 

the art, buildings, traditions, and beliefs that a society considers important to 

its history and culture Ireland has a rich musical heritage.

Unit 6 highlight Höhepunkt * n C /ɑhaǺɕlaǺt/ the most exciting, impressive, or interesting part of an event The highlight of the trip was visiting the Great Wall of China.

Unit 6 hill Hügel *** n C /hǺl/� 

an area of land that is higher than the land surrounding it but smaller and 

lower than a mountain They climbed slowly to the top of the hill.

Unit 6 honeymoon Hochzeitsreise * n C /ɑhȜniɕmuən/ a holiday that two people take after they get married Where are you going on your honeymoon?

Unit 6 horrible schrecklich ** adj /ɑhǢrǩb(ǩ)l/ very unpleasant I’ve had a horrible day at work.

Unit 6 hyper-organized (sehr, über die Maßen) organisiert adj /ɕhaǺpǩ(r)ɑǤə(r)gǩnaǺzd/

a hyper-organized person arranges and plans activities very carefully and 

effectively

You are obviously hyper-organized and you like to make sure that you have 

everything under control months ahead of time.

Unit 6 in particular besonders phr /ɕǺn pǩ(r)ɑtǺkjȚlǩ(r)/ especially I liked the last candidate in particular.

Unit 6 in person persönlich phr /ɕǺn ɑpǬə(r)s(ǩ)n/ talking to someone directly rather than writing to them or phoning them We wanted to break the news in person.

Unit 6 indoor Innen- * adj /ɑǺndǤə(r)/ done or used inside a building The hotel has an indoor swimming pool.

Unit 6 instructor Ausbilder n C /ǺnɑstrȜktǩ(r)/ someone whose job is to teach a skill or a sport A qualified instructor will show you how to use the equipment.

Unit 6 kayak Kajak n C /ɑkaǺæk/ 

a small covered canoe (=narrow boat with a point at each end) that you move 

with a single paddle that has two flat ends You can hire kayaks at the hotel.

Unit 6 knockout hier: Wahnsinn n C /ɑnǢkaȚt/ someone or something that is extremely attractive or impressive You can’t beat Italian women. Stunning. Gorgeous. Absolute knockout.

Unit 6 last-minute in letzter Minute/Sekunde * adj /ɕlǡəst ɑmǺnǺt/ happening or done at the latest possible time There has been a last-minute alteration to the flight schedule.

Unit 6 lens Objektiv * n C /lenz/ a piece of equipment that is part of a camera She's got a camera with a telescopic lens.

Unit 6 lie in ausschlafen in v /'laǺ ɕǺn/ to stay in bed in the morning for longer than usual We usually lie in on Sundays.

Unit 6 logical logisch ** adj /ɑlǢdȢǺk(ǩ)l/ connecting ideas or reasons in a sensible way She made a very logical argument.

Unit 6 make up your mind sich entscheiden phr /ɕmeǺk Ȝp jǩ(r) ɑmaǺnd/ to make a decision I can’t make up my mind whether to go or not.

Unit 6 memorable unvergesslich adj /ɑmem(ǩ)rǩb(ǩ)l/ 

worth remembering or easy to remember, because of being special in some 

way The romantic evening cruise will be a memorable experience.

Unit 6 option Möglichkeit *** n C /ɑǢpȓ(ǩ)n/ something that you can choose in a particular situation We have three different options for financing the house.

Unit 6 penny Penny n C /ɑpeni/ one pence, the smallest unit of British currency We're going to spend every single penny of our savings.

Unit 6 pilot Pilot *** n C /ɑpaǺlǩt/ someone who flies an aircraft He’s training to be an airline pilot.

Unit 6 pony Pony n C /ɑpǩȚni/ a small horse She's been mad on ponies since she was a little girl.

Unit 6 precise genau ** adj /prǺɑsaǺs/ exact and accurate

The journey takes just over fourteen hours, fourteen hours and fifteen minutes to 

be precise.

Unit 6 range Auswahl *** n C /reǺndȢ/ 

a group of products of the same type that a particular company makes or that 

a particular shop sells We stock a wide range of office furniture.

Unit 6 reckon glauben *** v /ɑrekǩn/ to believe that something is true  I reckon there’s something wrong with him.

Unit 6 respectable anständig * adj /rǺɑspektǩb(ǩ)l/ obeying the moral or social standards that are accepted by most people He makes his living in a perfectly respectable trade.

Unit 6 rock climbing Klettern n U /ɕrǢk ɑklaǺmǺŋ/

the activity of climbing the side of a mountain or large rock for enjoyment, 

usually using ropes and other equipment. Rock climbing is often simply called 

climbing. Juliet goes rock climbing nearly every weekend.

Unit 6 round sth off abschließen v /ɕraȚnd ɑǢf/ to end something in a satisfactory way Mr Orme rounded off the evening by buying everyone a drink.

Unit 6 saint Heilige/r n C /seǺnt/ 

someone who the Christian church officially honours after their death 

because they have lived an especially holy life. Saint is often written as St 

before a person’s name It was a holy place, the shrine of a saint.
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Unit 6 sculpture Skulptur ** n C /ɑskȜlptȓǩ(r)/ 

a solid object that someone makes as a work of art by shaping a substance 

such as stone, metal, or wood Works to be shown include sculptures by Houdon and Carpeaux.

Unit 6 seal Robbe ** n C /siəl/ 

a large sea animal that eats fish and lives mainly in cold parts of the world. 

Seals are amphibious (=they can live both in water and on land). A young seal 

is called a pup. Seals are related to walruses and sea lions.

Unit 6 settle into es sich gemütlich machen v /ɕset(ǩ)l ɑǺntuə/

to make yourself comfortable in a place because you are going to stay there 

for a long time We settled into our tent.

Unit 6 shot Aufnahme *** n C /ȓǢt/ a photograph Harold took a great shot of the dogs playing together.

Unit 6 site Stätte ** n C /saǺt/ 

a place where something happened, especially something 

interesting or important, or where there is an important building

As the sun sets, the highlight of the day will be a guided tour of the World 

Heritage Site of Newgrange.

Unit 6 step Schritt *** n C /step/ 

a particular movement or set of movements performed with your feet when 

you are dancing Juan was practising his new dance steps for the competition.

Unit 6 stunning atemberaubend * adj /ɑstȜnǺŋ/ extremely attractive She's a stunning blonde.

Unit 6 superb ausgezeichnet ** adj /sȚɑpǬə(r)b/ of the highest quality The hotel offers superb views of the lake.

Unit 6 talkative redselig adj /ɑtǤəkǩtǺv/ a talkative person talks a lot Why are you so quiet? You're usually very talkative.

Unit 6 terrible schrecklich *** adj /ɑterǩb(ǩ)l/ very bad in quality or ability The weather was terrible for skiing. There was no snow.

Unit 6 thrill Nervenkitzel n C/v /θrǺl/ a sudden feeling of being very excited and pleased We felt the thrill of visiting a new city.

Unit 6 unbeatable unschlagbar adj /Ȝnɑbiətǩb(ǩ)l/ better than anything else of the same type The company offers an unbeatable selection of excursions.

Unit 6 unexpectedly unerwartet adv /ɕȜnǺkɑspektǺdli/ in a way which is surprising and not planned Our friends arrived unexpectedly this morning.

Unit 6 via über *** prep /ɑvaǺǩ/� /ɑviəǩ/ going through one place on the way to another place They flew from New York to New Delhi via Frankfurt.

Unit 6 wild wild *** adj /waǺld/ a wild area is one where people do not live or cannot live You'll have breathtaking views of the wild Aran Islands.

Unit 6 windsurfing Windsurfen n U /ɑwǺn(d)ɕsǬə(r)fǺŋ/ 

a sport in which you move across water standing on a flat board with a sail 

that you can move With shallow waters and strong winds, it is a good place for windsurfing.

Unit 6 zoom lens Zoom-Objektiv n C /zuəm lenz/ 

a piece of equipment that you attach to your camera so that you can take photo

graphs of things that are very close or very far away Don't forget to bring a camera with a zoom lens for once-in-a-lifetime shots.

Unit 7 Phrasal verbs with live

Unit 7 live for sth in etwas aufgehen phr /ɑlǺv fǩ(r)/

to think someone or something is so important that they are your main 

reason for living She lives for her work.

Unit 7 live off sth/sb von etwas/jemandem leben phr /ɑlǺv Ǣf/ to depend on someone or something for the money or food that you need He’s 25 and still living off his parents.

Unit 7 live on sth mit etwas auskommen müssen phr /ɑlǺv Ǣn/ to have a particular amount of money to buy the things that you need to live They have to live on a pension of £350 a month.

Unit 7 live out of sth aus etwas leben phr /ɑlǺv aȚt ǩv/

to keep all your clothes and possessions in something, for example a suitcase 

or a car I've been living out of a suitcase ever since I moved.

Unit 7 live through sth etwas durchleben phr /ɑlǺv θruə/ to experience a dangerous or unpleasant situation and still be alive after it These are people who have lived through two world wars.

Unit 7 live up to sth Erwartungen erfüllen phr /lǺv ɑȜp tǩ/ to be as good as what was expected or promised The breathtakingly beautiful scenery certainly lived up to expectations.

Unit 7 Metaphor

Unit 7 at a crossroads am Scheideweg phr /ɕæt ǩ ɑkrǢsrǩȚdz/

at 

a point during the development of something when you have to make an import

ant decision about what to do next His life was at a crossroads.

Unit 7

embark on a new stage of 

life

einen neuen Lebensabschnitt 

beginnen phr

/Ǻmɕbǡə(r)k Ǣn ǩ ɕnjuə 

ɕsteǺdȢ ǩv ɑlaǺf/

to begin a new part of your life in which you are doing something different or 

a situation has changed

He returned to New York where he embarked on a new stage of his life and 

became an actor.

Unit 7 go their separate ways eigene Wege gehen phr

/ɕgǩȚ ðeǩ(r) sep(ǩ)rǩt 

ɑweǺz/ to end a relationship with a partner and decide to live or work apart

His parents decided to go their separate ways and Viggo went to New York with 

his mother.

Unit 7 his life took off

seine Situation verbesserte sich 

sprunghaft phr /hǺz ɕlaǺf tȚk 'Ǣf/ he suddenly became successful in life Suddenly, his life took off.

Unit 7 move on weiterziehen phr /ɕmuəv ɑǢn/ to leave one place and travel to another

He chose to go to Europe, but after two years, he decided it was time to move on 

again.

Unit 7 no turning back kein Zurück phr /ɕnǩȚ tǬə(r)nǺŋ ɑbæk/

used when it is no longer possible or desirable to stop doing something and to 

return to a previous situation or condition

He soon got roles in films with top directors and it became clear that there was no 

turning back.

Unit 7 take a new direction einen neuen Weg einschlagen phr

/ɕteǺk ǩ ɕnjuə 

dǺɑrekȓ(ǩ)n/ to start doing something completely new or different He wanted to take a new direction.

Unit 7 take an unexpected turn eine unerwartete Wendung nehmen phr

/ɕteǺk ǩn ȜnǺkspektǺd 

'tǬə(r)n/ to change in a way that is unexpected and leads to a new situation His life took an unexpected turn.

Unit 7 Life stages

Unit 7 adolescent Jugendliche/r adj/n C /ɕædǩɑles(ǩ)nt/� 

a boy or girl who is changing into a young man or woman. The physical 

changes that take place at this time are known as puberty. An adolescent 

between the ages of 13 and 19 is called a teenager Adolescents may need reassurance that their parents still love them.

Unit 7 adult Erwachsene/r *** n C/adj /ɑædȜlt; ǩɑdȜlt/ someone who is no longer a child and is legally responsible for their actions Tickets are £2.50 for adults and £1.50 for children.

Unit 7 elderly bejahrt *** adj /ɑeldǩ(r)li/ 

an elderly person is old. Many people now think that this word is offensive 

but it is often used in talking about policies and conditions that affect old 

people An elderly gentleman was standing at the reception desk.
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Unit 7 in your early/late forties Mitte/Ende Vierzig

/ɕǺn jǤə(r) ɕǬə(r)li/ɕleǺt 

ɑfǤə(r)tiz/ near the beginning/end of being aged 40-49 She’s middle-aged, probably in her late forties or early fifties.

Unit 7 middle-aged mittleren Alters * adj /ɕmǺd(ǩ)lɑeǺdȢd/ no longer young but not yet old He seems prematurely middle-aged.

Unit 7 pensioner Rentner/in, Pensionär/in ** n C /ɑpenȓ(ǩ)nǩ(r)/� 

someone who receives a pension from the government after they reach the 

age when they are officially old enough to stop working They are old-age pensioners.

Unit 7 retired im Ruhestand * adj /rǺɑtaǺǩ(r)d/ 

no longer working because you have reached the age where you are officially 

too old to work My father’s retired now.

Unit 7 teenager Teenager ** n C /ɑtiənɕeǺdȢǩ(r)/ a young person between the ages of 13 and 19 a lovesick teenager

Unit 7 toddler Kleinkind * n C /ɑtǢdlǩ(r)/ a very young child who is learning how to walk With a little toddler around, it all turns into a game.

Unit 7 Exclamations with what

Unit 7 What a good idea! Was für eine gute Idee! phr /ɕwǢt ǩ ɕgȚd aǺɑdǺǩ/ used to express strong agreement with an idea Oh, yeah. I hadn’t thought of that. What a good idea!

Unit 7 What a day! Was für ein Tag! phr /ɕwǢt ǩ ɑdeǺ/ used to say that a day was particularly good, bad or surprising in some way What a day! I've been running around since 6 o'clock. 

Unit 7 What a mess! Was für ein Chaos! phr /ɕwǢt ǩ ɑmes/ used to say that a place is very untidy or a situation is very complicated What a mess! We have to tidy the kitchen.

Unit 7 What a night! Was für eine Nacht! phr /ɕwǢt ǩ ɑnaǺt/ used to say that a night was particularly good, bad or surprising in some way What a night! We stayed out until 6 in the morning.

Unit 7 What a nightmare! Was für ein Alptraum! phr /ɕwǢt ǩ ɑnaǺtɕmeǩ(r)/ used to say that something that happens is very bad My flat is full of water. What a nightmare!

Unit 7 What a nuisance! Wie ärgerlich! phr /ɕwǢt ǩ ɑnjuəs(ǩ)ns/ used to say that something that happens is very annoying What a nusciance! I've lost my car keys.

Unit 7 What a relief! Was für eine Erleichterung! phr /ɕwǢt ǩ rǺɑliəf/

used to say that you are happy and relaxed because something bad has not 

happened or a bad situation has ended What a relief! I've found my wallet.

Unit 7 What a shame! Das ist aber schade! phr /ɕwǢt ǩ ɑȓeǺm/ used to say that sth is very disappointing What a shame! I thought you would win the competition.

Unit 7 What a surprise! Was für eine Überraschung! phr /ɕwǢt ǩ sǩ(r)ɑpraǺz/ used to say that something is very unexpected What a surprise! I had no idea you were planning a birthday party.

Unit 7 What a waste of time! Was für eine Zeitverschwendung! phr /ɕwǢt ǩ ɕweǺst ǩv ɑtaǺm/ used to say that doing something is not worth the time it would take I spent all day working and then my computer crashed. What a waste of time!

Unit 7 What bad luck! Was für ein Pech! phr /ɕwǢt ɕbæd ɑlȜk/ used to say that something or someone was very unlucky Our flight was delayed so we missed our connection. What bad luck!

Unit 7 What an idiot! Was für ein Idiot! phr /ɕwǢt ǩn ɑǺdǺǩt/ used to say that someone has behaved in a very stupid way Why is he doing that? What an idiot!

Unit 7 Other words & phrases

Unit 7 anniversary Jahrestag ** n C /ɕænǺɑvǬə(r)s(ǩ)ri/� 

a date when you celebrate something that happened in a previous year that is 

important to you Our wedding anniversary is on the 14th of July.

Unit 7 bake backen * v /beǺk/ to make bread, cakes etc using an oven The chef has baked a special cake.

Unit 7 ballistic in die Luft gehen phr /ǱoȚ bǩɑlǺstǺk/ if you go ballistic, you become extremely angry Oh no, I couldn’t do that. He’ll go ballistic!

Unit 7 basically wirklich ** adv /ɑbeǺsǺkli/ used for emphasizing the most important point or idea in what you are saying Basically, you should have asked me first.

Unit 7 blow out ausblasen v /ɕblǩȚ ɑaȚt/

 if you blow out a flame, or if it blows out, it stops burning because you blow 

on it or because of the wind He blew out all 60 candles on his birthday cake.

Unit 7 blush erröten * v /blȜȓ/ 

if you blush, your cheeks become red because you feel embarrassed or 

ashamed She blushed with embarrassment.

Unit 7 boss Vorgesetzter *** n C /bǢs/ the person who is in charge of you at work I’ll ask my boss if I can have a day off next week.

Unit 7 candle Kerze ** n C /ɑkænd(ǩ)l/ a stick of wax with a string in it called a wick that you burn to give light Everybody is looking forward to helping Florrie blow out her 113 candles.

Unit 7 childcare Kinderbetreuung n U /ɑtȓaǺldɕkeǩ(r)/ the job of looking after children, especially while their parents are working A lack of adequate childcare is making it difficult for women to return to work.

Unit 7 consequence Auswirkung *** n C /ɑkǢnsǺkwǩns/ a result or effect of something She said exactly what she felt, without fear of the consequences.

Unit 7 consultant Berater ** n C /kǩnɑsȜltǩnt/ 

an expert or a professional person whose job is to give help and advice on a 

particular subject She works as a design consultant.

Unit 7 contract Vertrag *** n C /ɑkǢntrækt/ 

a written legal agreement between two people or businesses that says what 

each must do for the other or give to the other After six months she was offered a contract of employment.

Unit 7 decorator Maler n C /ɑdekǩɕreǺtǩ(r)/�  someone whose job is to paint houses and put paper on the walls He works as a painter and decorator.

Unit 7 embarrassment Verlegenheit * n U /Ǻmɑbærǩsmǩnt/ 

 a feeling of being nervous or ashamed because of what people know or think 

about you I felt my face burning with embarrassment.

Unit 7 expectation Erwartung *** n C /ɕekspekɑteǺȓ(ǩ)n/ 

 a belief that something should happen in a particular way, or that someone 

or something should have particular qualities or behaviour Mark and Susie went into marriage with very different expectations.

Unit 7 fade nachlassen ** v /feǺd/ if your memory fades, it becomes worse or less clear Her short term memory is fading.

Unit 7 farmhand Farmarbeiter n C /ɑfǡə(r)mɕhænd/� someone whose job is to work outside on a farm He learned a lot about farming this summer by working as a farmhand.

Unit 7 fee Gebühr *** n C /fiə/ money that you pay to a professional person or institution for their work Tuition fees at Stanford have now reached £9,000 a year.

Unit 7 fiercely heftig adv /ɑfǺǩ(r)sli/ 

used for emphasizing what you are saying, especially how strong or severe 

something is Publishing has become a fiercely competitive industry.

Unit 7 fire feuern *** v /ɑfaǺǩ(r)/  to make someone leave their job, sometimes as a punishment She was fired for refusing to comply with safety regulations.

Unit 7 found gründen *** v /faȚnd/ to start an organization, company, political party, etc. His life took a new direction when he founded a publishing company.

Unit 7 generation Generation *** n C /ɕdȢenǩɑreǺȓ(ǩ)n/ 

all the members of a family who are of a 

similar age and whose parents are of a similar age

She is celebrating her 113th birthday surrounded by four generations of her 

family.

Unit 7 get in touch with sb jemanden kontaktieren phr /ɕget Ǻn ɑtȜtȓ wǺð/

to speak or write to someone, especially after you have not spoken to them 

for a long time I must get in touch with the bank and arrange an overdraft.
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Unit 7 graduate absolvieren ** n C/v /ɑǱrædȢuǩt; ɑǱrædȢueǺt/ to complete your studies at a university or college, usually by getting a degree He graduated from Yale University in 1936.

Unit 7 guilty schuldig *** adj /ɑǱǺlti/ ashamed and sorry because you have done something wrong I still feel guilty about things I said to my mother when I was a teenager.

Unit 7 hell Hölle *** n U /hel/ a situation that is extremely unpleasant It’s been hell trying to keep this secret for so long.

Unit 7 hill Hügel *** n C /hǺl/ a steep slope in a path or road She walked up and down a long steep hill twice a day.

Unit 7 iced glasiert adj /aǺst/ an iced cake or biscuit is covered with icing Sarah is responsible for the iced cake decorations.

Unit 7 invitation Einladung ** n C /ɕǺnvǺɑteǺȓ(ǩ)n/� 

a written or spoken request asking someone to spend time with you socially 

or to come to a social event The wedding invitations went out yesterday.

Unit 7 irresponsible unverantwortlich adj /ɕǺrǺɑspǢnsǩb(ǩ)l/ not sensible or able to be trusted to behave in a reasonable way He's an irresponsible driver.

Unit 7 lamb Lamm ** n C /læm/ a young sheep It's always a joy to see the new lambs playing in the springtime.

Unit 7 make sense es ist vernünftig phr /ɕmeǺk ɑsens/ to be practical and sensible It makes sense to keep such information on disk.

Unit 7 medication Medikamente n U /ɕmedǺɑkeǺȓ(ǩ)n/ a drug that you take to treat or cure an illness Are you taking any medication?

Unit 7 mentally geistig adv /ɑment(ǩ)li/ in a way that relates to the mind ‘In London I was stressed and often mentally exhausted.'

Unit 7 miss out on sth etwas verpassen v /mǺsɑ aȚt Ǣn/  to lose an opportunity to do or have something He narrowly missed out on the world record.

Unit 7 moving bewegend ** adj /ɑmuəvǺŋ/ making you feel emotional ‘It’s one of the most moving experiences I’ve ever had.

Unit 7 nappy Windel n C /ɑnæpi/ 

a thick piece of soft cloth or paper fastened between a baby’s legs to catch 

solid and liquid waste. The American word is diaper. I think his nappy needs changing.

Unit 7 nursery Kindergarten ** n C /ɑnǬə(r)s(ǩ)ri/ a school for children between the ages of three and five She goes to nursery every day now.

Unit 7 orchestra Orchester ** n C /ɑǤə(r)kǺstrǩ/ 

a large group of musicians using many different instruments to play mostly 

classical music. The person in charge of an orchestra is its conductor. This summer the orchestra will perform ten concerts.

Unit 7 outfit Outfit * n C /ɑaȚtfǺt/ a set of clothes that are worn together I need a new outfit for the wedding.

Unit 7 overworked überarbeitet adj /ɕǩȚvǩ(r)ɑwǬə(r)kt/ forced to work too hard I'm feeling overworked these days.

Unit 7 playgroup Spielgruppe n C /ɑpleǺɕǱruəp/ 

a place where children between the ages of two and four go to play and learn. 

The usual American word is pre-school. There are plenty of playgroups and toddlers clubs.

Unit 7 PR (public relations) PR n U /ɕpiə ɑǡə(r)/ 

the activity of creating a good opinion among 

people about a person, product, company, or institution She was a successful PR consultant and life was going well.

Unit 7 promotion Beförderung *** n C/U /prǩɑmǩȚȓ(ǩ)n/  a move to a higher level in a company, institution, or sport  His number one objective is to get promotion.

Unit 7 put two and two together die richtige Schlußfolgerung ziehen phr

/pȚt ɕtuə ǩn ɕtuə 

tǩɑgeðǩ(r)/

to guess what is happening or what something means as a result of what you 

have seen or heard People saw them talking and put two and two together.

Unit 7 radical drastisch ** adj /ɑrædǺk(ǩ)l/ 

a radical change or way of doing something is new and very different from the 

usual way He proposed a radical solution to the problem of juvenile crime.

Unit 7 rebellious rebellisch adj /rǺɑbeljǩs/ opposing authority or accepted ways of doing things Dan has always had a rebellious streak.

Unit 7 redundancy Entlassung ** n C �/rǺɑdȜndǩnsi/ 

 a situation in which someone is told to leave their job because they are no 

longer needed Over 500 workers face redundancy if the factory closes.

Unit 7 regret Bedauern ** v/n C /rǺɑǱret/ a feeling of sadness about something that you wish you had not said or done I have no regrets about leaving the army.

Unit 7 scholarship Stipendium * n C /ɑskǢlǩ(r)ȓǺp/ 

 an amount of money that an organization gives to someone so that they can 

study at a particular school or university She won a scholarship to Oxford.

Unit 7 sherry Sherry n U /ɑȓeri/ a strong wine from southern Spain, often drunk before a meal They gave us a bottle of sherry last Christmas.

Unit 7 social security Sozialhilfe * n U /ɕsǩȚȓ(ǩ)l sǺɑkjȚǩrǩti/
money that someone receives regularly from the government regularly because they 

do not have a job or are too ill or old to work There’s no point working if you can live off social security.

Unit 7 steep steil ** adj /stiəp/ a steep slope rises quickly and is difficult to climb It was a steep climb out of the valley.

Unit 7 stressful stressig adj /ɑstresf(ǩ)l/ involving or causing a lot of pressure or worry My new job is much less stressful.

Unit 7 superficial oberflächlich * adj /ɕsuəpǩ(r)ɑfǺȓ(ǩ)l/ lacking in important meaning ‘Everything about my past life suddenly seemed superficial.'

Unit 7 suspect vermuten *** v /sǩɑspekt/ to believe that something is true, especially something bad Mum and Dad suspect that we have been planning something special.

Unit 7 take sth/sb seriously etwas/jemanden ernst nehmen phr /ɕteǺk ɑsǺǩrǺǩslǺ/

to think that someone/something is important and should be given careful atte

ntion I asked Kathy if I could work for her, she refused to take me seriously at first.

Unit 7 tattoo Tattoo n C /tæɑtuə/ 

a permanent picture that is drawn on a part of your body by putting ink into 

your skin with a needle He has a tattoo of dragon on his right arm.

Unit 7 toast zutrinken v /tǩȚst/ to drink a toast to someone Everybody toasted her good health.

Unit 7 tractor Traktor n C /ɑtræktǩ(r)/ a vehicle used on farms, for example to pull machines She has learnt to drive a tractor.

Unit 7 travel expenses Reisespesen n pl /ɑtræv(ǩ)l Ǻkɕspensǩz/ money that you spend on travelling as part of your job

We realized that after tax and travel expenses, we were paying more money in 

childcare than I was earning.

Unit 7 unsure unsicher * adj /ȜnɑȓȚǩ(r)/ not certain about something If you’re unsure, ask the customer to spell their name.

Unit 7 unthinkable undenkbar adj /ȜnɑθǺŋkǩb(ǩ)l/ impossible to imagine An agreement between the two countries was unthinkable.

Unit 7 violinist Geigenspieler n C /ɕvaǺǩɑlǺnǺst/ someone who plays the violin, especially as their job

One of his colleagues in the restaurant has also been looking for a job as a 

violinist.

Unit 7 wise klug ** adj /waǺz/ 

a wise person is able to make good choices and decisions because they have a 

lot of experience Sally is a wise and cautious woman.

Unit 7 youthful jugendlich adj /ɑjuəθf(ǩ)l/ 

someone who is youthful has many of the positive qualities considered to be 

typical of young people She's an astonishingly youthful widow of 65.

Unit 8 Newspapers

Unit 8 article Artikel *** n C *** /ɑǡə(r)tǺk(ǩ)l/ 

a piece of writing about a particular subject that is published in a newspaper 

or magazine He has written several articles for The Times.
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Unit 8 circulation Auflage ** n U ** /ɕsǬə(r)kjȚɑleǺȓ(ǩ)n/ the number of copies of a newspaper or magazine sold each day, week etc It's a newspaper with a daily circulation of more than 2 million.

Unit 8 daily Tageszeitung *** adj/n C *** /ɑdeǺli/ a newspaper that is published every day, except Sunday None of the dailies reported the story.

Unit 8 feature Feature *** n C/v *** �/ɑfiətȓǩ(r)/ a newspaper or magazine article that concentrates on a particular subject It's a special feature on new children’s books.

Unit 8 headline Schlagzeile ** n C ** /ɑhedɕlaǺn/  the title of a newspaper story that is printed in large letters The front-page headline read ‘Royal Love Scandal’.

Unit 8 journalist Journalist ** n C ** /ɑdȢǬə(r)nǩlǺst/� 

someone whose job is to report the news for a newspaper, magazine, radio 

programme, or television programme I read an article by a leading sports journalist yesterday.

Unit 8 left-wing Links (politisch) adj /ɑleft ɕwǺŋ/ socialist in your political beliefs If it were less left-wing, the paper would have better circulation figures.

Unit 8 news coverage Berichterstattung n U /ɑnjuəz ɕkȜv(ǩ)rǺdȢ/

the amount of attention that television, 

radio, and newspapers give to something, or the way in which something is rep

orted Which paper do you think has the best international news coverage?

Unit 8 press Medien *** n U /pres/ newspapers and news magazines She has been criticized in the press for not speaking out on this issue.

Unit 8 quality newspaper

Überregionale Zeitung mit 

umfassender Berichterstattung n C /ɕkwǢlǩti ɑnjuəzpeǺpǩ(r)/

a newspaper which is generally believed to contain more serious news than 

tabloid newspapers What are the most popular quality newspapers in your country?

Unit 8 right-wing Rechts (politisch) adj /ɑraǺt ɕwǺŋ/ conservative in your political beliefs Which newspapers are considered right-wing or left-wing?

Unit 8

Compound nouns 

(driving)

Unit 8 credit card Kreditkarte ** n C /ɑkredǺt ɕkǡə(r)d/

a small plastic card that you use to buy things now and pay for them later. A 

similar card that you use to pay for things directly from your bank account is 

called a debit card. I cancelled all my credit cards.

Unit 8 driving licence Führerschein n C /ɑdraǺvǺŋ ɕlaǺs(ǩ)ns/

an official document that you need in order to drive. The American word is 

driver’s license I need to apply for a new driving licence.

Unit 8 ID card Personalausweis n C /aǺɑdiə ɕkǡə(r)d/ an official document or card that shows who you are They want people to carry an ID card at all times.

Unit 8 mobile phone Handy ** n C /ɕmǩȚbaǺl ɑfǩȚn/

a small phone that you can carry around with you. The usual American word 

is cell phone. My mobile phone needs recharging.

Unit 8 motorway Autobahn ** n C �/ɑmǩȚtǩ(r)ɕweǺ/� 

a wide road with several lanes of traffic going in each direction, built for fast 

travel over long distances We're driving along a three-lane motorway.

Unit 8 no-parking zone Parkverbot n C /nǩȚɑpǡə(r)kǺŋ ɕzǩȚn/ an area in which you are not allowed to park your car He parked his car in a no-parking zone.

Unit 8 one-way street Einbahnstrasse n C /ɕwȜnweǺ ɑstriət/ a street in which cars are only allowed to travel in one direction You're driving the wrong way down a one-way street!

Unit 8 police station Polizeirevier * n C /pǩɑliəs ɕsteǺȓ(ǩ)n/ the building where the local police force works He is being held in a police station in central London.

Unit 8 seatbelt Sitzgurt n C /ɑsiətbelt/

a strong belt in a car or plane that you fasten around yourself to hold you in 

your seat Don't forget to fasten your seatbelt.

Unit 8 speed limit Geschwindigkeitsbegrenzung n C /ɑspiəd ɕlǺmǺt/ the fastest speed allowed for vehicles in a particular area You were driving well over the speed limit.

Unit 8 traffic lights Ampel n C /ɑtræfǺk ɕlaǺts/ a set of red, yellow, and green lights that control traffic Stop at the traffic lights.

Unit 8 Law and order

Unit 8 arrest festnehmen ** v /ǩɑrest/ 

if the police arrest someone, they take that person to a police station because 

they believe he or she has committed a crime. Someone who has been 

arrested is under arrest, and if they are not allowed to leave, they are in 

custody

Police raided the store at dawn, arresting six men and seizing hundreds of pirated 

CDs.

Unit 8 clue Indiz ** n C /kluə/ 

an object or fact that someone discovers that helps them solve a crime or 

mystery Detectives were brought in to help search for clues.

Unit 8 court Gericht *** n C /kǤə(r)t/ 

a place where trials take place and legal cases are decided, especially in front 

of a judge and a jury or a magistrate. The letter was read aloud in court.

Unit 8 crime Verbrechen *** n C/U /kraǺm/ an illegal activity or action She was unaware that she had committed a crime.

Unit 8 criminal Krimineller * n C /ɑkrǺmǺn(ǩ)l/ someone who has committed a crime The system is designed to prevent criminals from reoffending.

Unit 8 evidence Beweis *** n U /ɑevǺd(ǩ)ns/ 

facts, statements, or objects that help to prove whether or not someone has 

committed a crime The police didn’t have enough evidence to convict him.

Unit 8 gangster Gangster n C /ɑǱæŋstǩ(r)/ a member of an organized group of criminals It's a movie about Chicago gangsters in the 1920s.

Unit 8 guilty schuldig *** adj /ɑǱǺlti/ someone who is guilty has committed a crime He was found guilty of manslaughter.

Unit 8 hold-up Raubüberfall n C /'hǩȚldȜp/

a situation in which someone threatens people in a bank or shop with a gun 

in order to get money or goods There was a hold-up at the bank this morning.

Unit 8 innocent unschuldig * adj /ɑǺnǩs(ǩ)nt/ not guilty of a crime Under the law, everyone is considered innocent until proved guilty.

Unit 8 jail Gefängnis * n C /dȢeǺl/ 

a place where people are put after they have been arrested, or where people 

go as punishment for a crime She’s been sent to jail for murder.

Unit 8 judge Richter *** n C /dȢȜdȢ/ someone whose job is to make decisions in a court of law The judge sentenced her to ninety days in prison.

Unit 8 jury Gruppe der Geschworenen, Jury ** n C /ɑdȢȚǩri/ 

a group of people, usually 12, who judge a court case. Members of a jury are 

ordinary members of the public: can be followed by a singular or plural verb The jury returned its verdict after five hours’ deliberation.

Unit 8 mask Maske ** n C /mǡəsk/ 

something that you wear to cover part or all of your face in order to hide who 

you are or for decoration They were robbed by a man wearing a ski mask.

Unit 8 punishment Strafe ** n C /ɑpȜnǺȓmǩnt/  a way in which someone is punished A 1994 law increased punishments for overloaded trucks.

Unit 8 revolver Revolver n C /rǺɑvǢlvǩ(r)/ a small gun that holds several bullets She drew her revolver and fired two shots.

Unit 8 rob rauben ** v /rǢb/ 

to take money or property illegally from a person or place, often using threats 

or violence They were planning to rob the museum.
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Unit 8 robber Räuber * n C /ɑrǢbǩ(r)/ 

someone who takes money or property illegally, often by using threats or 

violence He was a famous bank robber.

Unit 8 robbery Raub * n C /ɑrǢbǩri/ 

the crime of taking money or property illegally, often by using threats or 

violence He was arrested and charged with armed robbery.

Unit 8 sentence verurteilen ** v /ɑsentǩns/ 

when a judge sentences someone, they officially state what someone’s 

punishment will be He was sentenced to 15 years in prison.

Unit 8 solicitor Anwalt n C /sǩɑlǺsǺtǩ(r)/ 

in the UK, a lawyer who gives legal advice, writes legal contracts, and 

represents people in the lower courts of law You will be hearing from my solicitor.

Unit 8 stick-up Überfall n C /ɑstǺkȜp/

an occasion when someone tries to steal money from a bank, shop etc by 

threatening people with a gun Nobody move! This is a stick-up!

Unit 8 thief Dieb ** n C /θiəf/ 

someone who steals something. An instance of stealing something is called a 

theft The thief stole a valuable painting from the museum.

Unit 8 trial Gerichtsverfahren *** n C /ɑtraǺǩl/ 

the process of examining a case in a court of law and deciding whether 

someone is guilty or innocent. When a case comes to trial, it is brought to a 

court and the person who has been accused of a crime stands trial (=appears 

in court) They’re on trial for armed robbery.

Unit 8 victim Opfer *** n C /ɑvǺktǺm/ someone who has been harmed, injured, or killed as the result of a crime He was a murder victim.

Unit 8 violent gewalttätig ** adj /ɑvaǺǩlǩnt/ 

involving the use of physical force, with the deliberate intention of causing 

damage to property or injury or death to people Statistics show a fall in both violent and non-violent crime.

Unit 8 witness Zeuge ** n C /ɑwǺtnǩs/  someone who sees a crime, accident, or other event happen Detectives are appealing for witnesses.

Unit 8 Other words & phrases

Unit 8 abandon fallen lassen ** v /ǩɑbændǩn/ 

to stop something that you are doing or planning to do, especially because it 

is too difficult to continue We had to abandon our plans.

Unit 8 access Umgang *** n U /ɑækses/ the legal right to visit your children after you are divorced

The men, all divorced fathers, were protesting at being refused access to their 

children.

Unit 8 annual jährlich *** adj /ɑænjuǩl/ calculated or considered over a period of one year His annual salary is £20,000.

Unit 8 attitude Einstellung, Verhalten *** n C /ɑætǺɕtjuəd/ 

someone’s opinions or feelings about something, especially as shown by their 

behaviour Attitudes towards the older members of the group will have to change.

Unit 8 best-selling meistverkauft adj /ɕbestɑselǺŋ/ a best-selling product is popular and successful, and sells iin large numbers The best-selling daily newspaper in the UK is The Sun.

Unit 8 biscuit Keks ** n C /ɑbǺskǺt/ 

a type of small flat dry cake that is usually sweet and round. The usual 

American word is cookie I'm going to the shop to buy a packet of biscuits.

Unit 8 cable Kabel ** n C /ɑkeǺb(ǩ)l/ cable television The company broadcasts on satellite and cable.

Unit 8 cool off abkühlen v /'kuəlɕǢf/ to become cooler after being very hot The protest ended with hot protesters cooling off in the Cibeles fountain

Unit 8 cream Sahne ** n U /kriəm/ a thick yellowish-white liquid taken from the top of milk What would you do if someone threw a cream pie in your face?

Unit 8 crossword Kreuzworträtsel * n C /ɑkrǢsɕwǬə(r)d/� 

a word game on paper, in which the answers to questions called clues are 

written in rows of squares that cross each other so that some letters are 

shared I can't finish the crossword in today's newspaper.

Unit 8 cyclist Fahrradfahrer * n C /ɑsaǺklǺst/ someone who rides a bicycle Watch out for cyclists when you turn.

Unit 8 demand verlangen *** v /dǺɑmǡənd/  to say in a very firm way that you want something Angry MPs are demanding an inquiry into the deal.

Unit 8 demonstration Demonstration ** n C /ɕdemǩnɑstreǺȓ(ǩ)n/  an occasion when a large group of people protest about something Angry students held demonstrations in the university square.

Unit 8 developing world Entwicklungsländer n /dǺɕvelǩpǺŋ 'wǬə(r)ld/ poor countries that do not have many modern industries

In theory, the job of the World Bank is to improve the living standards of people in 

the developing world.

Unit 8 divorced geschieden ** adj /dǺɑvǤə(r)st/ no longer married because the marriage has been legally ended After they got divorced, she never remarried.

Unit 8 employer Arbeitgeber *** n C /ǺmɑplǤǺǩ(r)/ 

a person, company, or organization that pays someone to work for them as a 

member of their staff Daniel’s employers offered to pay for the course.

Unit 8 endanger gefährden v /ǺnɑdeǺndȢǩ(r)/� 

to put someone or something into a situation where they might be harmed or 

damaged The hospital is accused of endangering patients’ lives.

Unit 8 engineering Ingenieur- *** n U /ɕendȢǺɑnǺǩrǺŋ/ the activity of designing things such as roads, railways, bridges, or machines It is the country's biggest engineering company.

Unit 8 exaggerated übertreiben adj /ǺǱɑzædȢǩɕreǺtǺd/ 

describing something in a way that makes it seem better, worse, larger, more 

important etc than it really is That's a little exaggerated, isn't it?

Unit 8 facilities Einrichtungen n pl /fǩɑsǺlǩtǺz/ 

something such as a room or piece of equipment that is provided at a place 

for people to use The hotel has excellent leisure facilities.

Unit 8 flash blinkend ** v /flæȓ/  to shine brightly for a very short time, or to shine on and off very quickly The street was full of flashing neon signs.

Unit 8 fountain Springbrunnen * n C /ɑfaȚntǺn/ 

a structure through which a stream of water is pumped into the air and falls 

down again The park’s ornamental fountain is carved from marble.

Unit 8 globalization Globalisierung n U �/ɕǱlǩȚbǩlaǺɑzeǺȓ(ǩ)n/ 

the idea that the world is developing a single economy and culture as a result 

of improved technology and communications and the influence of very large 

multinational companies Critics of globalization staged a large demonstration.

Unit 8 hypothetical hypothetisch * adj /ɕhaǺpǩɑθetǺk(ǩ)l/ based on situations or events that seem possible rather than on actual ones I don’t want to talk about hypothetical situations.

Unit 8 investigative investigativ adj /ǺnɑvestǺǱǩtǺv/ intended to discover new details and facts about something She won an award for investigative journalism.
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Unit 8 launderette Waschsalon n C /ɕlǤəndǩɑret; ɕlǤəndɑret/ a place where people go to wash clothes in machines that they pay to use There's a laundrette around the corner.

Unit 8 living conditions Lebensumstände n pl /ɑlǺvǺŋ kǩnɕdǺȓǩnz/ the environment in which people live and work

A spokesman for the prisoners said: ‘If we had decent living conditions, this 

wouldn’t be necessary.’

Unit 8 look-alike Imitator n C /ɑlȚkǩɕlaǺk/

someone who is very similar in appearance to another person, especially a 

famous person He earns a lot of money as a Tony Blair look-alike.

Unit 8 media Medien n /ɑmiədiǩ/ television, radio, newspapers and the Internet It is the world’s third biggest media company.

Unit 8 movie Film * n C /ɑmuəvi/ a film shown in a cinema or on television We saw a great movie last night.

Unit 8 naked nackt ** adj /ɑneǺkǺd/ not wearing any clothes The cyclists rode naked through the streets as a protest.

Unit 8 negotiation Verhandlung ** n C /nǺɕǱǩȚȓiɑeǺȓ(ǩ)n/ 

formal discussions in which people or groups try to reach an agreement, 

especially in a business or political situation The union said that everything is open to negotiation.

Unit 8 network Netzwerk *** n C /ɑnetɕwǬə(r)k/ 

a group of companies that broadcast the same television or radio 

programmes throughout a large area, or a company that produces or sells the 

rights to such broadcasts The president’s speech was broadcast on network television.

Unit 8 nude nackt adj /njuəd/ showing or involving people who are not wearing any clothes There was a nude scene in the film.

Unit 8 overcrowding Über(be-)völkerung n U /ɕǩȚvǩ(r)ɑkraȚdǺŋ/ 

unpleasant conditions caused by too many people or things being in the same 

place Overcrowding in cities is a great problem.

Unit 8 pathetic erbärmlich * adj /pǩɑθetǺk/ useless or not effective in an annoying way That’s the most pathetic excuse I’ve ever heard.

Unit 8 patience Geduld * n U /ɑpeǺȓ(ǩ)ns/ 

the ability to continue doing something for a long time without losing 

interest, especially something difficult Most people wouldn’t have the patience for such painstaking work.

Unit 8 pie Kuchen * n C/U /paǺ/ 

a food that consists of meat, vegetables, or fruit cooked inside a case of 

pastry or below a layer of it We had apple pie for desert.

Unit 8 pompous aufgeblasen adj /ɑpǢmpǩs/ 

someone who is pompous thinks they are very important and speaks or 

behaves in a very serious and formal way He can seem rather pompous at times.

Unit 8 protest Protest ** n C / v /ɑprǩȚtest, prǩɑtest/

 something such as a meeting or public statement by people who strongly 

disagree with a policy, law etc They took part in peaceful protests against the war.

Unit 8 protester Demonstrant/in, Protestler/in * n C /prǩɑtestǩ(r)/ 

someone who publicly shows their opposition to something such as a law or 

policy The protesters claimed they have a legal right to demonstrate.

Unit 8 public figure

Persönlichkeit des öffentlichen 

Lebens n C /ɕpȜblǺk ɑfǺgǩ(r)/ a well-known person, especially a politician He's one of the country's best-loved public figures.

Unit 8 publish veröffentlichen *** v /ɑpȜblǺȓ/ to make information available for everyone to read

A report published today says that the new Arne Valley road will endanger local 

wildlife.

Unit 8 reasonable angemessen *** adj /ɑriəz(ǩ)nǩb(ǩ)l/ fairly good, although not extremely good How would you feel if you were not paid a reasonable salary?

Unit 8 roof Dach *** n C /ruəf/ the top outer part of a vehicle One man had climbed onto the roof of his car.

Unit 8 salary Gehalt ** n C /ɑsælǩri/ a fixed amount of money that you earn each month or year from your job He earns an annual salary of £25,000.

Unit 8 slip ausrutschen *** v /slǺp/ if you slip, your feet slide accidentally and you lose your balance or fall over Be careful you don’t slip on the wet floor.

Unit 8 species Art *** n C /ɑspiəȓiəz/ 

a plant or animal group whose members all have similar general features and 

are able to produce young plants or animals together Over 120 species of birds have been recorded in this National Park.

Unit 8 statement Stellungnahme *** n C /ɑsteǺtmǩnt/ 

a written or spoken announcement on an important subject that someone 

makes in public

He had been instructed not to make any statements to the press about the 

incident.

Unit 8 strike streiken *** n C/v /straǺk/ 

to refuse to work for a period of time as a protest about your pay or 

conditions of work The right to strike was then established in the constitution.

Unit 8 strip ausziehen ** v /strǺp/ to take off all of your clothes or all of another person’s clothes The soldiers were forced to strip naked in freezing temperatures.

Unit 8 studio Studio *** n C /ɑstjuədiǩȚ/ a company that produces films The film rights to her story were bought by a major studio.

Unit 8 summing-up Zusammenfassung n C /ɕsȜmǺŋ ɑȜp/ 

a statement made by a lawyer or judge that gives a summary of the evidence 

in a case In his summing-up, the judge described the men as pathetic.

Unit 8 support unterstützen *** v /sǩɑpǤə(r)t/ 

to approve of an idea or of a person or organization and help them to be 

successful The United Nations has supported efforts to return the refugees peacefully.

Unit 8 symbol Symbol ** n C /ɑsǺmb(ǩ)l/ someone or something that represents a particular idea or quality

They decided to take their clothes off as a symbol of their vulnerability in the 

dangerous Madrid traffic.

Unit 8 sympathize sympathisieren v /ɑsǺmpǩθaǺz/� to approve of and support someone or something  Many people admit they sympathize with the rebels’ demands.

Unit 8 target Zielscheibe *** n C /ɑtǡə(r)ǱǺt/ a person, building, or area that someone intends to attack Foreigners have become targets for attack by terrorists.

Unit 8 thriller Thriller * n C /ɑθrǺlǩ(r)/ 

a book, play, or film that tells an exciting story, especially about something 

dangerous like a crime I mostly read thrillers and detective stories.

Unit 8 toy Spielzeug ** n C /tǤǺ/ 

an object that a child can play with, especially a model of a real thing such as 

a car or an animal We've got boxes full of books, toys, and games at home.

Unit 8 traffic Verkehr *** n U /ɑtræfǺk/  the vehicles that are travelling in an area at a particular time At that time of night, there was no traffic on the roads.

Unit 8 treatment Behandlung *** n U/C /ɑtriətmǩnt/ the process of providing medical care They were taken to hospital for treatment for burns and smoke inhalation.

Unit 8 trip stolpern ** v /trǺp/ to hit your foot on something and fall down The stairs are a little uneven, so be careful you don’t trip.

Unit 8 union Gewerkschaft *** n C /ɑjuənjǩn/ 

an organization that represents the workers in a particular industry and tries 

to improve pay, conditions etc We encourage all employees to join a union.
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Unit 8 valley Tal *** n C /ɑvæli/ 

a low area of land between mountains or hills, usually with a river flowing 

through it Their house has wonderful views across the valley.

Unit 8 valuable wertvoll *** adj /ɑvæljȚb(ǩ)l/ worth a lot of money The necklace is not very valuable.

Unit 8 values Werte *** n pl /ɑvæljuəz/ 

the 

principles or beliefs that influence the behavior and way of life of a particular 

group or community Your book has been described as an attack on America and American values.

Unit 8 vulnerability Verletzlichkeit n C /ɕvȜln(ǩ)rǩɑbǺlǩti/ the quality of being easily damaged by something negative or harmful

They decided to take their clothes off as a symbol of their vulnerability in the 

dangerous Madrid traffic.

Unit 8 widely weithin *** adv /ɑwaǺdli/ by a lot of people, or in a lot of places It is widely expected that the Socialists will call early elections.

Unit 9 Shopping

Unit 9 corner shop Eckladen n C /ɕkǤə(r)nǩ(r) ɑȓǢp/

a small shop that sells food and other products, often found on the corner of 

a street The corner shop is open on Sunday.

Unit 9 discount shop Discounter n C /ɑdǺskaȚnt ɕȓǢp/ a shop which sells goods very cheaply I got this camera for a really good price in a discount shop.

Unit 9 high street shopping

in der Hauptgeschäftsstrasse 

einkaufen gehen n U /ɕhaǺ ɕstriət ɑȓǢpǺŋ/

shopping on the main street in a town or city, where there are usually a lot of 

big shops Let's go and do some high street shopping.

Unit 9 online shopping online einkaufen n U /ɕǢnlaǺn ɑȓǢpǺŋ/ buying goods or services on the internet I don't really like online shopping.

Unit 9 shop assistant Verkäufer n C /ɑȓǢp ǩɕsǺst(ǩ)nt/ someone whose job is to serve people in a shop Ask a shop assistant if you want to use the changing room.

Unit 9 shopaholic Shopaholic n C /ɕȓǢpǩɑhǢlǺk/ someone who enjoys going to shops or enjoys buying things When it comes to clothes, I'm a total shopaholic.

Unit 9 shoplifter Ladendieb n C /ɑȓǢpɕlǺftǩ(r)/ someone who steals something from a store A shoplifter is someone who steals something from a shop.

Unit 9 shopping centre Einkaufszentrum n C /ɑȓǢpǺŋ ɕsentǩ(r)/

an area where a group of different shops and businesses such as banks and 

restaurants are all built next to each other Local residents are opposing plans to build a new shopping centre.

Unit 9 shopping mall Shopping-Center n C /ɑȓǢpǺŋ ɕmǤəl/ a large building with a lot of shops, restaurants, and sometimes a cinema I visited 10 different stores at the shopping mall.

Unit 9 window-shopping einen Schaufenster-Bummel machen n U /ɑwǺndǩȚ ɕȓǢpǺŋ/ the activity of looking at things in shop windows but not buying anything I'm just window shopping. I don't have any money with me.

Unit 9 Containers

Unit 9 bottle Flasche *** n C /ɑbǢt(ǩ)l/ 

a glass or plastic container for liquids, usually with a narrow part at the top 

that is called the neck We drank a bottle of champagne together.

Unit 9 box Schachtel *** n C /bǢks/ a container with straight sides, a flat base, and sometimes a lid He bought me a box of chocolates for my birthday.

Unit 9 can Büchse ** n C /kæn/ 

a closed metal container with round sides, for food or drinks. It is opened 

with a can opener. In British English the word tin is usually used if a can 

contains food, but not if it contains a drink I need a can of tomatoes from the store.

Unit 9 carton Packung n C /ɑkǡə(r)t(ǩ)n/ a container for liquids that is made of stiff thick paper Can you get me a carton of fruit juice?

Unit 9 jar Glas * n C /dȢǡə(r)/ 

 a glass container with a lid and a wide top, especially one in which food is 

sold or kept I've made a jar of marmalade.

Unit 9 packet Päckchen ** n C /ɑpækǺt/ 

a box, bag, or plastic wrapping containing food that has been weighed ready to 

be sold, or the food that this contains I've just opened a packet of cheese slices.

Unit 9 tin Konservendose ** n C /tǺn/ 

a closed metal container for a food product that you open with a tin opener. 

The American word is can I'm going to have a tin of soup for lunch.

Unit 9 tub Becher n C /tȜb/ a small container with a lid for holding or storing food I really shouldn't eat that tub of ice cream.

Unit 9 Collocations with take

Unit 9 take a look at (sth) (etwas) anschauen phr /ɑteǺk ǩ ɑlȚk ǩt/ to direct your eyes toward someone or something so that you can see them Take a look at some of the scenes that were not included in the movies.

Unit 9 take advantage of (sth) (etwas) ausnutzen phr /ɕteǺk ǩdɑvǡəntǺdȢ ǩv/ to use a situation or opportunity to get what you want Moss took advantage of the defender’s mistake to score a goal.

Unit 9 take (sb’s) advice einen Rat annehmen phr /ɕteǺk ǩdɑvaǺs/ to do what someone suggests Take our advice.

Unit 9 take (sb’s) breath away (jemandem) den Atem verschlagen phr /ɕteǺk ɑbreθ ǩɕweǺ/

if something takes your breath away, you think that it is 

extremely impressive or beautiful

Relax on our spectacular beaches and let the beauty of the landscape take your 

breath away.

Unit 9 take (sb’s) word for (sth) (jemandem) etwas glauben phr /ɕteǺk ɑwǬə(r)d fǩ(r)/ to believe someone

Take our word for it, there are enough DVDs and screenplays to keep the keenest 

film buff happy for a long, long time!

Unit 9 take time Zeit nehmen phr /ɕteǺk ɑtaǺm/ to make some of your time available for a particular purpose Take a little time out of your busy day to look after yourself.

Unit 9 Prepositional phrases

Unit 9 by heart auswendig phr /baǺ ɑhǡə(r)t/

if you know something by heart, you can remember all the words in it without 

any help We learned long passages of poetry off by heart.

Unit 9 by mistake aus Versehen phr /baǺ mǺɑsteǺk/ if you do something by mistake, you do it accidentally I’m sorry – I opened one of your letters by mistake.

Unit 9 in class im Unterricht phr /Ǻn 'klǡəs/ during the time when a group of students is taught together Do you switch off your telephone in class?

Unit 9 in detail ausführlich phr /Ǻn ɑdiəteǺl/ including many facts or aspects of a situation She talked in detail about future plans for the school.

Unit 9 in full vollständig phr /Ǻn 'fȚl/ completely, including the whole of something Do you write words in full when you text?

Unit 9 in touch in Verbindung bleiben phr /Ǻn 'tȜtȓ/ in contact with someone How many people do you regularly keep in touch with by phone?

Unit 9 in trouble Probleme haben phr /Ǻn ɑtrȜb(ǩ)l/ in an unpleasant, difficult, or dangerous situation Have you ever been in trouble for using your phone?

Unit 9 on average im Durchschnitt phr /Ǣn ɑæv(ǩ)rǺdȢ/

used for talking about what is usually true, although it may not be true in 

every individual situation On average, women live between five and seven years longer than men.

Unit 9 Other words & phrases

Unit 9 accessible zugänglich adj /ǩkɑsesǩb(ǩ)l/ an accessible place or building is suitable for use by disabled people The building is easily accessible for wheelchair users.

Unit 9 accurately genau adv /ɑækjȚrǩtli/ done in an exact way, without making a mistake The list is designed to analyze the nation’s buying habits as accurately as possible
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Unit 9 analyze analysieren v /ɑænǩlaǺz/ to study or examine something in detail in order to understand or explain it They have the ability to analyze and evaluate information.

Unit 9 appeal ansprechen *** v /ǩɑpiəl/ if something appeals to you, you like it or want it You would also like to see cultural activities that will appeal to older people.

Unit 9 association Verein *** n C /ǩɕsǩȚsiɑeǺȓ(ǩ)n/ 

a group of people who have joined together because they have similar 

interests or aims We're members of the Parent-Teacher Association.

Unit 9 basement Keller * n C /ɑbeǺsmǩnt/ 

the part of a building that is partly or completely below the level of the 

ground He has a large house with a basement.

Unit 9 basket Korb ** n C /ɑbǡəskǺt/ 

a container for carrying or keeping things in, made from thin pieces of plastic, 

wire, or wood woven together, and sometimes with a handle Can you pass me a shopping basket?

Unit 9 buff Fan n C /bȜf/ someone who is very interested in and knows a lot about a particular subject He's a real film buff.

Unit 9 burger Burger * n C /ɑbǬə(r)Ǳǩ(r)/ 

minced beef (=meat from a cow cut up into very small pieces) that is cooked 

in a flat round shape and served in a bread roll One burger and fries, please.

Unit 9 cater

versorgen, bedienen, zugeschnitten 

sein auf ** v /ɑkeǺtǩ(r)/� to provide people with everything they want or need The school aims to cater for children of all abilities.

Unit 9 chart Charts ** n C /tȓǡə(r)t/ 

a list showing the CDs that people have bought the most copies of in the 

previous week Their new single is likely to top the charts again this week.

Unit 9 classic klassisch ** n C/adj /ɑklæsǺk/ 

 a classic song, book, play, television programme etc is very good and has 

been popular and had a lot of influence for a long time William Golding’s classic novel Lord of the Flies

Unit 9 complaint Beschwerde *** n C /kǩmɑpleǺnt/ 

a written or spoken statement in which someone says they are not satisfied 

with something Customers lodged a formal complaint about the way they were treated.

Unit 9 council Gemeinderat *** n C /ɑkaȚns(ǩ)l/ 

the elected officials who govern a local area such as a city or county: can be 

followed by a singular or plural verb Their planning application was rejected by the council.

Unit 9 cracker Cracker n C /ɑkrækǩ(r)/ a type of thin dry hard biscuit often eaten with cheese Would anyone like some cheese and crackers?

Unit 9 cranberry Cranberry n C /ɑkrænb(ǩ)ri/ a small sour red fruit that grows on a bush Lunch will be turkey with cranberry sauce.

Unit 9 cross off durchstreichen v /ɕkrǢs ɑǢf/ to draw a line through something on a list to show that you have dealt with it The children say their names, and you cross them off.

Unit 9 cybernaut Internetsurfer n C /ɑsaǺbǩ(r)ɕnǤət/ someone who likes using the Internet a lot I've been a cybernaut ever since I got my first computer.

Unit 9 decaffeinated entkoffeiniert adj /diəɑkæfǺɕneǺtǺd/ 

decaffeinated coffee or tea has had the caffeine (=a chemical substance that 

keeps you awake) removed I can't see the point in drinking decaffeinated coffee.

Unit 9 delivery Lieferung *** n C /dǺɑlǺv(ǩ)ri/  the process of bringing goods or letters to a place We offer free delivery within the US.

Unit 9 diet Diät *** n C /ɑdaǺǩt/ 

a limited amount of food that someone eats because they are trying to 

become thinner I can’t fasten my jeans – I’ll have to go on a diet.

Unit 9 discount Ermäßigung, Rabatt ** n C /ɑdǺsɕkaȚnt/ a reduction in the price of something Customers can get huge discounts by booking in advance.

Unit 9 electronic elektronisch *** adj /ɕelekɑtrǢnǺk/ 

using electricity and extremely small electrical parts such as microchips and 

transistors He spends a lot of money on electronic equipment.

Unit 9 out of favour nicht mehr beliebt sein phr /ɕaȚt ǩv ɑfeǺvǩ(r)/ no longer popular or fashionable And what about the products that are falling out of favour?

Unit 9 fraud Betrug ** n U /frǤəd/ the crime of obtaining money from someone by tricking them He was arrested for committing tax fraud.

Unit 9 free-range aus Freilandhaltung adj /ɕfriəɑreǺndȢ/

free-range chickens, pigs, and other farm animals are allowed to move around 

and feed naturally. This is considered to be a kinder method of farming than 

intensive methods. The eggs come from free-range hens.

Unit 9 frustrated frustriert * adj /frȜɑstreǺtǺd/ 

feeling annoyed and impatient because you are prevented from achieving 

something He gets so frustrated at not being able to do things for himself any more.

Unit 9 gift Geschenk *** n C /ǱǺft/ something that you give to someone as a present He bought generous gifts for all his family.

Unit 9 greeting Gruß * n C /ɑǱriətǺŋ/  a friendly message sent to someone on their birthday, at Christmas etc Thanks to everyone for the birthday greetings.

Unit 9 guarantee garantiert ** v /ɕǱærǩnɑtiə/ if something is guaranteed to happen, it will definitely happen

They are guaranteed to arrive in style and always in plenty of time for that 

important day.

Unit 9 hand-made handgemacht adj /ɕhæn(d)ɑmeǺd/ made by a person, instead of by a machine I love hand-made paper.

Unit 9 herb Kraut * n C /hǬə(r)b/ a plant used for adding flavour to food or as a medicine The chicken is cooked in a mixture of herbs and spices.

Unit 9 hot-air balloon Heißluftballon n C /ɕhǢt ɑeǩ(r) bǩɕluən/

an extremely large bag full of hot air, with a basket attached that people can 

ride through the air in Have you ever been up in a hot-air balloon?

Unit 9 household Haushalt *** n C/adj /ɑhaȚsɕhǩȚld/� 

the people who live in a house or flat when they are considered as a single 

unit The number of four-person households has fallen.

Unit 9 landscape Landschaft ** n C /ɑlæn(d)ɕskeǺp/ 

 an area of land that is beautiful to look at or that has a particular type of 

appearance The house is situated in a green, rural landscape.

Unit 9 leaf Blatt *** n C /liəf/ a flat thin green part of a tree or plant that grows on a branch or stem I'm going to order a mixed-leaf salad.

Unit 9 lemonade Limonade n U /ɕlemǩɑneǺd/ 

a sweet, clear, fizzy drink (=with gas in it) that tastes slightly of lemon, or a 

glass of this drink She's drinking a bottle of fizzy lemonade.

Unit 9 lighter Feuerzeug n C /ɑlaǺtǩ(r)/ a small container that produces a flame, used especially for lighting cigarettes Can I borrow your lighter?

Unit 9 low-fat fettarm adj /ɑlǩȚɑfæt/ low-fat food contains only a small amount of fat He's on a low-fat diet.

Unit 9 luxury Luxus * n C �/ɑlȜkȓǩri/  something expensive that you enjoy but do not really need She likes to have a few luxuries like fresh flowers.
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Unit 9 margarine Margarine n U /ɕmǡə(r)dȢǩɑriən/� 

a yellow substance made from vegetable oil or animal fat that can be used 

instead of butter Can you pass me the low-fat margarine?

Unit 9 marmalade Orangenmarmelade n U /ɑmǡə(r)mǩleǺd/ 

a sweet food made from cooked fruit such as oranges or lemons that is 

usually spread onto bread and eaten at breakfast Would you like some bitter orange marmalade?

Unit 9 memorabilia Erinnerungsstück n U /ɕmem(ǩ)rǩɑbǺliǩ/ 

objects that you collect because they belonged to someone famous or are 

connected with something that interests you Posters, reviews, memorabilia and of course … hundreds of films.

Unit 9 nation Staat *** n C /ɑneǺȓ(ǩ)n/ the people of a particular country We want government to serve the whole nation.

Unit 9 olive oil Olivenöl n U /ɕǢlǺv ɑǤǺl/ a type of oil made from olives, used in cooking Dress the salad with olive oil and vinegar.

Unit 9 organic biologisch * adj /Ǥə(r)ɑǱænǺk/ 

organic food or drink is produced using only a small number of artificial 

chemicals Is this milk organic?

Unit 9 out of favour unbeliebt phr /ɕaȚt ǩv ɑfeǺvǩ(r)/ no longer liked, popular, or fashionable These stocks have steadily fallen out of favour with investors.

Unit 9 outskirts Vorort n pl /ɑaȚtɕskǬə(r)ts/ the areas of a town or city that are furthest away from the centre Alberton is located in Johannesburg’s eastern outskirts.

Unit 9 parade Parade * n C /pǩɑreǺd/ a fashion parade is an event at which models show new styles of clothes There was a fashion parade at the mall on Saturday.

Unit 9 peanut Erdnuss n C /ɑpiəɕnȜt/ 

a type of nut that grows under the ground inside a thin shell and that can be 

eaten I'd like a packet of roasted peanuts.

Unit 9 precious wertvoll ** adj /ɑpreȓǩs/ rare or very necessary and not to be wasted Don't waste precious time.

Unit 9 product Produkt *** n C /ɑprǢdȜkt/ 

something that is made, grown, or obtained in large quantities so that it can 

be sold

Consumers are becoming more suspicious of advertising claims about products 

that they buy.

Unit 9 proposal Vorschlag *** n C prǩɑpǩȚz(ǩ)l/  a plan or suggestion, especially a formal one that a group has to consider Proposals for a new constitution are under discussion.

Unit 9 query Frage * n C /ɑkwǺǩri/ 

a question that you ask because you want information or because you are not 

certain about something One of our staff will be available to answer your queries.

Unit 9 release Veröffentlichung *** n C/v /rǺɑliəs/ a new movie, video, or CD that is available for people to see or buy

Let your friends choose from our huge range of new releases and all-time classics, 

films and video games!

Unit 9 salad Salat ** n U/C /ɑsælǩd/ 

a food containing a mixture of raw vegetables such as lettuce, tomatoes, and 

cucumbers, usually served with a salad dressing Lightly toss the salad with the vinaigrette.

Unit 9 screenplay Drehbuch n C /ɑskriənɕpleǺ/� a story someone writes for a film The screenplay was adapted from the novel.

Unit 9 slice Scheibe ** n C /slaǺs/ a flat piece of food that has been cut from something larger Cut the bread into thick slices.

Unit 9 spice Gewürz * n C /spaǺs/ a substance made from plants and added to food to give it a particular flavour You can cook with a blend of spices such as coriander and cumin.

Unit 9 statistic Statistik n pl /stǩɑtǺstǺks/ a number which represents a fact and describes a situation

The National Office of Statistics draws up a list of the typical contents of the 

nation’s shopping basket.

Unit 9 technophobe Technikfeind n C /ɑteknǩȚfǩȚb/� 

someone who does not like, trust, or want to use technology, especially 

computers I'm not a technophobe just because I prefer books to television.

Unit 9 tissue Papiertaschentuch ** n C /ɑtǺȓuə/  a piece of soft thin paper used especially for wiping your nose Can you pass me the box of tissues.

Unit 9 trilogy Trilogie n C /ɑtrǺlǩdȢi/ a series of three books, films, or plays Most of the battles take place in the second part of the trilogy.

Unit 9 trolley Einkaufswagen * n C /ɑtrǢli/ 

a large container with wheels that you push and use for carrying things in a 

supermarket or at an airport He wheeled his trolley down the aisle.

Unit 9 tuna Tunfisch n U/C /ɑtjuənǩ/ 

the flesh of a large fish that lives in the Pacific and Atlantic Oceans eaten as 

food I had a tin of tuna for lunch.

Unit 9 unconventional unkonventionell adj /ɕȜnkǩnɑvenȓ(ǩ)nǩl/ different from what most people consider to be usual or normal He has a really unconventional dress sense.

Unit 9 vegetarian Vegetarier adj/n C /ɕvedȢǩɑteǩriǩn/� someone who chooses not to eat meat or fish They're strict vegetarians.

Unit 9 wheelchair Rollstuhl n C /ɑwiəlɕtȓeǩ(r)/� 

a chair with large wheels that someone who cannot walk uses for moving 

around There is a ramp for wheelchair access.

Unit 9 wish list Wunschliste n C /ɑwǺȓ ɕlǺst/ all the things that you would like to be given or would like to happen The website lets you make a wish list to keep track of the things you want.

Unit 9 wrap wickeln ** v /ræp/ 

wrap or wrap up to cover something by putting something such as paper or 

cloth round it Keep the cheeses fresh by wrapping each one individually.

Unit 10 Illusions

Unit 10 act sich verhalten *** v /ækt/ to behave in a particular way, especially a way that is unusual or annoying He began to act very strangely.

Unit 10 audience Publikum *** n C /ɑǤədiǩns/ 

a group of people who have come to a place to see or hear a film, 

performance, speech etc. The people who watch a sports match or other 

large event are usually called spectators or the crowd. Audience can be 

followed by a singular or plural verb He offended many in the audience with his insensitive remarks.

Unit 10 fake gefälscht adj/n C /feǺk/ made to look like something real in order to trick people He was in posession of a fake passport.

Unit 10 magician Zauberer n C /mǩɑdȢǺȓ(ǩ)n/ someone whose job is to entertain people by performing magic tricks A good magician will never perform the same trick twice.

Unit 10 perform auftreten *** v /pǩ(r)ɑfǤə(r)m/ 

 to do something in front of an audience in order to entertain them, for 

example by acting in a play or singing He performed in front of a huge audience.

Unit 10 pretend so tun als ob, vortäuschen ** v /prǺɑtend/ 

to behave in a particular way because you want someone to believe that 

something is true when it is not She closed her eyes and pretended to be asleep.

Unit 10 public Öffentlichkeit, Bevölkerung, Volk *** n /ɑpȜblǺk/ people in general: can be followed by a singular or plural verb The police should be trained to deal politely with members of the public.
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Unit 10 reveal verraten, enthüllen *** v /rǺɑviəl/ 

to let something become known, for example a secret or information that was 

previously not known He didn't reveal how the trick was done.

Unit 10 stage Bühne *** n C / v /steǺdȢ/ the part of a theatre where the actors or musicians perform They had now been on stage for over four hours.

Unit 10 trick Zaubertrick ** n C /trǺk/ a way of entertaining people by doing something that looks like magic For my next trick, I will make the balls disappear.

Unit 10 vanish verschwinden ** v /ɑvænǺȓ/ to disappear in a sudden and mysterious way One moment she was there, the next she had vanished.

Unit 10 Word families

Unit 10 certain sicher *** adj /ɑsǬə(r)t(ǩ)n/ having no doubts that something is true You can be pretty certain she’s not going to like it.

Unit 10 certainly bestimmt *** adv /ɑsǬə(r)t(ǩ)nli/ 

used for emphasizing that something is definitely true or will definitely 

happen There certainly wasn’t any point in doing it now.

Unit 10 certainty Sicherheit ** n C /ɑsǬə(r)t(ǩ)nti/ something that will definitely happen or that you feel very sure about He clung to the certainties of his Catholic faith.

Unit 10 definite sicher, bestimmt, deutlich, klar ** adj /ɑdef(ǩ)nǩt/ certain This book will be a definite bestseller.

Unit 10 definitely bestimmt, sicherlich ** adv /ɑdef(ǩ)nǩtli/ without any doubt That’s definitely not the man I saw running away.

Unit 10 impossibility Unmöglichkeit n C /ǺmɕpǢsǩɑbǺlǩti/ the fact of being impossible, or something that is impossible to do Working from home would be an impossibility.

Unit 10 impossible unmöglich *** adj /ǺmɑpǢsǩb(ǩ)l/ if something is impossible, no one can do it or it cannot happen We were faced with an impossible task.

Unit 10 improbability Unwahrscheinlichkeit n C /ǺmɕprǢbǩɑbǺlǩti/ the quality of being improbable or unlikely She pointed out the improbability of this solution working.

Unit 10 improbable unwahrscheinlich adj /ǺmɑprǢbǩb(ǩ)l/ not likely to happen or to be true It seemed highly improbable he would return to work.

Unit 10 likelihood Wahrscheinlichkeit * n U /ɑlaǺklihȚd/ the chance that something might happen There’s a strong likelihood that he will run for president next year.

Unit 10 likely wahrscheinlich *** adj /ɑlaǺkli/ probably going to happen, or probably true It seems likely that interest rates will rise.

Unit 10 possibility Möglichkeit *** n C /ɕpǢsǩɑbǺlǩti/ the chance that something might happen or be true There is a strong possibility that they will win the next election.

Unit 10 possible möglich *** adj /ɑpǢsǩb(ǩ)l/ if something is possible, it can be done The task will not be possible without access to the Internet.

Unit 10 possibly eventuell *** adv /ɑpǢsǩbli/ likely to happen or be true, but not certain There is a chance of showers today and possibly a thunderstorm.

Unit 10 probability Wahrscheinlichkeit ** n C /ɕprǢbǩɑbǺlǩti/ We have to be prepared for the probability of a further fall in profits.

There was a strong probability that the company had a record of the 

conversation.

Unit 10 probable wahrscheinlich ** adj /ɑprǢbǩb(ǩ)l/ likely to happen or be true That is not only possible, it is probable.

Unit 10 probably vermutlich *** adv /ɑprǢbǩbli/ used for saying that you think something is likely You’ll probably be gone by the time I get back.

Unit 10 uncertain Ungewissheit ** adj /ȜnɑsǬə(r)t(ǩ)n/ not clearly known or understood The origin of the word is uncertain.

Unit 10 uncertainty Ungewissheit ** n C /ȜnɑsǬə(r)t(ǩ)nti/ the fact that something is not known or has not been decided There is some uncertainty surrounding the future of the club.

Unit 10 unlikely unwahrscheinlich *** adj /ȜnɑlaǺkli/ not likely to happen  He’s unlikely ever to find a job again.

Unit 10 Verbs followed by infinitive

Unit 10 begin anfangen *** /bǺɑǱǺn/ to start doing something He began to act very strangely.

Unit 10 claim behaupten *** /kleǺm/ to say that something is true, even though there is no definite proof

In recent years, hundreds of people claim that they have seen a large animal, 

which is half-man and half-ape, in the mountains south-west of Beijing.

Unit 10 deserve verdienen ** /dǺɑzǬə(r)v/ 

if you deserve something, it is right that you get it, for example because of the 

way you have behaved They deserved to go to prison.

Unit 10 manage fertig bringen *** /ɑmænǺdȢ/ 

to succeed in doing something, especially something that needs a lot of effort 

or skill I managed to escape by diving into the river.

Unit 10 pretend so tun als ob ** /prǺɑtend/ 

 to behave in a particular way because you want someone to believe that 

something is true when it is not She closed her eyes and pretended to be asleep.

Unit 10 refuse ablehnen *** /rǺɑfjuəz/ to say you will not do something that someone has asked you to do How could he refuse to help his own son?

Unit 10 seem scheinen *** /siəm/ to appear to be something, or to appear to have a particular quality She seemed to take very good care of herself.

Unit 10 try versuchen *** /traǺ/  to attempt to do something Just try to stay calm.

Unit 10 Idioms

Unit 10 bright and early in aller Frühe phr /ɕbraǺt ǩn ɑǬə(r)li/ early in the morning We’ll be up bright and early.

Unit 10 drag your feet rumtrödeln phr /ɕdræg jǩ(r) ɑfiət/ to do something very slowly because you do not really want to do it Stop dragging your feet and finish your homework.

Unit 10 get cracking in die Gänge kommen phr /ɕget ɑkrækǺŋ/ to start doing something or going somewhere immediately We’ll have to get cracking if we want to get there before dark.

Unit 10 get to the point auf den Punkt kommen phr /ɕget tǩ ðǩ ɑpǤǺnt/ to stop talking about unimportant details and say what is most important We haven’t got all day, so please get to the point.

Unit 10 high point Höhepunkt phr /ɑhaǺ ɕpǤǺnt/ the best, most exciting, or most important part of something That was the high point of my career.

Unit 10 play it safe auf der sicheren Seite phr /ɕpleǺ Ǻt ɑseǺf/ to avoid taking any risks It’s probably OK to eat them raw, but it’s best to play it safe by cooking them.

Unit 10 Other words & phrases

Unit 10 accuse beschuldigen *** v /ǩɑkjuəz/ to say that someone has done something wrong or committed a crime Are you accusing me of lying?

Unit 10 alien Außerirdischer ** n C /ɑeǺliǩn/ a person or creature from a planet other than Earth Do you believe in aliens?

Unit 10 ape Affe n C /eǺp/ 

a large monkey without a tail that can stand nearly straight and walk on two 

feet. Chimpanzees and gorillas are apes. Humans are closely related to apes.

Unit 10 archaeological archäologisch adj /ɕǡə(r)kiǩɑlǢdȢǺk(ǩ)l/ relating to or involving archaeology There is a lot of archaeological research being done.

Unit 10 biological biologisch ** adj /ɕbaǺǩɑlǢdȢǺk(ǩ)l/ relating to living things There have been huge advances in biological science.

Unit 10 bullying Mobbing n U /ɑbȚliǺŋ/ behaviour that frightens or hurts someone smaller or weaker Students are encouraged to tell someone about any incidents of bullying.

Unit 10 bury vergraben ** v /ɑberi/ to put something in the ground and cover it with earth There’s supposed to be treasure buried around here.

Unit 10 canoe Kanu * n C /kǩɑnuə/ a long narrow boat that you push through the water using a paddle They paddled the canoe across the lake.
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Unit 10 casino Spielcasino n C /kǩɑsiənǩȚ/ 

a place where people gamble (=risk money in the hope of winning more) by 

playing card games, roulette, or slot machines Las Vegas is famous for its many casinos.

Unit 10 CCTV Videoüberwachung n C /ɕsiə siə tiə ɑviə/ closed-circuit television They caught him leaving the club at midnight on CCTV.

Unit 10 certificate Urkunde ** n C /sǩ(r)ɑtǺfǺkǩt/ 

an official document or record stating that particular facts are true. For 

example a birth certificate gives the official facts about your birth and a 

health certificate gives the facts about your state of health. I need to see your marriage certificate.

Unit 10 collar Kragen ** n C /ɑkǢlǩ(r)/ the part of a coat, shirt, or dress that goes around your neck He had his collar turned up against the cold.

Unit 10 confidentiality Geheimhaltung n U /ɕkǢnfǺdenȓiɑælǩti/ a situation in which important information must be kept secret I had to sign a confidentiality agreement before they would employ me.

Unit 10 crazy verrückt ** adj /ɑkreǺzi/ not at all sensible or practical She knew she would be completely crazy to refuse.

Unit 10 cure Heilbehandlung ** n C / v /kjȚǩ(r)/ a medicine or treatment that makes someone who is ill become healthy Doctors say there are several possible cures for the disease.

Unit 10 dating agency Partnervermittlungsagentur n C /ɑdeǺtǺŋ ɕeǺdȢ(ǩ)nsi/ 

a business that finds partners for people who want to begin a sexual or 

romantic relationship I met my husband through a dating agency.

Unit 10 deaf taub ** adj /def/ 

not able to hear anything, or not able to hear very well. Many deaf people 

wear a hearing aid to help them hear. Deaf people often use their hands to 

communicate in sign language, and many can lip-read what other people are 

saying She’s been totally deaf since birth.

Unit 10 deepen größer werden v /ɑdiəpǩn/ 

if a mystery deepens, or if something deepens it, it becomes more 

complicated and difficult to understand The mystery deepened when a newspaper published photographs of the couple.

Unit 10 elbow Ellbogen ** n C /ɑelbǩȚ/ the part in the middle of your arm, where it bends She sat with her elbows on the table.

Unit 10 equipment Ausrüstung *** n U /ǺɑkwǺpmǩnt/ 

the tools, machines, or other things that you need for a particular job or 

activity Have you packed all the camping equipment?

Unit 10 float schweben ** v /flǩȚt/ to be lighter than air, and to move slowly through it Bubbles floated in the air.

Unit 10 furious wütend ** adj /ɑfjȚǩriǩs/ extremely angry Dad was furious with us.

Unit 10 grave Grab ** n C /ǱreǺv/ 

the place where a dead body is buried in a deep hole in the ground. A tomb is 

a structure above the ground that contains a dead body He’s never even visited his mother’s grave.

Unit 10 guardian Wächter n C /ɑǱǡə(r)diǩn/ a person or organization that guards or protects something They have been the guardians of the secret for generations.

Unit 10 gun Pistole *** n C /ǱȜn/ 

a weapon that shoots bullets, for example a pistol or a rifle. You load a gun 

with ammunition and pull the trigger to use it He pointed the gun directly at me.

Unit 10 hack into hacken v /ɑhæk ɕǺntuə/

to use a computer to connect to someone else’s computer secretly and often 

illegally, so that you can find or change information on it They hack into banks and transfer huge amounts of cash.

Unit 10 hide verstecken *** v /haǺd/ to put something in a place so that no one can find or see it She hid the key in the drawer.

Unit 10 hoot Pfeifen v /huət/ 

a short loud sound made by the horn of a car or other vehicle, especially as a 

warning They heard the long hoot of a train whistle.

Unit 10 in the long/short term langfristig/kurzfristig phr /Ǻn ðǩ ɑlǢŋ/ɑȓǤə(r)t tǬə(r)m/in a short/long period of time The new system will cost us money in the long term.

Unit 10 knight Ritter n C /naǺt/ 

in the past, a European soldier from a high social class who wore a suit of 

armour (=a metal suit) and rode a horse They saw a knight on horseback riding over the hill.

Unit 10 knot Knoten ** n C /nǢt/ 

a point where string, rope, or cloth is tied together, or is twisted together and 

pulled tight Can you tie a knot in the end of this thread?

Unit 10 legend Legende ** n C /ɑledȢ(ǩ)nd/ 

an old story about famous people and events in the past. Legends are not 

usually true Greek myths and legends are still widely read.

Unit 10 minority Minderheit *** n C /maǺɑnǢrǩti/ 

a small number of people or things that are part of a larger group but 

different in some way from most of the group There are not many, a tiny minority, who have misbehaved outrageously.

Unit 10 monk Mönch * n C /mȜŋk/ 

a man who lives in a religious community away from other people. Monks live 

in a building called a monastery

In the 12th century, some monks announced that they had found King Arthur's 

grave.

Unit 10 motel Motel n C /mǩȚɑtel/ a hotel for people who are travelling by car I checked in to the motel.

Unit 10 murder Mord *** n C/v /ɑmǬə(r)dǩ(r)/ the crime of killing someone deliberately The jury found him guilty of murder.

Unit 10 murderer Mörder/in * n C /ɑmǬə(r)dǩrǩ(r)/ someone who commits murder He was a famous mass murderer.

Unit 10 mysterious mysteriös ** adj /mǺɑstǺǩriǩs/ not explained or understood They are investigating the mysterious disappearance of a young man.

Unit 10 myth Mythos ** n C /mǺθ/  an ancient traditional story about gods, heroes, and magic There are a lot of ancient creation myths.

Unit 10 neuroscientist Neurowissenschaftler/in n C /ɑnjȚǩrǩȚɕsaǺǩntǺst/ someone who studies the nervous system

A best-selling new book called Sleights of Mind, written by two neuroscientists, 

explains even more secrets and looks at the psychology of magic.

Unit 10 obvious offensichtlich *** adj /ɑǢbviǩs/ clear to almost anyone The most obvious explanation is not always the correct one.

Unit 10 paddle Paddel n C / v /ɑpæd(ǩ)l/ 

a short pole that you push into the water in order to move a small boat such 

as a canoe. It is wide and flat at one or both ends. I dropped my paddle in the water.

Unit 10 pharmaceutical pharmazeutisch adj /ɕfǡə(r)mǩɑsjuətǺk(ǩ)l/ 

relating to the production or sale of medicines and drugs used for treating 

medical conditions He works for a large pharmaceutical company.

Unit 10 rabbit Kaninchen ** n C /ɑræbǺt/  a small animal with long ears and soft fur that some people keep as a pet Hay and grass are the best things to feed pet rabbits.

Unit 10 revelation Enthüllung n C /ɕrevǩɑleǺȓ(ǩ)n/ a surprising piece of information Recent revelations about his private life have dented his popularity.

Unit 10 routine Routine ** n C /ruəɑtiən/ 

a set of things such as jokes or songs that a performer practises and uses 

regularly They performed a dance routine at the show.

Unit 10 rub reiben ** v /rȜb/  to press and move your hands or an object over a surface The boy rubbed his eyes sleepily.
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Unit 10 scan scannen ** v /skæn/ 

 if a machine or computer program scans something, it examines it in order to 

look for a particular thing A program is supplied which scans for viruses and removes them.

Unit 10 scare erschrecken * v /skeǩ(r)/  to make someone feel frightened or worried I’m sorry, I didn’t mean to scare you.

Unit 10 secrecy Heimlichkeit n U /ɑsiəkrǩsi/ 

a situation in which you keep something secret, or the process of keeping 

something secret Discussions were to take place in total secrecy.

Unit 10 secret agent Geheimagent/in n C /ɕsiəkrǩt ɑeǺdȢ(ǩ)nt/

someone whose job involves working for a government and finding out the 

secrets of other governments It's possible that he's working as a secret agent.

Unit 10 snap Knall ** n C / v /snæp/ a short loud noise, made especially by something breaking or closing The lid closed with a snap.

Unit 10 software Software *** n U /ɑsǢf(t)ɕweǩ(r)/ programs used by computers for doing particular jobs I use word-processing software every day.

Unit 10 spoil verderben ** v /spǤǺl/ 

to affect something in a way that makes it worse, less attractive, or less 

enjoyable The whole show was spoiled by the lack of decent actors.

Unit 10 spy on spionieren v /ɑspaǺ ɕǢn/ to watch someone secretly so that you know everything that they do Managers feel it is their duty to spy on the workforce.

Unit 10 tent Zelt ** n C /tent/ a shelter made of cloth and supported with poles and ropes Let's try to put the tent up before it rains.

Unit 10 tie Schnürsenkel *** v /taǺ/  to make a knot with two ends of a piece of string, rope etc Sally bent down to tie her shoelaces.

Unit 10 traitor Verräter/in * n C /ɑtreǺtǩ(r)/ someone who is not loyal to their friends, family, or employer They were accused of being traitors to the company.

Unit 10 understandably verständlicherweise adv /ɕȜndǩ(r)ɑstændǩbli/ in a way that you find easy to understand Understandably, many of them feel that Derren Brown and the others are traitors.

Unit 10 vandalism Vandalismus n U /ɑvændǩɕlǺz(ǩ)m/ 

the act of deliberately damaging or destroying things, especially public 

property

The estate has had a lot of problems with vandalism and graffiti. 

Unit 10 virus Virus *** n C /ɑvaǺrǩs/ 

a program that enters your computer and damages or destroys information 

that you have stored Most viruses are spread over the Internet.

Unit 10 weapon Waffe *** n C /ɑwepǩn/ 

an object that can be used to hurt people or damage property, for example a 

gun, knife, or bomb The murder weapon still hasn’t been found.

Unit 10 worthless wertlos adj /ɑwǬə(r)θlǩs/ not having any value, or not useful The country’s currency is nearly worthless.

Unit 10 system System *** n C /ɑsǺstǩm/ a set of pieces of equipment or computer programs that work together Our computer system is vulnerable to viruses.

Unit 11 Sport

Unit 11 amateur Amateur * n C / adj * /ɑæmǩtǩ(r); ɑæmǩtȓȚǩ(r)/ someone who does something because they enjoy it instead of as a job More and more athletic events are being organized for amateurs.

Unit 11 athlete Athlet * n C /ɑæθliət/ 

someone who is good at sports, especially athletics, and takes part in sports 

competitions Fatima was one of Britain’s top track and field athletes.

Unit 11 athletics Leichtathletik * n U /æθɑletǺks/ 

sports events in which people compete against each other in running races, 

jumping, and throwing things. The American word is track and field Would you like to come to an athletics meeting?

Unit 11 baseball Baseball * n U /ɑbeǺsɕbǤəl/ 

a game played by two teams of nine players who get points by hitting a ball 

with a bat and then running around four bases Do you know how to play baseball?

Unit 11 beat besiegen *** v /biət/ to defeat someone in a game, competition, election, or battle England needed to beat Germany to get to the final.

Unit 11 boxing Boxen n U /ɑbǢksǺŋ/ 

a sport in which two boxers fight by hitting each other while wearing large 

leather boxing gloves on their hands. They fight in a square area with ropes 

around it, called a boxing ring. The atmosphere was great at the boxing match.

Unit 11 catch fangen *** v /kætȓ/ 

 to stop and hold something that is moving through the air, especially an 

object that someone throws She managed to catch the ball.

Unit 11 champion Champion *** n C /ɑtȓæmpiǩn/ someone who has won an important competition, especially in sport He's the world heavyweight boxing champion.

Unit 11 championship Meisterschaft *** n C /ɑtȓæmpiǩnȓǺp/ a competition to find the best player or team in a sport or game We went to watch the World Chess Championships.

Unit 11 coach Trainer ** n C/v /kǩȚtȓ/ someone who trains a sports player or team My dad works as a baseball coach.

Unit 11 competitor Wettkämpfer n C /kǩmɑpetǺtǩ(r)/� someone who takes part in a sports competition Over 30,000 competitors will run in the New York marathon.

Unit 11 court Platz *** n C /kǤə(r)t/ 

an area marked with lines where some sports are played, such as tennis and 

squash  The hotel has two tennis courts.

Unit 11 dive hechten ** v /daǺv/ 

to jump into water with your head first and with your arms stretched out in 

front of you Paul dived into the pool.

Unit 11 field Feld *** n C /fiəld/ an area of land covered in grass and used for sport The England striker left the field with a knee injury.

Unit 11 finalist Endspielteilnehmer n C /ɑfaǺn(ǩ)lǺst/ a player or team that takes part in the final game in a competition The judges announced the names of the finalists.

Unit 11 football Fußball *** n U /ɑfȚtɕbǤəl/ 

a game in which two teams of eleven players kick a round ball and try to score 

goals He plays football for Barcelona.

Unit 11 gym Fitnessstudio * n C /dȢǺm/ 

 a building or club where you go to do physical exercises, swim, and play 

sports I try to go to the gym three times a week.

Unit 11 gymnast Turner n C /ɑdȢǺmnæst/ 

someone who does gymnastics as a sport, especially someone who takes part 

in competitions My sister is an Olympic gymnast.

Unit 11 gymnastics Kunstturnen n U /dȢǺmɑnæstǺks/ 

a sport involving difficult physical exercises designed to increase your strength 

and ability to bend and balance She's taking part in a gymnastics tournament.

Unit 11 hit schlagen *** v /hǺt/ to use something such as a bat to make a ball move He hit the ball out of the stadium.

Unit 11 jump springen *** v /dȢȜmp/ to move your body off the ground using your legs You’ll have to jump if you want to catch it.

Unit 11 kick kicken *** v /kǺk/ to hit a ball with your foot in a game such as football He kicked the ball straight into the back of the net.

Unit 11 marathon Marathon * n C /ɑmærǩθ(ǩ)n/ 

a race in which people run on roads over a distance of 42 kilometres or about 

26 miles It takes great stamina to run a marathon.
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Unit 11 medal Medaille ** n C /ɑmed(ǩ)l/ 

a small flat piece of metal that you are given for winning a competition or 

doing something very brave She won a silver medal in swimming.

Unit 11 paraglider Gleitschirmflieger n C /ɑpærǩɕǱlaǺdǩ(r)/ someone who takes part in the sport of paragliding Can you see the paraglider in the sky?

Unit 11 paragliding Gleitschirmfliegen n U /ɑpærǩɕǱlaǺdǺŋ/ 

the sport of jumping from a plane or a high place and floating slowly to the 

ground wearing a type of parachute that allows you to control where you go Where are the best places to go paragliding?

Unit 11 pass zuspielen *** v /pǡəs/ to kick, hit, or throw the ball to another player in a sports team Pass the ball to me!

Unit 11 penalty Strafschuss *** n C /ɑpen(ǩ)lti/ 

in hockey, soccer, and similar sports, a chance to score a goal or point without 

being stopped by 

anyone except one person on the other team, given to you because an oppone

nt has broken a rule

I think you kick it if you have a penalty, but I don’t really understand the rules of 

that.

Unit 11 polo Polo n U /ɑpǩȚlǩȚ/ 

a game played by two teams riding polo ponies (=horses). They get points by 

hitting a small ball into a particular area using a polo stick (=a wooden 

hammer with a long handle). He fell off his horse while playing polo.

Unit 11 player Spieler *** n C /ɑpleǺǩ(r)/ someone who plays a particular game or sport Top players like Andre Agassi earn millions of dollars.

Unit 11 race Wettlauf *** n C/v /reǺs/ 

a competition that decides who is the fastest at doing something, especially 

running Marlene needs to win the last race to retain her title.

Unit 11 racquet Schläger * n C /ɑrækǺt/ 

an object used for hitting the ball in games such as tennis, with a long handle 

and a round part with strings She threw her racket to the ground and stormed off the court.

Unit 11 rugby Rugby * n U /ɑrȜǱbi/ 

a game played by two teams of players with a ball shaped like an egg. Goals 

are scored by kicking the ball over a high bar, and points called tries are 

scored by putting the ball behind the goal line. I damaged my knee playing rugby.

Unit 11 run laufen *** v /rȜn/ to move quickly to a place using your legs and feet Basically, you have to catch a ball and run with it to the other end of the field.

Unit 11 semi-final Halbfinale * n C /ɕsemiɑfaǺn(ǩ)l/� 

one of the two games that are played immediately before the last game in a 

sports competition. The two people or teams who win the semifinals play 

each other in the last game, called the final, to decide who wins the 

competition. Our team has made it through to the semi-final.

Unit 11 serve aufschlagen *** v /sǬə(r)v/ 

to hit a ball to your opponent in order to start playing for a point in a game 

such as tennis In tennis you get two chances to serve the ball.

Unit 11 strength Kraft *** n U /streŋθ/ the physical energy that someone has to lift or move things He’s working on building up his upper body strength.

Unit 11 throw werfen *** v /θrǩȚ/ to use your hand to send an object through the air I’ll throw the ball and you try to catch it.

Unit 11 trampoline Trampolin n C �/ɑtræmpǩɕliən/� 

a piece of equipment consisting of a metal frame with a strong material 

stretched across it that you can jump up and down on for exercise or as a 

sport Bouncing on a trampoline is good exercise.

Unit 11 triathlon Triathlon n U �/traǺɑæθlǩn/ 

a type of race in which each person swims, rides a bicycle, and runs over very 

long distances I'm competing in a triathlon on Sunday.

Unit 11 volleyball Volleyball n U /ɑvǢliɕbǤəl/ 

a sport in which two teams use only their hands and arms to hit a ball to each 

other over a high net, trying to prevent the ball from touching the ground on 

their side Beach volleyball is played on sand.

Unit 11 water polo Wasserpolo n U /ɑwǤətǩ(r) ɕpǩȚlǩȚ/

a game played in water by two teams of seven players who get points by 

throwing a ball into the opponent’s goal  A water polo team consists of six field players and a goalkeeper.

Unit 11 wetsuit Neoprenanzug n C /ɑwetɕsuət/ 

a suit made of rubber that people wear for water sports such as diving and 

surfing You need to wear a wetsuit in the winter.

Unit 11 Nouns and adjectives

Unit 11 agile wendig adj /ɑædȢaǺl/ able to move quickly and easily The ferret is an agile hunter.

Unit 11 agility Beweglichkeit n U /ǩɑdȢǺlǩti/ the ability to think quickly, solve problems, and have new ideas Women have more mental agility than men.

Unit 11 ambitious ehrgeizig ** adj /æmɑbǺȓǩs/ determined to be successful, rich, famous etc He's an ambitious young lawyer.

Unit 11 ambition Ziel ** n C /æmɑbǺȓ(ǩ)n/ 

something that you very much want to do, usually something that is difficult 

to achieve His ambition was to become a successful writer.

Unit 11 determined fest entschlossen ** adj /dǺɑtǬə(r)mǺnd/ 

not willing to let anything prevent you from doing what you have decided to 

do My mother is a strong, determined woman.

Unit 11 determination Entschlossenheit ** n U /dǺɕtǬə(r)mǺɑneǺȓ(ǩ)n/ 

 the refusal to let anything prevent you from doing what you have decided to 

do He has overcome his difficulties with courage and determination.

Unit 11 enthusiastic begeistert ** adj /ǺnɕθjuəziɑæstǺk/ very interested in something or excited by it  For a while, we were enthusiastic about the idea.

Unit 11 enthusiasm Enthusiasmus ** n U /Ǻnɑθjuəziɕæzǩm/  the feeling of being very interested in something or excited by it His enthusiasm for music has stayed strong throughout his 23 years in radio.

Unit 11 intelligent intelligent ** adj /ǺnɑtelǺdȢ(ǩ)nt/ 

good at thinking clearly and quickly, at understanding difficult ideas and 

subjects, and at gaining and using knowledge Surely an intelligent person like you can deal with this.

Unit 11 intelligence Intelligenz ** n U /ǺnɑtelǺdȢ(ǩ)ns/ 

the ability to understand and think about things, and to gain and use 

knowledge Someone of your age is expected to show more intelligence.

Unit 11 power Macht *** n U /ɑpaȚǩ(r)/ the ability to influence or control what people do or think Power within the company is divided between the directors and the shareholders.

Unit 11 powerful mächtig *** adj /ɑpaȚǩ(r)f(ǩ)l/ able to influence or control what people do or think The powerful farming lobby is pressurizing the government to change the law.
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Unit 11 ruthless rücksichtslos adj /ɑruəθlǩs/ willing to make other people suffer so that you can achieve your aims He was a ruthless dictator.

Unit 11 ruthlessness Rücksichtslosigkeit n U /ɑruəθlǩsnǩs/ the quality of being ruthless He was a dictator known for his ruthlessness.

Unit 11 talent Begabung ** n C /ɑtælǩnt/ a natural ability for being good at a particular activity She had an obvious talent for music.

Unit 11 talented begabt * adj /ɑtælǩntǺd/ someone who is talented is very good at something She's a highly talented young designer.

Unit 11 Make & do

Unit 11 make a cup of tea eine Tasse Tee machen phr /meǺk ǩ ɑkȜp ǩv tiə/ to pour hot water onto the dried leaves of the tea bush to make a hot drink Would you like me to make a cup of tea for you?

Unit 11 make a donation spenden phr /meǺk ǩ ɑdǩȚɑneǺȓ(ǩ)n/ to give money to an organization, especially one that helps people I wondered if you’d like to make a donation.

Unit 11 make a mess Unordnung machen phr /meǺk ǩ ɑmes/ to cause a place to be untidy You've made a mess everywhere!

Unit 11 make a mistake einen Fehler machen phr /meǺk ǩ mǺɑsteǺk/ to do something incorrectly or say something that is not correct I really don't want to make a mistake on my application.

Unit 11 do some work arbeiten phr /duə sǩm ɑwǬə(r)k/ to spend time doing something that involves making an effort I should really do some work this evening.

Unit 11 do the shopping einkaufen gehen phr /duə ðǩ ɑȓǢpǺŋ/ to go to a store to buy things, especially groceries I have to do the shopping later and I’m a bit short of cash.

Unit 11 do the accounts die Abrechnung machen phr /duə ði ǩɑkaȚnts/

to work on a detailed record that a business keeps of the money it receives 

and spends in a particular period of time We need to do the accounts before the end of the quarter.

Unit 11 do someone a favour jemandem einen Gefallen tun phr

/duə ɑsȜmwȜn ǩ 

ɕfeǺvǩ(r)/ to do something for someone in order to help them Can you do me a favour?

Unit 11 do some sport Sport machen phr /duə sǩm ɑspǤə(r)t/

to take part in an activity in which players or teams compete against each 

other, usually an activity that involves physical effort I really should do some sport.

Unit 11 Other words & phrases

Unit 11 acceptance Akzeptanz ** n U /ǩkɑseptǩns/ general agreement that something is true, reasonable, or cannot be changed There is widespread acceptance of these principles.

Unit 11 achievement Leistung *** n C /ǩɑtȓiəvmǩnt/ a particular thing that you have achieved What a remarkable achievement!

Unit 11 anorexia Magersucht n U /ɕænǩɑreksiǩ/ 

a serious illness that makes you want to stop eating and that mainly affects 

young women. Its full medical name is anorexia nervosa. She suffers from anorexia.

Unit 11 bet wetten ** v/n C /bet/ 

to risk an amount of money by saying what you think will happen, especially 

in a race or game. You lose the money if you are wrong and win more if you 

are right Thousands of people bet on the result of the match.

Unit 11 bizarre bizarr * adj /bǺɑzǡə(r)/ strange and difficult to explain His behaviour was absolutely bizarre.

Unit 11 bounce hüpfen v /baȚns/ 

if a person or vehicle bounces or is bounced, they move up and down as if 

they are on springs The kids love bouncing on the bed.

Unit 11 casual informell ** adj /ɑkæȢuǩl/ relaxed and informal The interview took place around the kitchen table and was very casual.

Unit 11 charitable wohltätig * adj /ɑtȓærǺtǩb(ǩ)l/ intended to help people who are poor or ill, or who need advice and support She does a lot of work for charitable organizations.

Unit 11 contribution Beitrag *** n C �/ɕkǢntrǺɑbjuəȓ(ǩ)n/� 

an amount of money or something else of value that you give in order to 

achieve something or to help make it successful Each of us was asked to make a contribution of £25.

Unit 11 cycle Fahrrad ** n C /ɑsaǺk(ǩ)l/ a bicycle We went on a long cycle ride.

Unit 11 declare bekannt geben *** v /dǺɑkleǩ(r)/ to announce officially that something is true or happening Sarah was declared the winner.

Unit 11 devote widmen ** v /dǺɑvǩȚt/ to spend a lot of time or effort doing something He’s devoted most of his time to his painting.

Unit 11 disability Behinderung ** n C /ɕdǺsǩɑbǺlǩti/ 

a condition in which someone is not able to use a part of their body or brain 

properly, for example because of an injury She looks after children with learning disabilities.

Unit 11 discipline disziplinieren *** n U / v /ɑdǺsǩplǺn/ to punish someone for something they have done wrong Younger athletes are easier to control and discipline.

Unit 11 donation Spende ** n C /dǩȚɑneǺȓ(ǩ)n/ 

money or goods that you give to an organization, especially one that helps 

people If you would like to make a credit card donation, ring us now.

Unit 11 dye färben v /daǺ/ to change the colour of something such as clothing or your hair using dye Should I dye my hair blonde?

Unit 11 fed up genug haben * ad /ɕfed ɑȜp/

annoyed or bored with something that you feel you have accepted for too 

long I’m fed up with her not paying attention to me.

Unit 11 fill in eintragen v /ɕfǺl ɑǺn/

to add information such as your name or address in the empty spaces on an 

official document Please fill in your name and address in the space provided.

Unit 11 foundation Stiftung *** n C /faȚnɑdeǺȓ(ǩ)n/ 

 an organization that provides money for things such as medical research or 

for a charity He set up a charitable foundation to help sufferers of the disease.

Unit 11 gang Gang ** n C /Ǳæŋ/ a group of young people who spend time together and often cause trouble Gangs of youths roamed the streets.

Unit 11 glory Ruhm ** n U /ɑǱlǤəri/ 

admiration and praise that you get because you have done something 

impressive I did the hard work and someone else got all the glory.

Unit 11 host Gastgeber ** v /hǩȚst/� 

to arrange a special event and provide the area, buildings, equipment, or 

services needed for it Sydney hosted the Olympic Games in 2000.

Unit 11 income Einkommen *** n U /ɑǺnkȜm/� money that someone gets from working or from investing money The country has an average household income of €27,000.

Unit 11 inflatable Luft- adj /ǺnɑfleǺtǩb(ǩ)l/ an inflatable object must be filled with air before you can use it Blow up the inflatable mattress while I put up the tent.

Unit 11 iron bügeln * v /ɑaǺǩ(r)n/ to push a heated iron across cloth or clothes to make them smooth Would you iron this shirt for me?

Unit 11 massage Massage * v / n C �/ɑmæsǡəȢ/� 

the action of pressing, squeezing, and rubbing someone’s body in order to 

reduce pain in their muscles or to make them relax Can you give me a foot massage?

Unit 11 obstacle Hindernis ** n C /ɑǢbstǩk(ǩ)l/ an object that you must remove or go around in order to move forward There are various obstacles on the course that players have to avoid.
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Unit 11 odd merkwürdig ** adj /Ǣd/ unusual or unexpected in a way that attracts your interest or attention Frank’s behaviour did seem a little odd.

Unit 11 outlook Anschauung * n C /ɑaȚtɕlȚk/ your general attitude to things They shared the same kind of outlook on life.

Unit 11 patron Förderer * n C /ɑpeǺtrǩn/ 

a famous person who supports an organization and allows it to use their 

name in its advertising It's a charity that boasted Princess Diana as its patron.

Unit 11 phenomenon Phänomen ** n C /fǩɑnǢmǺnǩn/� an event or situation that can be seen to happen or exist Violence in society is not a new phenomenon.

Unit 11 prime-time Hauptsendezeit adj /'praǺmɕtaǺm/

the most popular time for watching television, which is in the middle of the eve

ning It will not be shown on prime-time TV and its stars are not household names.

Unit 11 psychological psychologisch ** adj /ɕsaǺkǩɑlǢdȢǺk(ǩ)l/ involving or affecting your mind Harry’s problems are more psychological than physical.

Unit 11 psychologist Psychologe ** n C /saǺɑkǢlǩdȢǺst/� 

someone who studies how people’s minds work and how this affects their 

behaviour Clinical psychologists aim to improve the psychological well-being of their clients.

Unit 11 relief Hilfe, Unterstützung *** n U /rǺɑliəf/ 

food, clothes, and money given to people who are in urgent need of help, for 

example because of a war or other bad situation There's a shipment of relief supplies bound for the Sudan.

Unit 11 require brauchen *** v /rǺɑkwaǺǩ(r)/ to need someone or something Working with these children requires a great deal of patience.

Unit 11 royal königlich *** adj /ɑrǤǺǩl/ relating to a king or queen or the members of their family There was recently a royal wedding in England.

Unit 11 sacrifice ein Opfer bringen * n C /ɑsækrǺfaǺs/ 

 the act of giving up something important or valuable so that you or other 

people can do or have something else Making sacrifices is part of bringing up children.

Unit 11 shave rasieren * v �/ȓeǺv/ 

 to make a part of your body smooth by cutting off the hair using a razor or 

shaver How often do you shave your legs?

Unit 11 successive aufeinanderfolgend ** adj /sǩkɑsesǺv/ coming or happening one after another in a series Clarke remains champion for the sixth successive year.

Unit 11 take part mitmachen part v /ɑteǺk ɑpǡə(r)t/ to be involved in an activity with other people They will be taking part in the discussions, along with many other organizations.

Unit 11 tough schwierig ** adj /tȜf/ difficult But the sport of triathlon is as tough as it gets.

Unit 11 train trainieren *** v /treǺn/  to practise a sport regularly before a match or competition The wrestlers train five days a week.

Unit 11 trainers Turnschuhe * n pl /ɑtreǺnǩ(r)z/ 

strong, comfortable shoes which are designed for doing sports in, but which 

many people wear as informal clothing I bought a new pair of trainers.

Unit 11 unpaid unbezahlt adj /ȜnɑpeǺd/ unpaid work is work that you are not paid for Any extra holiday will have to be taken as unpaid leave.

Unit 11 weird komisch * adj /wǺǩ(r)d/ strange and unusual, sometimes in a way that upsets you I had a weird dream last night.

Unit 11 wheelchair Rollstuhl n C /ɑwiəlɕtȓeǩ(r)/ 

a chair with large wheels that someone who cannot walk uses for moving 

around Does the restaurant have wheelchair access?

Unit 12 Money

Unit 12 bank account Bankkonto * n C /ɑbænk ǩɕkaȚnt/

an arrangement with a bank that allows you to keep your money there and to 

pay money in and take money out We’ll pay the money directly into your bank account.

Unit 12 cash machine Geldautomat n C /ɑkæȓ mǩɕȓiən/

a machine that gives you money when you put a bank card into it. The 

American word is ATM. I withdrew £100 from the cash machine.

Unit 12 dependent abhängig sein (von jemand/etwas) *** adj /dǺɑpendǩnt/ 

if you are dependent on someone or something, you need them in order to 

live or succeed They hate being dependent on their parents.

Unit 12 earnings Einkommen ** n pl /ɑǬə(r)nǺŋz/ the amount of money that you earn The calculation is based on your average earnings during this period.

Unit 12 financial Finanz- *** adj /faǺɑnænȓ(ǩ)l/ involving money banks and other financial institutions

Unit 12 financially finanziell adv /faǺɑnænȓǩli/ in a way which involves money Parents are still helping their children out financially when they first start to work.

Unit 12 get into debt sich verschulden phr /ɕget Ǻntǩ ɑdet/ to put yourself in a situation in which you owe money to other people It's far too easy to get into debt these days.

Unit 12 invest investieren *** v /Ǻnɑvest/ 

to use your money with the aim of making a profit from it, for example by 

buying property or buying shares in a company He began investing in the stock market at an early age.

Unit 12 investment Investition *** n C /Ǻnɑves(t)mǩnt/ 

money used in a way that may earn you more money, for example money 

used for buying property or shares in a company Her investments were mainly in technology stocks.

Unit 12 make money Geld verdienen phr /ɕmeǺk ɑmȜni/ to earn or get money He made a lot of money by investing in shares.

Unit 12 open an account ein Konto eröffnen phr /ɕǩȚpǩn ǩn ǩɑkaȚnt/ to start an account with a bank I would like to open a new account.

Unit 12 pay a bill eine Rechnung bezahlen phr /ɕpeǺ ǩ ɑbǺl/ to pay an amount of money that you owe for something I had to pay an electricity bill last month.

Unit 12 save sparen *** v /seǺv/  to regularly put money in a bank or invest it so that you can use it later I’ve managed to save almost £500 for my holiday.

Unit 12 savings account Sparkonto n C /ɑseǺvǺŋz ǩɑkaȚnt/ a bank account that gives you interest on the money that you have in it We opened a joint savings account.

Unit 12 share Anteil *** n C /ȓeǩ(r)/ 

one of the equal parts of a company that you can buy as a way of investing 

money He bought shares in the company.

Unit 12 stock Aktien *** n C /stǢk/ one of the equal parts into which the value of a company is divided Technology stocks fell sharply today.

Unit 12 take out a mortgage eine Hypothek aufnehmen phr /ɕteǺk aȚt ǩ ɑmǤə(r)gǺdȢ/

to make a legal agreement in which you borrow money from a bank in order 

to buy a house. You pay back your mortgage by making monthly payments We'll have to take out a mortgage to buy the house.

Unit 12 withdraw abheben ** v /wǺðɑdrǤə/  to take money from a bank account You can withdraw cash at any of our branches.

Unit 12 write a cheque einen Scheck ausstellen phr /ɕraǺt ǩ ɑtȓek/

to fill in one of the pieces of printed paper that your bank gives you so you 

can pay for things without using money I'll write a cheque and send it to you in the post.

Unit 12 Reporting verbs
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Unit 12 claim behaupten *** /kleǺm/ to say that something is true, even though there is no definite proof

The report claimed that hundreds of civilians had crossed the border to escape 

the fighting.

Unit 12 complain beklagen *** /kǩmɑpleǺn/ to say that you are not satisfied with something She complained that she never had any time to herself.

Unit 12 deny abstreiten *** /dǺɑnaǺ/ to say that you did not do something that someone has accused you of doing A spokesman denied that the company had acted irresponsibly.

Unit 12 inform informieren *** /ǺnɑfǤə(r)m/ 

to officially tell someone something, or to give them information about 

something Parents were informed that the school was closing.

Unit 12 insist (auf etwas) bestehen *** /ǺnɑsǺst/� to say very firmly that something must happen or must be done She insisted that we stay at her house instead of a hotel.

Unit 12 warn warnen *** /wǤə(r)n/� 

to make someone conscious of a possible problem or danger so that they will 

not be hurt The report warns that consumers could end up paying higher prices.

Unit 12 Other words & phrases

Unit 12 agenda Tagesordnung ** n C /ǩɑdȢendǩ/ a list of things that people will discuss at a meeting Let’s move to the last item on the agenda.

Unit 12 agitated aufgeregt adj /ɑædȢǺɕteǺtǺd/ worried or upset She became increasingly agitated as the interview proceeded.

Unit 12 appeal Berufung *** n C /ǩɑpiəl/  a formal request for a court of law or similar authority to change its decision Jones has been released on bail pending an appeal (=until there is an appeal).

Unit 12 astonishing erstaunlich * adj /ǩɑstǢnǺȓǺŋ/ very surprising It’s astonishing how much the place has changed.

Unit 12 attract (etwas) auf sich ziehen *** v /ǩɑtrækt/ 

to produce or cause an interest in something or someone, or have an opinion 

about them They tried to leave the hotel without attracting anyone’s attention.

Unit 12 beg anflehen ** v /beǱ/  to ask for help, an opportunity etc in a way that shows you want it very much We begged her for another chance.

Unit 12 beggar Bettler n C /ɑbeǱǩ(r)/ someone who is very poor and lives by asking people for money or food The number of beggars and homeless people has increased dramatically.

Unit 12 bug Bazillus * n C �/bȜǱ/ an infectious but usually minor illness You must have picked up a bug on holiday.

Unit 12 campaign Kampagne *** n C /kæmɑpeǺn/ 

a series of things such as television advertisements or posters that try to 

persuade people to buy a product The survey will help us with our marketing campaign.

Unit 12 cheek Wange ** n C /tȓiək/ the soft part on each side of your face below your eyes Sarah kissed her on the cheek.

Unit 12 chin Kinn ** n C /tȓǺn/ 

the centre of the bottom part of your face, below your mouth and above your 

neck I have quite a prominent chin.

Unit 12 companionship Gesellschaft n U /kǩmɑpænjǩnȓǺp/ 

the relationship you have with a good friend who spends a lot of time with 

you You should buy a pet for companionship.

Unit 12 cruise fahren * v /kruəz/ to travel at a steady speed in a car or plane The car cruises well at this speed.

Unit 12 damages Schadensersatz n pl /ɑdæmǺdȢǺz/ 

money that a court orders you to pay someone because you have harmed 

them or their property Mrs Owen was ordered to pay damages of £6,000.

Unit 12 delighted hoch erfreut ** adj /dǺɑlaǺtǺd/ very happy, especially because something good has happened His family would be delighted to welcome her to Cyprus.

Unit 12 distress Kummer ** n U /dǺɑstres/ a feeling that you have when you are very unhappy, worried, or upset I wouldn’t want to cause her any distress.

Unit 12 edition Auflage ** n C �/ǺɑdǺȓ(ǩ)n/ a set of copies of a product that are produced at the same time The vast majority wanted to win the limited edition Smart™ car!

Unit 12 emphasis Nachdruck *** n C /ɑemfǩsǺs/ special importance or attention that is given to one thing in particular We place great emphasis on staff development.

Unit 12 freeway Autobahn n C /ɑfriəɕweǺ/� a wide fast road in a US city that you do not pay to use I take the freeway to work every morning.

Unit 12 heroin Heroin n U /ɑherǩȚǺn/ 

a powerful illegal drug that people usually take by injecting it (=using a 

needle). Heroin is very addictive (=it is very difficult to stop taking it). He soon became addicted to heroin.

Unit 12 homeless obdachlos * adj /ɑhǩȚmlǩs/ without a place to live There are many hostels for young homeless people.

Unit 12 honour ehren ** v /ɑǢnǩ(r)/ 

to show your respect or admiration for someone, especially by giving them a 

prize or a title, or by praising them publicly

We are here today to honour the men and women who gave their lives for their 

country.

Unit 12 investigate ermitteln *** v /ǺnɑvestǺǱeǺt/ 

 to try to find out the facts about something in order to learn the truth about 

it We sent a reporter to investigate the rumour.

Unit 12 lid Deckel ** n C /lǺd/ a cover for a container Have you seen the saucepan lid?

Unit 12 limited limitiert *** adj /ɑlǺmǺtǺd/ not allowed to go above a particular number, amount, or level It's part of a limited edition.

Unit 12 manual Bedienungsanleitung ** n C /ɑmænjȚǩl/ 

a book containing instructions for doing something, especially for operating a 

machine Why do you never read the manual?

Unit 12 manufacturer Hersteller *** n C /ɕmænjȚɑfæktȓǩrǩ(r)/ a person or company that manufactures a product The company one of the leading computer manufacturers in the world.

Unit 12 men’s room Herrentoilette n C /ɑmenz ɕruəm/ a men’s toilet in a public place Can you tell me where the men's room is, please?

Unit 12 motor home Wohnmobil n C /ɑmǩȚtǩ(r) ɕhǩȚm/ a large road vehicle designed for living in while travelling Their motor home can sleep four people.

Unit 12 multiplex Multiplex n C/adj /ɑmȜltǺɕpleks/ a large building that contains several cinema screens The shopping mall has everything, even a multiplex cinema.

Unit 12 pickle Eingelegtes n C /ɑpǺk(ǩ)l/ a cucumber or other vegetable preserved in vinegar or salt water I've bought a jar of dill pickles.

Unit 12 plaintiff Kläger n C /ɑpleǺntǺf/� 

someone who brings a legal case against someone else in a court of law. The 

person against whom the case is brought is called the defendant.  The plaintiff claims to have sustained serious injuries.

Unit 12 predictable vorhersehbar * adj /prǺɑdǺktǩb(ǩ)l/ if something is predictable, it happens in the way that you would expect The results of most of the studies have been predictable.

Unit 12 reflect widerspiegeln *** v /rǺɑflekt/ to show the existence or nature of something He said that the statement did not reflect his own views.

Unit 12 report Bericht *** n C /rǺɑpǤə(r)t/ 

a spoken or written account that gives information about a particular subject, sit

uation, or event

We’ve got the results to the survey and you should all have a copy of the report 

on the table in front of you.
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Unit 12 responsibility Verantwortung *** n C /rǺɕspǢnsǩɑbǺlǩti/ blame for something that has happened

The manufacturers denied responsibility and asked the judge to throw out the 

claim.

Unit 12 roll kullern *** v /rǩȚl/  if a drop of liquid rolls, it moves across a surface without stopping Tears were rolling down his cheeks.

Unit 12 settlement Abfindung ** n C /ɑset(ǩ)lmǩnt/ 

an agreement that both sides involved in a legal disagreement accept or are fo

rced to accept by acourt

In order to avoid legal costs, the company reached a secret settlement with the 

couple.

Unit 12 shock schockieren ** v /ȓǢk/ 

 if something bad and unexpected shocks someone, they are very surprised or 

upset by it The news shocked everyone.

Unit 12 source Quelle *** n C /sǤə(r)s/ a person, place, or thing that provides something that you need or want Writing is my main source of income.

Unit 12 specify bestimmen, definieren ** v /ɑspesǺfaǺ/ to explain something in an exact and detailed way To make a claim, you must specify the date when the article was lost.

Unit 12 steady fest ** adj �/ɑstedi/ reliable and continuing for a long period of time It wasn’t easy to find steady work in the city.

Unit 12 student union Studentenwerk n C /ɕstjuəd(ǩ)nt ɑjuənjǩn/

an organization at a university or college that helps its students by providing 

services and places to meet and play sport The student union is planning to hold a summer ball.

Unit 12 sue verklagen ** v /suə; sjuə/

to make a legal claim against someone, usually to get money from them 

because they have done something bad to you. The legal claim is called a 

lawsuit If we go public with these allegations, do you think he will sue?

Unit 12 suitable passend *** adj /ɑsuətǩb(ǩ)l/ right for a particular purpose, person, or situation It’s difficult for students to find suitable accommodation.

Unit 12 survey Umfrage *** n C/v /ɑsǬə(r)veǺ/ a set of questions that you ask a large number of people or organizations This survey shows the percentage of single-parent households in each area.

Unit 12 tear Träne ** n C /teǩ(r)/ a drop of liquid that comes from your eye when you cry Her eyes filled with tears.

Unit 12 theme park Abenteuerpark n C /ɑθiəm ɕpǡə(r)k/

a large park where people pay to play games and have fun and where all the 

entertainment is designed according to one theme We're taking him to a theme park as a treat for his birthday.

Unit 12 turn down ablehnen v /ɑtǬə(r)n ɕdaȚn/ to not accept an offer or request How could you turn down such a fantastic job?

Unit 12 unfair ungerecht ** adj /Ȝnɑfeǩ(r)/ not fair or reasonable Their claim for unfair dismissal will be properly investigated.

Unit 12 unisex unisex adj /ɑjuənǺɕseks/ for both men and women The shop sells unisex clothing.

Unit 12 vast riesig ** adj /vǡəst/ extremely large People flocked to the show in vast numbers.

Unit 12 vehicle Fahrzeug *** n C /ɑviəǺk(ǩ)l/ 

a machine that you travel in or on, especially one with an engine that travels 

on roads, for example a car, bus, van, truck, or motorcycle Watch out for oncoming vehicles.

Unit 12 vulnerable verletzlich ** adj /ɑvȜln(ǩ)rǩb(ǩ)l/ someone who is vulnerable is weak or easy to hurt physically or mentally When I gave him the money, he looked so vulnerable, like a little boy.
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